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General introduction

Chapter 1

Radiology is a medical specialty that uses medical imaging technology to judge the
anatomy and pathology of structures in the human body. Since radiology is fully
dependent on technology, it is no surprise that it was among the first medical
specialties to embrace the digital revolution.
Today, digital technology pervades the radiology department. The workflow of
the department is managed by a Radiology Information System (RIS), medical
images are stored and distributed by a Picture Archiving and Communication
System (PACS), they are viewed on a computer workstation where they can be
manipulated by advanced image processing algorithms, and diagnostic reports are
dictated using speech recognition software.
This means that the job performance of today’s radiologists is determined to a
large extent by how well they can interact with computer systems. It is therefore
vital that the user interfaces through which this interaction takes place are of high
quality, and allow radiologists to perform their jobs with maximal effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction. As digital technology evolves, and the complexity and
diversity of computer systems with which radiologists interact increases, the
quality of this interaction becomes even more important.
In this thesis, we aimed to study the interaction between radiologists and
computer systems, and to identify ways to improve the quality of this interaction.
We focused on usability evaluation, interaction techniques, user interface
customization, computer-aided diagnosis, and structured reporting.
Usability evaluation (Chapters 2–4)
Usability is the effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with which users can use a
system to achieve their goals in a specific context of use [1,2]. Since interacting with
computer systems has become an integral part of the radiologist's job, it is vital to
ensure that these systems have high usability.
In Chapter 2, we performed a usability test of four different PACS workstations.
The PACS workstation allows radiologists to retrieve, view, and manipulate images,
and plays a crucial role in the radiological workflow. We aimed to compare the
usability of the PACSs, determine whether a usability test has added value with
respect to the traditional way of comparing PACSs based on functional
requirements, and to evaluate the appropriateness of a task-based methodology for
a PACS usability test.
In Chapter 3, we evaluated the usability of a radiology workstation consisting of
an image viewer (a client for the PACS), a workflow manager (a client for the RIS)
and a report editor with speech recognition, after it was deployed in a hospital. We
aimed to determine the number, nature and severity of usability issues radiologists
encounter while using this workstation in clinical practice, and to assess how well
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the results of a pre-deployment usability evaluation of this workstation generalize
to clinical practice.
In Chapter 4, we introduce a novel usability evaluation method: analysis of user
interaction logs using a data mining technique called closed sequential pattern
mining [3,4]. This method was used to perform a post-deployment usability
evaluation of a PACS client, and its effectiveness was compared to the method used
in Chapter 3.
Interaction techniques (Chapter 5)
An interaction technique is a way of using physical input/output devices to enter
information into a computer [5,6]. Interaction techniques are the building blocks of
the user interface and are therefore important in the human-computer interaction.
In Chapter 5, we implemented four touch-based interaction techniques for
I2Vote [7]: an image-based audience response system for radiology education in
which users need to accurately mark a target on a medical image. In order to
determine which technique would be the most appropriate for I2Vote, we
performed an empirical study in which users marked a target on an image using all
four techniques on either a smartphone or a tablet. The techniques were evaluated
in terms of accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use and intuitiveness. We also investigated
how the different devices affected the performance of the techniques.
Although this study focused on the I2Vote system, the implemented interaction
techniques could be used in any touch-based radiology computer system.
User interface customization (Chapter 6)
As in many other modern software packages, the number and complexity of
functions in the radiology PACS client is very high and continues to increase. This
poses the challenge of creating a user interface that presents these functions to
radiologists in an appropriate way and allows them to interact with the software
efficiently. Because different radiologists use the software in different ways,
depending on their goals and interaction preferences, creating an interface that
suits each radiologist is a difficult task.
As a solution to this problem, most PACSs have an adaptable interface, which
allows radiologists to customize several aspects of the PACS according to their
personal needs and preferences. However, previous research has shown that users
often do not customize effectively [8] or they do not customize at all [9]. This
means that they will never interact with the system in a maximally efficient way.
In Chapter 6, we developed a system that generates user-specific customization
support based on users’ function usage. The support was designed to help users
customize the PACS effectively. An empirical study was performed to determine
9
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whether this adaptive customization support would be a useful addition to an
adaptable PACS interface.
Computer-aided diagnosis (Chapter 7)
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems use image processing and artificial
intelligence techniques to detect and/or evaluate abnormalities in medical images.
They aim to assist radiologists during image interpretation and thereby improve
their diagnostic performance. Various studies have shown that radiologists and
CAD can make an effective team that reaches a higher level of diagnostic
performance than one radiologist alone (e.g. [10–12]).
However, the team performance of radiologist and CAD is lower than what
might be expected based on the performance of the radiologist and the CAD system
in isolation [13,14]. There are even studies that found no benefits of CAD on
radiologists’ diagnostic performance (e.g. [15,16]), an increased sensitivity at the
cost of reduced specificity (e.g. [17,18]), or even reduced sensitivity of the best
performing radiologists for difficult cases [19]. This suggests that the interaction
between radiologists and CAD is not optimal.
An important factor in the interaction between humans and automated aids
(such as CAD) is trust [20–26]. Suboptimal performance of the human–
automation team is often caused by an inappropriate level of trust in the
automation [26]. In Chapter 7, we examined the role of trust in the radiologist–
CAD interaction and suggest ways to improve the output of the CAD system so that
it allows radiologists to calibrate their trust in the CAD system more effectively.
Structured reporting (Chapter 8)
Radiology reports are normally dictated and constructed freely during the
interpretation of the radiological images. However, structuring the information in
the report is preferable from a data management and clinician’s perspective.
To come to well-structured reports, structured reporting software has been
proposed that lets radiologists to report in a (highly) controlled fashion. However,
studies comparing structured reporting software to conventional free-text dictation
have shown mixed results [27–31]. A major argument against reporting in a
structured fashion is that it would require extra actions by the radiologist, which
cost time and might interfere with the interpretation of the images [27].
In Chapter 8, we developed and tested a system that automatically converts
dictated free-text reports into structured, standardized reports. Such a system
would yield structured reports without the need for radiologists to change the way
they construct their reports.
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Chapter 2

Abstract
Objectives: To compare the usability of different Picture Archiving and
Communication System (PACS) workstations, determine whether a usability test
has added value with respect to the traditional way of comparing PACSs based on
functional requirements, and to evaluate the appropriateness of a task-based
methodology for a PACS usability test.
Methods: A task-based usability test of four PACS workstations was performed.
Radiologists’ subjective responses to the PACSs and their performance on the tasks
were measured. To mimic the traditional PACS selection process, two functional
requirements were defined which the PACSs met in varying degrees. The focus of
the usability test was on the aspects of the PACS related to these requirements. The
usability results were compared to the PACSs’ ability to meet the functional
requirements.
Results: One PACS outperformed the other PACSs both in terms of subjective
preference and task performance, indicating its superior usability. There were
differences in usability between PACSs with identical functionality. Also, a PACS
with theoretically advantageous functionality for a given task did not necessarily
have better usability for this task than a PACS without this functionality. There was
a discrepancy between participants’ subjective preferences and their task
performance, which indicates that it is vital to include performance measures in the
usability assessment so that it accurately reflects the efficiency of interaction.
Conclusions: The differences in usability between PACSs with identical
functionality indicate that functional requirements alone are insufficient to
determine a PACS’s overall quality. A usability test should therefore be used in
addition to a functional requirement list in a PACS selection process to ensure that
a hospital buys the PACS with the highest quality. A task-based usability evaluation
methodology, which yields both subjective preference data and objective
performance data of radiologists interacting with the PACS, is very suitable for such
a usability test.
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We are stuck with technology when what we really want is just stuff that works.

– Douglas Adams
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Introduction
Many hospitals currently have a Picture Archiving and Communication System
(PACS) that has been in operation for many years. Several of these hospitals have
decided to put out bids for a new PACS. Traditionally, the decision regarding which
PACS to buy is based on the vendor’s ability to meet a list of requirements defined
by the hospital. These requirements range from desirable features to knock-out
criteria and are based on demands of the IT staff, radiologists, PACS
administrators, management, and other stakeholders within the hospital.
A limitation of this method is that it assesses a PACS’s quality solely on the basis
of functionality, and does not consider how the functionality is implemented. This
implementation determines the PACS’s usability: the effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction with which radiologists can interact with it [1,2]. Because the PACS
plays such a crucial role in the radiological workflow, the quality of interaction
between radiologists and the PACS is very important, and usability should
therefore be a major decision criterion in the PACS selection process.
Because of the importance of the interaction between health care professionals
and technology, usability evaluations are becoming increasingly common in the
medical domain [3]. Most of these evaluations (e.g. [4–6]) are performed on a
single system and aim to determine how its usability might be improved.
Comparative usability studies require a different approach, because they need to
yield a quantitative representation of usability that allows for a comparison
between multiple systems. These kinds of studies are much rarer. To our best
knowledge, there are only two previously published multi-vendor PACS usability
evaluations [7,8]. Both these studies assessed usability by measuring radiologists’
subjective responses to the PACS. This is a valid and widely used method to
measure usability, but it is not optimal for a PACS usability test, because subjective
measures do not always reflect the efficiency of interaction with a system. Several
studies have shown that subjective measures correlate with performance measures
[9–11], but there are also studies that show that these measures do not correspond
[12,13]. Even when the measures do correlate, the correlation is never extremely
strong, so measuring performance data provides additional information about a
system’s usability that is not contained in the subjective measures [10]. Due to the
increasing workload radiologists face [14,15], the efficiency with which they can
work with the PACS is essential and should therefore be accurately represented in a
PACS usability assessment.
In this study, we performed a task-based usability test of four different PACS
workstations, in which four radiologists completed a set of predefined prototypical
tasks on each PACS. In addition to subjective usability data, this methodology
allowed us to obtain objective performance data (e.g. the time needed to perform
16

certain tasks), which reflect the efficiency with which radiologists can work with the
PACS. We aimed to compare the usability of the PACSs, determine whether a
usability test has added value with respect to the traditional way of comparing
PACSs based on functional requirements, and to evaluate the appropriateness of a
task-based methodology for a PACS usability test.

Methods
Participants
Three board certified radiologists and one fifth-year radiology resident participated
in the test (age range 33–46, mean age: 36.5).
Apparatus
The workstation consisted of a Barco 6MP MDCC-6130 30.4 in. monitor and a
Barco 2MP MDRC-2120 20.1 in. monitor controlled by a PC workstation with a
Barco graphics card. This is the same setup radiologists at our hospital normally
work with. Participants interacted with the system through a standard mouse and
keyboard. RUI (Recording User Input) version 2.02 [16] was used to log the mouse
movements, mouse clicks and key presses. The large screen was recorded by a
Logitech Webcam Pro 9000 and the small screen by a Logitech Webcam C110.
Each webcam was connected to a different PC. Both PCs recorded with Logitech
Webcam Software. Both the webcams and the key/mouse logger recorded the
system time of the workstation PC so that their outputs could be synchronized. We
used webcams instead of screen capture software because screen capturing of such
high resolution monitors could affect the performance of the workstation.
Materials
The usability test consisted of six scenarios and a questionnaire. Each scenario
consisted of a set of tasks participants had to perform. The scenario set was
carefully designed, in consultation with several radiologists, to be as representative
of a radiologist’s daily work as possible. The scenarios and questionnaire aimed to
evaluate common interactions with a PACS and were not specifically designed for
any of the four PACSs used in this study. All scenarios were based on studies from
the top ten most frequently occurring studies in our hospital (shown in Appendix
A). The scenarios are shown in Table 1.
The patient images used in the scenarios were collected from our hospital’s
database. The DICOM header was anonymized and the images were subsequently
stored in a local database. During the anonymization process, the patient’s name
and patient identification number were replaced with the scenario number. Each
17
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Table 1 – Scenarios used in the usability test.
Scenario
Modality
Body
Clinical information
part
1
CR/DX
Knee
Osteoarthritis?

Task


Retrieve the new and old
images.
 Does this patient have
osteoarthritis?
 Zoom in on the patella in the
old and new lateral images.

2

CR/DX

Thorax

Follow-up pleural fluid,
infiltrates.



3

CT

Thorax

Hypoxemia with
syncope, unknown
cause. Indications of a
pulmonary embolism?

 Retrieve the new images.
o Determine the CT density.
 Adjust the window level
based on the CT density.
 Does this patient have a
pulmonary embolism?

4

CT

Brain

Planning of intracystic
treatment with
interferon alfa.



5

MRI

Brain

Lesion around aqueduct
L>R, DD inflammation
or malignancy. Patient
received high-dose
steroid therapy. Followup lesion; nature?



6

MRI

Brain

Tuberous sclerosis,
frontal lobe epilepsy.
Last MRI is from 2010.
Follow-up tuberous
sclerosis: increase in
tumor size?



Retrieve the new and old
images.
 Is there an increase in pleural
fluid?
o Determine the cardiothoracic ratio in the old and
new images.
 Place the relevant older study
next to the other studies.
Maintain the temporal order
of the studies.

Retrieve the new and old
images.
 Align the old and new images
with the 3D viewer.
o Measure the lateral ventricle
size in the old and new
images.
Retrieve the new and old
images, do not retrieve the
localizers.
 Determine the nature of the
lesion.

Retrieve the new and old
images, do not retrieve the
localizer and position marker.
 Has the tumor increased in
size?
o Measure the tumor.
 Make a screen capture of the
tumor.
The clinical information was copied from the diagnosis request letter of the most recent study in the
scenario. Participants’ performance was measured on the image retrieval tasks (indicated by a solid
circle) and the measurement tasks (indicated by an empty circle).
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scenario contained multiple studies of the same patient. In addition to the images
necessary for completing the scenarios, each scenario except Scenario 6 also
contained images of that same patient that were irrelevant to the scenario. These
studies were included to make the selection of relevant studies realistic and not
trivial.
The questionnaire consisted of 19 statements regarding the usability of the
PACS. Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with each
statement on a five-point Likert scale with the following levels: strongly disagree,
disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree. There were also two text fields in which
participants could indicate additional positive and negative aspects of the PACS.
The entire questionnaire is shown in Appendix B.
Design and procedure
Four PACSs were compared in the test. For legal reasons, we anonymized the
names of the PACSs and refer to them as PACS A, B, C, and D. To mimic the
process of PACS selection based on a list of functional requirements, we defined
two requirements for the PACSs, one which was met by only two PACSs (automatic
retrieval of images from relevant previous studies) and one which was met by all
four (measurement tools) (Table 2). The main focus of our study was on the
usability of the aspects of the PACSs relevant to these two functionalities (retrieving
images and performing measurements). This was done in order to be able to
evaluate the benefits of a usability test relative to a functional requirement list. If
there would be no differences in usability of the measurement tools, and only a
difference between the two PACSs that could automatically retrieve previous
studies and those that could not, the usability test would not add any
discriminating power to the requirement list.
Participants received a sheet of paper containing the instructions and clinical
information for each scenario. The tasks shown in the right column of Table 1 were
explicitly stated on the instruction sheet. Participants were instructed to perform
the tasks as well and fast as possible. In all scenarios, participants had to retrieve
the most recent study and, with the exception of Scenario 3, a relevant previous
study of the scenario’s patient. The date of the previous study was included in the
Table 2 – Functional requirement list.
Functionality
PACS A
PACS B
Automatic retrieval of previous No
Yes
studies

PACS C
No

PACS D
Yes

Measurement tools
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
The degree to which the different PACSs met the functional requirements we
defined. The focus of the usability test was on the aspects of the PACS related
to these requirements.
19
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instructions to ensure that it was perfectly clear to the participants which study
they were supposed to retrieve. The studies were presented in the PACS’s worklist.
Because this study is not concerned with diagnosis quality, participants did not
have to make an official diagnostic report. Instead, for the diagnosis participants
simply had to answer a yes or no question (in Scenarios 1–3 and 6), or a question to
shortly describe the patient’s lesion (in Scenario 5). Scenario 4 did not contain a
diagnostic question. Participants wrote the answers to the diagnostic questions on
an answer sheet. When participants had to make a measurement, they also wrote
the value they measured on the answer sheet.
Each scenario was divided into several tasks. Some tasks were strictly defined
and aimed to probe a certain aspect of the PACS. The other tasks, regarding the
diagnosis, were loosely defined and gave participants the opportunity to interact
with the PACS in a natural and unconstrained way. Performance was measured on
the tasks involving image retrieval and measurements.
We used a within-subject design with PACS as within-subject factor. The
experiment was divided into four sessions, one for each PACS. The sessions took
place over the course of two months. It was not possible to counterbalance the
order of the PACSs due to their limited availability for this study. Participants’ first
session was with PACS A, the second with PACS B, the third with PACS D and the
fourth with PACS C.
Prior to each session, participants attended a presentation in which a
representative of the PACS vendor demonstrated the workings of the PACS
interface and explained how to perform the actions required to complete all tasks in
the scenarios. Participants did not interact with the PACS during this presentation.
Data analysis
We measured the execution times and number of button presses (i.e. mouse button
clicks and key presses) of the tasks involving image retrieval and measurements,
the answers to the diagnostic and measurement questions, and the answers to the
questions on the questionnaire.
We examined the webcam videos of participants to determine the start and end
times of the tasks. The start time was defined as the moment the participant
initiated the execution of the task. The end time was defined as the moment the last
action of the task had been performed and, in the image retrieval tasks, the correct
images were displayed on the large screen. To determine the number of button
presses for each task, we wrote a script that counted the number of mouse clicks
and key presses in the log file between a certain start and end time.
To allow for quantitative representation of the questionnaire data, the levels of
the Likert scale were converted to numerical values as follows: strongly disagree =
0, disagree = 1, neutral = 2, agree = 3 and strongly agree = 4.
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For each of the variables, the data points of the individual participants were
plotted for each PACS. The differences between the PACSs were assessed based on
visual inspection of the resulting plots. Statistical tests were not used because of
our small sample size.

Results
Fig. 1 shows the total task execution time and number of button presses (i.e. mouse
clicks and key presses) of the image retrieval tasks per participant for all PACSs.
Visual inspection of the data shows that all participants performed the image
retrieval tasks fastest on PACS B and slowest on PACS C. The button presses data
show that all participants needed fewer button presses on PACS B and D than on
PACS A and C. This difference was more pronounced for PACS B. There were no
other clear differences between the PACSs.
Fig. 2 shows the total task execution time and number of button presses of the
measurement tasks per participant for all PACSs. Visual inspection of the data
indicates that task performance was faster on PACS B and D than on PACS A and C.
All participants needed the fewest button presses to complete the tasks on PACS B.
There were no other clear differences between the PACSs.
Fig. 3 shows the mean subjective response per participant for all PACSs. All
participants except one rated PACS B higher than the other PACSs. The mean
subjective response was positive for three of the four participants for PACS B, one
of the four participants for PACS C and D, and none of the participants for PACS A.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the questionnaire items regarding image retrieval
(Appendix B, Item 18) and measurements (Appendix B, Item 16). There was a large
between-participant variability in the image retrieval responses. Each participant
rated PACS C differently, and two participants gave PACS D a strongly negative
rating, while the other two rated it positively. All but one participant rated PACS B
positively.
There was a large discrepancy between participants’ preference and their
performance on the image retrieval tasks. Two participants (light blue circle and
red triangle) rated PACS C higher than PACS A, while their performance was better
with PACS A. One participant (red triangle) rated PACS C and D higher than PACS
B, while his performance was far better with PACS B. One participant (gray square)
rated PACS C higher than D, while his performance was better with PACS D. One
participant (blue diamond) gave PACS A, C and D the same rating, while he
performed much better on PACS D. One participant (light blue circle) gave PACS B,
C and D the same rating, while he performed better on PACS B and D than on C.
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Figure 1. Total task execution time (left) and number of button presses (right) of the image retrieval
tasks per participant for all PACSs. Each plotting character represents one participant.

Figure 2. Total task execution time (left) and number of button presses (right) of the measurement
tasks per participant for all PACSs. Each plotting character represents one participant.
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Figure 3. Mean subjective response per participant for all PACSs. Each plotting character represents
one participant.

Figure 4. Subjective responses regarding image retrieval and measurements. Each plotting character
represents one participant.
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PACS B and C did not receive any negative ratings for their measurement tools,
while the other PACSs did. PACS B was the only PACS to receive strongly positive
ratings.
There was also a discrepancy between participants’ preference and their
performance on the measurement tasks. One participant (gray square) rated PACS
D negatively and the other PACSs positively, while his performance was by far
worst on PACS A. One participant (blue diamond) gave PACS A, B and C the same
rating, while he performed best on PACS B. One participant (red triangle) rated
PACS C and D the same, while he performed better on PACS D.

Discussion
In this study, we used a task-based usability test to compare the usability of four
PACS workstations. The mean subjective responses showed that all participants
except one preferred PACS B to the other PACSs. The performance data showed
that participants performed the image retrieval tasks and the measurement tasks
more efficiently on PACS B than on the other PACSs. These results indicate that
PACS B had better usability than the other PACSs.
The subjective preference for PACS B can be attributed to several factors.
Firstly, the information on the screen (e.g. images, patient information, and
function icons) was presented in a very organized way, producing a calm and
uncluttered working environment. Participants liked the PACS’s menu structure,
which was formed by a toolbar consisting of multiple tabs, each with a different set
of functionalities (similar to the Ribbon in Microsoft Office 2007 and later). They
also indicated that the functionalities were easy to use and that the interface was
very responsive: providing quick feedback to their actions. The PACS also provided
effective display protocols and allowed participants to easily compare multiple
studies.
Prior to the test, we defined two functional requirements: automatic retrieval of
images from previous studies (which PACS B and D provided and the other PACSs
did not) and measurement tools (which all PACSs provided). The performance
results showed that participants performed the image retrieval tasks fastest on
PACS B. The difference between this PACS and PACS A and C would be expected
based on the fact that it had useful image retrieval functionality that PACS A and C
did not have. The difference between PACS B and D however, could not have been
predicted by functionality requirements and can only be explained by a difference
in usability between these PACSs. This difference was due to the fact that in PACS
D, participants had to select the patient, wait for a pop-up window with the
diagnosis request letter to appear, and then click on the ‘view’ button. In PACS B,
participants could retrieve all relevant images by simply double clicking on the
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patient, which is more efficient. Participants even performed as fast in PACS A as in
D, even though they had to manually retrieve the previous study in this PACS.
The button presses data showed a similar pattern as the task execution time
data, although there was no clear difference between PACS B and D. The subjective
responses regarding image retrieval did not show any clear differences, although
PACS B was rated positively most often.
There were also differences in performance between the PACSs on the
measurement tasks. Participants performed faster on PACS B and D than on PACS
A and C. The slower performance on PACS A was caused by the fact that
participants had to activate viewports (by clicking in them) in order to measure in
them, and the fact that the measurement tools were deactivated after each use so
that when participants had to make consecutive measurements, they had to reselect
the measurement tool each time. Also, the tool to measure the CT density was
placed at an illogical location in the menu (it was not in the ‘measurement’
submenu), which made it more difficult to find.
In PACS C, viewports also needed to be activated before they could be measured
in. Furthermore, multiplanar reconstructions (MPRs) were generated in separate
tabs so that when participants had to measure in MPRs of different series, they had
to switch between the tabs. Selected tools in the toolbar were not identical between
tabs, so participants had to reselect the measurement tool when switching to
another tab.
In PACS B and D, viewports were automatically activated when they were
measured in. As in PACS A, the measurement tools were deactivated after each use
in PACS D, but this did not cause participants to perform slower on this PACS than
on PACS B.
Because PACS B required fewer actions to perform measurements than the
other PACSs, participants needed fewer button presses in the measurement tasks
on this PACS.
There were no clear differences between the PACSs in subjective ratings of the
measurement tools. However, only PACS B and C were unanimously given a
positive rating.
In line with [12] and [13], we found a discrepancy between the subjective
responses and the performance data. Participants’ subjective ratings regarding
image retrieval and measurements did not accurately reflect their performance on
these aspects of the PACS. As Bailey [12] pointed out, users tend to integrate their
preferences into their judgments of the efficiency of a system. This tendency was
also observed in our study. The most extreme example of this is that one
participant expressed a strong dislike for PACS B’s image retrieval capabilities
because an error occurred during one image retrieval task (the error was caused by
the participant accidentally opening a second instantiation of the PACS). This
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caused him to rate the efficiency of this PACS’s image retrieval capabilities
negatively, while he actually performed the image retrieval tasks much faster on
this PACS than on the other PACSs.
The discrepancy between subjective responses and performance data we found
demonstrates the usefulness of obtaining performance data in a usability test,
especially in a domain such as radiology, in which efficiency is very important.
Collecting both subjective responses and objective performance data produces a
more accurate, reliable, and complete assessment of a PACS’s usability than could
be achieved by measuring either of these data alone.
The validity of the results of a task-based usability test greatly depends on the
quality of the scenario set and the tasks within these scenarios being used. A poorly
constructed scenario set will lead to results that have a low generalizability to the
real radiology work environment. It is therefore vital that the scenarios are
developed in consultation with a group of radiologists to ensure that they are
representative of interaction with a PACS in a natural environment and that the
tasks within the scenarios represent common interactions with the PACS. Each
scenario should contain a balance between low-level strictly defined tasks, on
which performance can be measured, and more loosely defined tasks (such as
diagnosis), which give participants the opportunity to interact with the PACS in a
natural and unconstrained way. In this study we only measured performance on
two types of tasks. A real-life PACS usability test should obviously measure
performance on a wider variety of tasks.
As long as the scenario set as a whole is a good representation of the
radiologist’s daily work, variations in the specific scenarios that are used will not
have a large effect on the results of the usability test. For example, for participants’
ability to evaluate a PACS’s usability it does not matter whether a CT thorax or a CT
abdomen is used in the scenario set, because the tasks within these scenarios are
similar. Variations in the scenarios also have minimal effect on the performance
data. When performing a length measurement for example, it does not matter
whether participants measure a lung nodule on a CT or a brain tumor on an MRI.
The data obtained from the usability test should be transformed in such a way
that they can be easily integrated into the PACS selection process. Common
practice in tender procedures for new products is to assign a score to each vendor
for each item on the requirement list, after which a weighted average score is
calculated. The different usability measures could be combined into a single
usability score that can serve as an additional requirement to the functional
requirement list. The weight of the usability requirement relative to other
requirements can be determined by the hospital. An excellent way of standardizing
usability measures and combining them into a single score is described in detail in
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[10]. Another (somewhat less elegant) possibility is to define each different
usability measure as a separate requirement.
Besides the value of usability from a user’s perspective, it is also interesting
from a business perspective. To illustrate: the difference in mean execution time of
the image retrieval tasks between PACS B and D was 111.25 s. These data consisted
of six patients, so the difference was 18.54 s per patient. Our hospital’s radiology
department diagnoses approximately 200,000 patients per year. This means that
having PACS B instead of D would save 1030 h per year, which is equivalent to o.5
FTE (based on a 40-h work week), and this is only for one type of task.
A limitation of this study was that only four participants were used. It was
therefore not possible to perform statistical analyses on the data. However, the data
of the individual participants did show clear patterns and by presenting these data
we provided the reader with a way to assess the impact of the different PACSs on
each individual participant. In a real-life PACS selection process, a larger
participant group should be used for the usability test in order to obtain a more
reliable and more statistically powerful comparison between the PACSs.
Another limitation might be that the order of the PACSs was not
counterbalanced, meaning that each participant used the PACSs in the same order,
which could have led to order effects in the data. Counterbalancing the PACSs was
not possible, because each PACS was only available for this study for a very short
period of time. It is quite likely that order effects occurred for the tasks involving
diagnosis (e.g. participants finding a lesion faster because they remembered its
location from the session with a previous PACS). However, these tasks were
designed to allow natural interaction with the PACS and were not used to produce
performance data. Possible order effects in these tasks are therefore not harmful to
the validity of the results. We believe that the order effects for the tasks on which
performance was measured were negligible, because learning to perform such lowlevel tasks on one interface does not necessarily generalize to a different interface.
Positive effects might occur when the interfaces are very similar, but negative
effects might also occur if they are very dissimilar (e.g. searching for a button in the
wrong location based on expectations from a previous interface). Our results did
not show any trends indicating either positive or negative order effects.
Participants had previous experience with PACS, but not with the specific
PACSs used in this study. Our results might therefore have been biased by the
intuitiveness of the PACSs’ interface. Although ease of learning is also an important
usability aspect, performance results should ideally reflect skilled performance.
Experience is always a confounding factor in comparative usability tests, but it is
impossible to control for. It is simply not feasible to extensively train each
radiologist on each PACS. However, because we measured performance on very
low-level tasks, which required minimal experience to perform efficiently, and
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participants received a thorough explanation of how to perform the tasks prior to
the test, we believe that the confounding effects of experience were kept to a
minimum.
We only measured the satisfaction and efficiency aspects of usability and
ignored effectiveness. Effectiveness is often measured using task completion rates
or the number of errors participants make during task execution relative to the
number of opportunities for error in the task. We assumed that participants would
be able to complete all tasks on all PACSs, which would make task completion rates
irrelevant. We did not measure errors because identifying errors and error
opportunities is time consuming and arguably subjective (there can be
disagreement on what constitutes an error or error opportunity) [10]. However,
including a measure of effectiveness, especially when more complex tasks are used
in the test, might improve the accuracy of the usability assessment.
The quality of interaction between radiologists and the PACS workstation is
affected by both the PACS software and the workstation’s hardware. The PACS
workstations evaluated in this study used equivalent hardware, meaning that our
results only reflected differences in software, but our methodology is also
appropriate for PACS workstations using different hardware. However, great care
should be taken when deciding how much variability in hardware to allow in the
usability test. Trivial differences in hardware (e.g. using one monitor instead of
two, or a trackball instead of a mouse) should not be allowed to influence the
results. However, when a PACS vendor uses a piece of hardware in a way that
fundamentally changes the interaction between radiologists and the PACS, and this
could not have been achieved by using the same hardware in combination with
different PACS software, this piece of hardware should be allowed in the test.
We advise hospitals interested in integrating a usability test into their PACS
selection process to use the following guidelines: (1) interview a group of
radiologists in order to construct a set of scenarios that is representative of their
daily work; (2) divide each scenario into several tasks; ensure a good balance
between strictly defined tasks, aimed at evaluating performance on a certain aspect
of the PACS, and more loosely defined tasks, aimed at allowing natural interaction
with the PACS; (3) design a questionnaire aimed at evaluating radiologists’
opinions of the PACS; (4) evaluate the vendors’ responses to the functional
requirement list defined by the relevant stakeholders within the hospital and invite
the vendors with a sufficient score on these requirements to participate in the
usability test; (5) set up a controlled testing environment with the workstations of
the selected vendors; (6) combine all usability measures into a single score that can
be easily integrated into the selection process.
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Conclusion
In the traditional PACS selection process, PACSs are compared based on the
functionality they possess, but not based on how this functionality is implemented,
which determines the PACS’s usability. The differences in usability we found
between PACSs with identical functionality indicate that functional requirements
alone are insufficient to determine a PACS’s overall quality. We therefore
recommend using a usability test in addition to a functional requirement list in a
PACS selection process to ensure that a hospital buys the PACS with the highest
quality. A task-based usability evaluation methodology, which yields both
subjective preference data and objective performance data of radiologists
interacting with the PACS, is very suitable for such a usability test.
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Appendix A
The ten most frequently reviewed studies by radiologists and radiology residents in
our hospital in the period December 2011 – November 2012. For each modality, the
studies were divided into the following body part categories: skull/brain, face/neck,
spine, upper extremity, heart/aorta, thorax, upper abdomen, lower
abdomen/genitals, and pelvis/lower extremity. Ultrasounds were excluded from
these data, because they are reviewed directly after they are made. A review of an
ultrasound on a PACS workstation is therefore not relevant.
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Appendix B
The questionnaire used in the test.
Indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements.
Strongly
disagree
1.

This PACS is user-friendly.

2.

I can work efficiently with this PACS.

3.

The images are correctly displayed on
the screen automatically.

4.

It is clearly indicated which images
belong to the old, and which to the
new study.

5.

The screen space is used efficiently.

6.

It is clear what all the buttons are for.

7.

The PACS responds predictably to my
actions.

8.

The 3D mode is user-friendly.

9.

With the 3D mode, I can execute
simple 3D tasks well.

10. I can easily find the functions I need.
11. I can easily compare series.
12. I can easily place images in the
viewports.
13. I can easily adjust the window level.
14. I can easily scroll through series.
15. I can easily zoom in and out.
16. I can easily perform measurements.
17. I can easily make screen captures.
18. From the worklist, I can quickly and
easily start with my diagnosis.
19. I would like to work with this PACS / I
would advise to purchase this PACS.
20. Other positive points of this PACS.
21. Other negative points of this PACS
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Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree
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Abstract
Objectives: To determine the number, nature and severity of usability issues
radiologists encounter while using a commercially available radiology workstation
in clinical practice, and to assess how well the results of a pre-deployment usability
evaluation of this workstation generalize to clinical practice.
Methods: The usability evaluation consisted of semi-structured interviews and
observations of twelve users using the workstation during their daily work.
Usability issues and positive usability findings were documented. Each issue was
given a severity rating and its root cause was determined. Results were compared to
the results of a pre-deployment usability evaluation of the same workstation.
Results: Ninety-two usability issues were identified, ranging from issues that
cause minor frustration or delay, to issues that cause significant delays, prevent
users from completing tasks, or even pose a potential threat to patient safety. The
results of the pre-deployment usability evaluation had limited generalizability to
clinical practice.
Conclusions: This study showed that radiologists encountered a large number
and a wide variety of usability issues when using a commercially available radiology
workstation in clinical practice. This underlines the need for effective usability
engineering in radiology. Given the limitations of pre-deployment usability
evaluation in radiology, which were confirmed by our finding that the results of a
pre-deployment usability evaluation of this workstation had limited generalizability
to clinical practice, it is vital that radiology workstation vendors devote significant
resources to usability engineering efforts before deployment of their workstation,
and to continue these efforts after the workstation is deployed in a hospital.
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The big difference between good and bad designers is how they handle people
struggling with their design.

– Joshua Porter
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Introduction
To ensure that software has high usability (i.e. allows users to perform their tasks
effectively, efficiently and enjoyably), usability engineering methods should be
applied throughout the software development cycle: before design, during design
and implementation, and after deployment of the software [1]. However, a recent
survey conducted among usability practitioners showed that usability activities are
performed less frequently during the post-deployment phase than in other phases
of development [2]. While pre-deployment usability activities are of course
important, and can prevent usability issues in the post-deployment phase, learning
from real users using the software in the real world is also valuable [1–5]. Since
iteration and user feedback are core components of usability engineering [1,6], it is
unfortunate that these data are being underused.
Post-deployment usability evaluation can be especially useful in domains such
as radiology, where it is difficult to perform valid pre-deployment usability
evaluations for two reasons. First, it is difficult to obtain a representative user
group, because radiologists with different specializations work in very different
ways, radiologists are relatively expensive and they often have limited time to spare
for usability activities. Second, it is difficult to construct a representative testing
environment, because the radiological workflow is complex and differs between
hospitals and radiology software needs to communicate with multiple
interdependent systems (e.g. the hospital information system, imaging modalities),
which also differ between hospitals. This means that even when radiology software
vendors apply usability engineering methods before and during design and
implementation of their software, it is still likely that usability issues occur when
the software is used in clinical practice.
Comparative usability evaluations of commercial radiology workstations
indicate that there is indeed room for usability improvement [7–9]. However,
because the main goal of these studies was to compare the workstations based on a
quantitative representation of usability, they provide limited insight into the nature
and severity of usability issues radiologists encounter with the workstations. These
studies also face the same limitations as the workstation vendors (the difficulty to
obtain a representative user group and a representative testing environment for
usability evaluation), which raises questions about the generalizability of their
results.
Other usability studies in radiology do provide more detailed qualitative
usability information [10–13]. However, three of these studies [10,12,13] evaluated
systems that do not play a critical role in the radiological workflow and one [11]
only performed a heuristic evaluation, which means that no actual users took part
in the evaluation. Also, all of these studies were conducted in laboratory settings, so
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they do not provide information about usability issues encountered in clinical
practice.
In this study, we performed a post-deployment usability evaluation of the
radiology workstation that received the highest usability rating in the comparative
pre-deployment evaluation of Jorritsma et al. [7]. We aimed to determine the
number, nature and severity of usability issues radiologists encounter while using
this workstation in clinical practice, and to assess how well the results of the predeployment usability evaluation of this workstation generalize to clinical practice.

Methods
Apparatus
In this paper, the term ‘radiology workstation’ refers to the software radiologists
use for viewing medical images and reporting their diagnosis. The radiology
workstation evaluated in this study consisted of three components: an image viewer
(the client for the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS)), which
included standard post-processing capabilities, a workflow manager (the client for
a rudimentary version of the Radiology Information System (RIS)) and a report
editor with speech recognition. Technically, these are separate applications, but
since they form one integrated whole sold by one vendor as a single package, we
consider them here as one system.
Fig. 1 shows the workstation setup used in our hospital. A 30.4 diagnostic

Figure 1. The radiology workstation setup used in our hospital. A 30.4 diagnostic monitor (left)
displays the image viewer and a 20.1 monitor (right) displays the workflow manager and the report
editor.
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monitor displays the image viewer and a 20.1 monitor displays the workflow
manager and the report editor. Some radiologists have a third monitor that they
use to display an image archive of the patient (an overview of all studies of the
patient). The input devices are a standard mouse, a keyboard and a handheld
speech microphone.
The workstation was deployed in our hospital fourteen months before the start
of this study, replacing a workstation of a different vendor that had been in place
for about thirteen years.
The workstation vendor applied usability engineering methods throughout the
development of the workstation. These methods included pre-design user research,
empirical evaluation of prototypes, and iterative design.
The workstation was included in the pre-deployment comparative usability
evaluation of Jorritsma et al. [7], in which it was referred to as PACS B. Of the four
workstations evaluated in this study, this workstation was found to have the best
usability.
Participants
Twelve users participated in the usability evaluation. Ten were radiologists (mean
years of experience: 6.1, range: 0.6 – 27; specializations: thoracic/cardiac;
mammo/abdominal/paediatric; paediatric; thoracic/abdominal; musculoskeletal;
abdominal; IC/mammo/thoracic; paediatric/oncologic; 2 neurological) and two
were radiology residents (a first- and a third-year resident).
Three users did not work with the workstation that was previously in place in
our hospital, but did have experience with workstations from different vendors.
Users were randomly selected from the total group of radiologists and radiology
residents in our hospital until a test group of twelve users was formed. During this
process one radiologist and one radiology resident refused to participate because
they were too busy at the time.
Design and procedure
Sessions were held with individual users at their own workplace. A session lasted
approximately 45 to 60 minutes and consisted of a brief semi-structured interview
and an observation of the users during their daily work. The interview aimed to
assess the users’ general opinions about the workstation and to identify the main
usability issues encountered. The following questions were used to guide the
interview: “how satisfied are you with the workstation (on a scale of 1–10)?”, “what
is better/worse in this workstation compared to the previous one (or in case the
user did not work with the previous workstation: “other workstations you have
worked with)?” and “what problems do you encounter?”.
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After the interview, users were asked to review a number of studies from their
current worklist that were as representative of their daily work as possible. They
were instructed to vocalize the steps they were taking (think-aloud protocol) and to
illustrate usability issues as they were encountered. If users’ comments or behavior
required clarification, the session observer would prompt them to explain
themselves in more detail. A video recording of the screens was made during the
observation. Audio was recorded throughout the session.
Informed consent was obtained. Users could give separate permission for the
use of their data for this study (inclusion criterion), audio recording during the
session, and video recording during the observation. All users gave permission for
all three items.
All data collection sessions were conducted by one usability expert (the first
author). Because users performed naturally occurring rather than controlled, predefined tasks, we did not obtain quantitative measures of effectiveness and
efficiency. Instead these usability aspects were evaluated based on the qualitative
data.
Data analysis
The audio and video recordings were synchronized. The audio recordings were
transcribed and the fragments describing usability issues were marked and given
an issue number (i.e. each issue was identified based on users’ verbal data). For
each issue, a time stamp was added to the transcript so that it could easily be found
later in the video recordings. Excerpts were taken from the video recordings to
illustrate the issues that were difficult to understand by description alone. A
general description of all unique issues was put in a spreadsheet. Positive usability
findings were also documented.
Each usability issue was given a severity rating according to a rating system
based on those described by Rubin and Chisnell [14] and Tullis and Albert [15]:
severity = impact on the user experience (1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high) +
predicted frequency of occurrence (1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high). The issues were
rated by one usability expert (author 1). We used the ratings of one expert rather
than a consensus rating of multiple experts because we could not find other
usability experts with sufficient domain knowledge. There are not a lot of usability
experts with experience in radiology, let alone with PACS/RIS.
After the study, the list of usability issues was reviewed together with
application specialists of the workstation vendor and the workstation’s key users
(users that received extensive training on the workstation in order to be able to
support the general users). No changes to the severity ratings were suggested and
no changes were deemed necessary based on the reviewing sessions.
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The identified issues were divided into five categories: image
arrangement/display, image interaction, workflow, report dictation, and
miscellaneous. These categories were determined post hoc based on clusters in the
data.
The issues were also categorized according to their root cause. The possible
causes were interface design, configuration (i.e. how the workstation is set up in
our hospital), technical (i.e. bugs or performance issues), functional (i.e. missing
functionality), and external (i.e. issues that users experience in the workstation, but
are caused by an external process (e.g. the workstation’s display protocols fail with
images from other hospitals, because these images are not correctly archived by the
hospital’s PACS administrators)). The root causes were determined post hoc
together with the workstation vendor and the workstation administrators in our
hospital.
In order to assess how well a pre-deployment usability evaluation of a radiology
workstation generalizes to clinical practice, we compared the results of Jorritsma et
al.’s pre-deployment evaluation [7] to our post-deployment results. Although this
pre-deployment evaluation was summative (i.e. it was designed to quantitatively
evaluate the workstation’s usability and not to identify specific usability issues), it
did make two specific claims about the workstation’s usability that we could
compare against the results of our post-deployment evaluation: (1) users can
effectively and efficiently perform image retrieval tasks due to the workstation’s
effective display protocols1, and (2) users can efficiently perform measurement
tasks because they can measure in images without having to click on them first, and
because measurement tools stay active until another tool is selected. The
generalizability of these claims was evaluated against the related usability issues
and positive usability findings identified in the post-deployment evaluation.
These claims were based on several image retrieval and measurement tasks
users performed as part of different clinical scenarios. These scenarios covered a
range of diagnostic questions, body parts and imaging modalities.

Results
Overall, users were moderately satisfied with the workstation, giving it a mean
rating of 6.7 out of 10 (range: 6 – 8). Fifteen positive usability findings were
identified, ranging from useful functionalities to interface elements that enable fast
workflow patterns.

1

The display protocols eliminate the need to manually select the imaging studies to retrieve for a given
patient, because they automatically retrieve all relevant images.
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Figure 2. The number of usability issues in each category, broken down according to their severity
rating.

Figure 3. The number of usability issues for each root cause, broken down according to their severity
rating.
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Fig. 2 shows the number of usability issues in each category, broken down
according to their severity. Ninety-two usability issues were identified, ranging
from issues that cause minor frustration or delay, to issues that cause significant
delays, prevent users from completing tasks or even pose a potential threat to
patient safety. The mean number of identified issues per user was 15.4 (range 6 –
22). Examples of the usability issues are shown in Table 1. The issues were selected
such that all categories and root causes were represented, the selection contained
issues of different severity ratings, and the issues were understandable without indepth knowledge of the specific workstation we evaluated. Note that a ‘study’ is a
collection of one or more series of images obtained during one scanning procedure.
Fig. 3 shows the number of usability issues for each root cause, broken down
according to their severity rating. Most issues were due to interface design or
technical problems. A substantial number of issues were not due to the
implementation of the workstation itself, but to poor configuration of the
workstation in our hospital or external processes that negatively affected the
workstation’s usability.
Jorritsma et al.’s pre-deployment evaluation [7] made two specific claims about
the workstation’s usability that we could compare against the results of our postdeployment evaluation: (1) users can effectively and efficiently perform image
retrieval tasks due to the workstation’s effective display protocols, and (2) users can
efficiently perform measurement tasks because they can measure in images without
having to click on them first, and because measurement tools stay active until
another tool is selected. Table 2 shows the usability issues and positive usability
findings related to these tasks (retrieving patient images and performing
measurements) for both the pre-deployment and the post-deployment evaluation.
This allowed us to assess how well the pre-deployment results generalize to clinical
practice. The pre-deployment evaluation revealed that users could effectively and
efficiently perform the image retrieval tasks due to the workstation’s effective
display protocols. The post-deployment evaluation revealed that the display
protocols are indeed effective in some cases, but are ineffective in others due to
several severe usability issues. None of these issues were due to the implementation
of the workstation itself, but were caused by poor configuration of the workstation
and external processes.
In the pre-deployment evaluation, the fact that measurement tools remain
active until another tool is selected was considered a positive finding, because it
allowed users to quickly perform consecutive measurements. In the postdeployment evaluation on the other hand, this was considered a usability issue,
because users were frustrated by the fact that they have to deactivate the
measurement tool after each single measurement, and that they often perform
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accidental measurements when they click on an image without realizing the
measurement tool was still active.

Table 1. Examples of usability issues.
Issue

Severity

Category

Root cause

The highlighted study in the patient archive strip
does not necessarily correspond to the study that is
in the viewport above the strip. Because a study is
highlighted in the strip, users might think that the
image above the strip belongs to this study, while it
actually belongs to a different study. This could
cause users to base their report on the wrong images.

5

Image
arrangement
/display

Interface
design

Display protocols treat digital radiography (DX) and
computed radiography (CR) studies as different
studies, while they are equivalent to the user. This
can cause them do display a previous study of an
incorrect date (e.g. if the current study is a DX
thorax, a display protocol would display a previous
DX thorax next to it, while there is a more recent CR
thorax available). If users are unaware of this, they
compare the current study to the wrong previous
study.

5

Image
arrangement
/display

Configuration

Scrolling through stacked images is inconvenient.
Scrolling with the scroll wheel and right mouse
button is too slow. Scrolling with the scroll bar is
faster but awkward, because it requires users to
locate and move their mouse to the scroll bar handle,
which is very small for large series, each time they
want to scroll.

6

Image
interaction

Interface
design

Registration (which allows users to scroll through
multiple stacked image series in synchrony)
sometimes fails and produces an error message.
Sometimes two series cannot be registered in one
interface tab, but can, and are even automatically
registered, in another.

5

Image
interaction

Technical

The clinical information has to be copied to the
report manually. This cannot be done automatically
because the reports are not stored properly in the
system from which the workstation retrieves them.

5

Report
dictation

External

The speech recognition often misses words. This can
lead to serious errors in the report (e.g. “metastases”
instead of “no metastases”).

5

Report
dictation

Technical

There is no 'undo' possibility in the report. When
users want to correct a word, they sometimes
accidentally select the entire sentence or paragraph.
If they then dictate the word they want to correct, the

4

Report
dictation

Interface
design
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entire sentence or paragraph is gone. This mistake
cannot be undone.
When a study's acquisition status has not been set to
'completed', users can not view the images. Although
it is good to have a safeguard against reporting on
incomplete studies, radiologists should at least be
allowed to view the images. In the current situation,
clinicians can view these images through another
application, but radiologists, whose job it is to view
images, cannot view them on the workstation.

5

Workflow

Interface
design

Users can not store studies in personal lists. This
would be useful to save interesting studies, or to
check the results of biopsies.

3

Workflow

Functional

Some functions that users add to the customizable
toolbar tab/right click menu disappear when a new
study is opened.

3

Miscellaneous

Technical

Table 2. Usability issues (-) and positive usability findings (+) related to retrieving patient images and
performing measurements identified in the pre- and post-deployment usability evaluations of the
workstation.
Task

Pre-deployment evaluation

Post-deployment evaluation

Retrieving
patient images

+

+

Display protocols often correctly display
the relevant previous study of the patient.

+

Users can easily switch between different
tabs within a display protocol, each
containing a different set of images (e.g. a
tab with images of the left breast and a tab
with images of the right breast).

-

There are no appropriate display protocols
for some types of studies (e.g. brain MRI
and musculoskeletal studies) (severity = 5,
cause = configuration).

-

Display protocols treat DX and CR studies
as different studies, while they are
equivalent to the user (severity = 5, cause
= configuration).

-

Display protocols do not recognize
relevant images within a study that
consists of multiple body parts (e.g. CT
abdomen images within a CT total body
study) (severity = 5, cause = external).

-

Display protocols do not recognize studies
received from other hospitals (severity =
5, cause = external).

-

If there is a study (e.g. a lumbectomy)
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Effective display protocols.

between the current and the previous
mammogram, the mammography display
protocol displays this study instead of the
previous mammogram (severity = 3, cause
= configuration).
Performing
measurements

+

Users
can
perform
measurements on images
without having to click on
them first.

+

Measurement tools stay
active until another tool is
selected.

-

Measurement tools stay active until
another tool is selected (severity = 5,
cause = configuration).

-

Measurements cannot be made by clickand-drag (in addition to click-and-click)
(severity = 2, cause = interface).

Discussion
In this study, we performed a post-deployment usability evaluation of a radiology
workstation. We aimed to determine the number, nature and severity of usability
issues radiologists encounter while using this workstation in clinical practice, and
to assess how well the results of a pre-deployment usability evaluation of this
workstation generalize to clinical practice.
Our usability evaluation revealed a large number and wide variety of usability
issues with the workstation. These issues spanned all aspects of interaction with the
workstation (image arrangement/display, image interaction, report dictation, and
workflow) and ranged from issues that cause minor frustration or delay, to issues
that cause significant delays, prevent users from completing tasks, or even pose a
potential threat to patient safety. This underlines the need for effective usability
engineering in radiology.
Most of the issues were due to interface design or technical problems.
Addressing these issues requires changes to the implementation of the workstation.
A substantial number of issues on the other hand were not due to the
implementation of the workstation, but to poor configuration of the workstation in
our hospital or external processes that negatively affected the workstation’s
usability. Addressing these issues would significantly improve the workstation’s
usability without the need to make any changes to its implementation.
In the pre-deployment usability evaluation of Jorritsma et al. [7], the
workstation performed well on image retrieval tasks, which was attributed to its
effective display protocols. Our post-deployment evaluation showed that the
display protocols are indeed effective in some cases, but ineffective in others due to
a variety of usability issues. These issues were not due to the workstation itself, but
to the display protocol configuration in our hospital and external processes that
negatively affect the functioning of the display protocols (e.g. incorrect archiving of
images received from other hospitals).
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The pre-deployment evaluation contained two tasks where the display protocols
dealt with computed and digital radiography studies in a correct way. However,
these types of studies caused a usability issue in clinical practice. This shows that
the display protocol configuration for these types of studies was actually better
during a pre-deployment test than during routine clinical use.
Due to the wide variety of radiological examinations and protocols that are used
in our hospital, the correct configuration of the display protocols is far more
complex than for the limited set of a pre-deployment test. This caused
configuration of non-optimal or even faulty display protocols during the
workstation vendor’s efforts to tailor the display protocol set to the needs of the
hospital’s radiologists (which is done for every hospital in which the workstation is
deployed).
The positive pre-deployment results on the measurement tasks were partly
attributed to the fact that measurement tools stay active until another tool is
selected, which allows users to quickly perform consecutive measurements.
Interestingly, this feature was considered a usability issue in the post-deployment
evaluation, because users were frustrated by the fact that they have to deactivate
the measurement tool after each single measurement, and that they often perform
accidental measurements when they click on an image without realizing the
measurement tool was still active.
A reason for this discrepancy is that the pre-deployment evaluation considered
the measurement tasks in isolation and did not consider the transition from a
measurement task to a different task. This emphasized the positive aspect of the
continued activation of the measurement tools (fast consecutive measurements),
and underemphasized the negative aspects (the user action required to deactivate
the measurement tool and the accidental measurements).
Also, the task set used in the pre-deployment evaluation consisted of an equal
number of tasks involving consecutive measurements and tasks involving a single
measurement. This might not have been representative of clinical practice (even
though the tasks were developed in consultation with a group of radiologists).
The reason that user’s subjective responses in the pre-deployment evaluation
did not reflect this issue could be that it simply did not occur in the limited time
frame of the evaluation, it did not occur frequently enough to bother them, or
because they blamed accidental measurements on themselves because it was their
first time using this workstation.
Since the activation behavior of the measurement tools can be customized, users
can decide for themselves whether the positive consequences of the continued
activation outweigh the negative. However, since users tend to underuse interface
customization facilities [16] (none of the users in our study were even aware that
they could change the activation behavior of the measurement tools), it is
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important to choose a default setting that is optimal for the majority of users. Log
data of users interacting with the workstation in our hospital [17] show that single
measurements are more common than consecutive measurements, which means
that the optimal setting would be to deactivate the measurement tools after one
use.
These findings indicate that the results of a pre-deployment usability evaluation
of a radiology workstation have limited generalizability to clinical practice. This
does not mean that they do not provide meaningful insights into the workstation’s
usability, but they paint an incomplete picture that has to be supplemented with
data from actual use in a real-world environment. It is therefore important that
radiology workstation vendors devote resources to post-deployment usability
evaluations, in addition to pre-deployment evaluations, in order to identify
usability issues that slip through the pre-deployment phase.
This is in line with the recommendations of Chilana et al. [2], who found that
the frequency of usability activities in current practice decreases after product
deployment and proposed a focus on ‘usability maintenance’, in parallel to general
software maintenance, in order to enhance the post-deployment user experience
based on the actual use of a product and to provide ongoing support for usability
issues that arise in practice.
A limitation of our study is that we compared the results of a formative postdeployment usability evaluation to the results of a summative pre-deployment
evaluation, and not also to the results of a formative pre-deployment evaluation.
One could therefore argue that the discrepancy between the pre- and postdeployment results was due to the methodological differences between the
evaluations alone. However, if the pre-deployment evaluation had been formative,
this would not have changed its fidelity (i.e. it would not have been more
representative of clinical practice). Therefore, all issues caused specifically by the
workstation’s integration in a clinical environment (i.e. issues caused by
configuration and external processes), which account for six of the seven postdeployment issues that undermined the validity of the claims made in the predeployment evaluation, could still not have been identified.
Another consequence of this limitation is that it means that our study did not
allow us to quantitatively compare the pre- and post-deployment evaluations. It
would be interesting to compare our results to the results of a formative predeployment evaluation in order to compare the number of issues identified in each
evaluation.
It would also be interesting to compare our post-deployment results to the
results of the pre-deployment evaluations carried out by the workstation vendor.
This would allow us to determine why the vendor did not find the usability issues
identified in our study. It could also be the case that the vendor did find the issues,
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but did not think it was worth the effort to solve them. Unfortunately we could not
gain access to the data of the vendor’s usability evaluations, or to the details of their
methods.
A limitation of our study is that it only included twelve users. Although the
number of unique usability issues identified tends to decrease with each additional
user that participates in the evaluation [18], we did not experience such
diminishing returns, probably due to the heterogeneity of the user group. We did
experience diminishing returns for the issues with a severity rating higher than 4.
Although more issues could have been identified if more users participated in the
evaluation, we believe that the size of our user group was sufficient to demonstrate
the volume and variety of usability issues radiologists encounter in clinical practice.
While there are differences in usability requirements between radiologists with
different specialties (e.g. an abdominal radiologist cares about navigating through
stacks of images, while a mammography radiologist does not) and it would be
interesting to study these differences in more detail, we did not have enough users
from each specialty to present any meaningful data on these differences.
Another limitation is that we used the severity ratings of a single usability
expert, rather than a consensus rating of multiple experts. However, the fact that
no changes to the ratings were proposed or deemed necessary in the review
sessions with the application specialists of the workstation vendor and the
workstation’s key users indicates that the ratings were reasonable.
Another limitation is that we only evaluated one workstation. It could be argued
that our results are unique to this specific workstation and that other workstation
would produce more positive results. While we do not deny that there could be
workstations with better usability than this one, we doubt that any of them has
perfect usability. Comparative usability evaluations of radiology workstations
indeed showed that all workstations had room for usability improvement [7–9].
The fact that this workstation received the highest usability rating in the
comparative evaluation of Jorritsma et al. [7] also shows that it is definitely not an
inferior system (on the contrary). We therefore believe that our usability evaluation
of this workstation successfully demonstrates the importance of usability
engineering, both before and after deployment, of radiology workstations in
general.
We invite other researchers to perform similar usability evaluations of different
workstations in order to determine ‘universal’ issues and best practices that can
inform the design of any workstation. It would also be interesting to compare the
results of usability evaluations of the same workstation at different hospitals in
order to determine how contextual factors (e.g. radiological workflow, IT
infrastructure, demographics of the radiologists) affect the usability issues
encountered with the workstation.
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We believe that our results are not limited to the radiology workstation, but can
be generalized to any system that is used by a heterogeneous user group in a
complex environment. Our study supports results from previous studies that
demonstrated the added value of post-deployment usability evaluation [1,4,5].

Conclusion
This study showed that radiologists encounter a large number and a wide variety of
usability issues when using a commercially available radiology workstation in
clinical practice. This underlines the need for effective usability engineering in
radiology. Given the limitations of pre-deployment usability evaluation in
radiology, which were confirmed by our finding that the results of a predeployment usability evaluation of this workstation had limited generalizability to
clinical practice, it is vital that radiology workstation vendors devote significant
resources to usability engineering efforts before deployment of their workstation,
and to continue these efforts after the workstation is deployed in a hospital.
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Chapter 4

Abstract
Objective: To perform a post-deployment usability evaluation of a radiology
Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) client based on pattern
mining of user interaction log data, and to assess the usefulness of this approach
compared to a field study.
Methods: All user actions performed on the PACS client were logged for four
months. A data mining technique called closed sequential pattern mining was used
to automatically extract frequently occurring interaction patterns from the log data.
These patterns were used to identify usability issues with the PACS. The results of
this evaluation were compared to the results of a field study based usability
evaluation of the same PACS client.
Results: The interaction patterns revealed four usability issues: (1) the display
protocols do not function properly, (2) the line measurement tool stays active until
another tool is selected, rather than being deactivated after one use, (3) the PACS’s
built-in 3D functionality does not allow users to effectively perform certain 3Drelated tasks, (4) users underuse the PACS’s customization possibilities. All
usability issues identified based on the log data were also found in the field study,
which identified 48 issues in total.
Conclusion: Post-deployment usability evaluation based on pattern mining of
user interaction log data provides useful insights into the way users interact with
the radiology PACS client. However, it reveals few usability issues compared to a
field study and should therefore not be used as the sole method of usability
evaluation.
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“Data! Data! Data!” he cried impatiently. “I can’t make bricks without clay!”

– Arthur Conan Doyle, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
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Introduction
Post-deployment usability evaluation, in which a product’s usability is evaluated
during routine use in a real-world environment, is a valuable addition to predeployment usability engineering efforts [1–4]. It is especially useful in domains
such as radiology, where it is difficult to perform valid pre-deployment usability
evaluations due to difficulties in obtaining a representative user group for usability
tests and constructing a representative testing environment [5]. In a recent postdeployment usability evaluation of a radiology workstation [5], we found that
radiologists encountered a large number and wide variety of usability issues when
using a commercially available radiology workstation in clinical practice. Many of
these issues could not realistically have been identified before deployment of the
workstation.
This usability evaluation was based on interviews and observations of users
during their daily work. While this is a valid and widely used method for postdeployment usability evaluation, it has two important limitations. First, it is
difficult to collect large amounts of data from a large sample of users. Second, it is
time-consuming to analyze the data that this method yields (e.g. spoken interviews,
video recordings of user interaction).
A solution for these problems may lie in a different usability evaluation method:
(semi-) automatic analysis of user interaction log data. The basic idea behind this
method is to log the actions that users perform on the system and extract usabilityrelated information from these log data. The main advantage of this approach is
that it is easy to obtain enormous amounts of data from a large and geographically
separated group of users. However, this strength is also its weakness: how to
extract meaningful information from these voluminous and low-level log data?
Several solutions to this problem have been proposed (see [6] for an excellent
overview). For example, generating counts and summary statistics [7,8],
automatically extracting interaction patterns from the log data [9,10], and
visualizing the log data in a way that facilitates human interpretation [11,12].
However, there is little empirical research on the relative effectiveness of these
methods for usability evaluation. Several studies (e.g. [13–17]) have shown that
usability issues could be identified based on user interaction log data, but it is
unclear how effective this approach is compared to other methods of usability
evaluation.
In this study, we performed a post-deployment usability evaluation of a client
for the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS), which is the main
software component of the radiology workstation, based on an analysis of user
interaction log data. We used a data mining technique called closed sequential
pattern mining [18,19] to automatically extract frequently occurring interaction
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patterns from the log data. These patterns were used to identify usability issues
with the PACS. In order to assess the relative usefulness of this approach, we
compared the results of this evaluation to the results of a field study based usability
evaluation of a radiology workstation that included the same PACS client [5].

Methods
Apparatus
Fig. 1 shows the graphical user interface of the PACS client evaluated in this study.
At the top of the screen is a toolbar that consists of multiple tabs, each containing a
different set of functions. Users can add frequently used functions to the
customizable tab labeled My Tab, or to the upper region of the right click pop-up
menu.
Below the toolbar are one or more viewports, which contain the medical
images. When the user opens a patient study (a collection of one or more series of
images obtained during one scanning procedure), a display protocol determines
the initial viewport layout and arrangement of images based on the study
characteristics (e.g. imaging modality, body part scanned) and the user’s
preferences. Users can manually arrange the images using the Patient Mini Archive

Figure 1. The graphical user interface of the PACS client evaluated in this study.
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(PMA), which can be opened in a separate window or displayed as a strip at the
bottom of the screen.
Data logging procedure
A modified version of the PACS’s built-in logging tool was used to log actions users
performed on the PACS client. The following actions were logged: the start and end
of a study review; the study description, modality and body part of the study
reviewed; the matching display protocol; function selections and their mode of
selection (normal toolbar, customizable toolbar, right click menu, or shortcut key);
toolbar tab selections; mouse clicks and their coordinates; and the username of the
user logged in on the workstation.
All radiologists and radiology residents working in our hospital (a 1339-bed
university hospital) were informed of the data logging procedure and were given an
opt-out option, which meant that their data would be deleted. This opt-out
procedure had been approved by our hospital’s legal department before the start of
the study. Three out of 69 users chose to opt-out.
Logging started when the PACS client had been in operation in the hospital for
eleven months. All users had received equal PACS training.
A script was used to deploy the logging tool on the PACS workstations in our
hospital. The logging tool could not be deployed if the workstation was switched off
or if the PACS client was running. The script was run at three different time points
to maximize the number of successful deployments. Deployment succeeded on 37
out of 64 workstations.
The log files were stored locally and were retrieved from the workstations after
four months of logging. A script was used to combine the log data into a single
database. Data of opt-out users were removed. Patient information (Patient ID,
Accession number, Study UID, Series number and Image UID) was also removed.
Usernames were replaced with numbers.
Data analysis
From the log database, a database of interaction sequences was generated. An
interaction sequence spanned one study review and consisted of the type of study
reviewed (modality + body part) followed by all actions the user performed during
the review. The left/right modifiers of the body part were removed, which meant
that for example x-rays of the left and right hand were considered the same type of
study. Display protocol information and mouse clicks were not included in the
sequences, because they were not considered meaningful in preliminary analyses.
In the vast majority of cases, the display protocol information was redundant with
the study description, modality and body part of the study reviewed. Mouse clicks
on interface buttons were redundant with function selections. Mouse clicks on
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images were meaningless because they did not specify which images was clicked
on. This could also not be inferred from the coordinates of the click, because we did
not know how the images were arranged on the screen. The resulting sequence
database contained 10,948 interaction sequences of 66 users.
A data mining technique called closed sequential pattern mining was used to
discover frequently occurring interaction patterns in the log data. Given a sequence
database, this technique generates all closed sequential patterns above a
predefined support threshold. A sequential pattern is a sequence of actions (not
necessarily consecutive) and the support of a pattern is the number of interaction
sequences in which the pattern occurs. A sequential pattern is closed if it has no
super-pattern (a longer pattern that includes it) with the same support.
We illustrate this with an example. Given the following sequence database:
MR skull  Line measurement  Mark as key image
CT thorax  Window level tool  Oval ROI  Mark as key
image
CT thorax  MPR  Sagittal plane  Line measurement 
Mark as key image
closed sequential pattern mining with a minimum support of 2 yields the following
patterns:
Pattern
Mark as key image
Line measurement  Mark as key image
CT thorax  Mark as key image

Support
3
2
2

Note that patterns can consist of only one action and that actions do not have to
be consecutive in order to form a pattern. The pattern Mark as key image has a
support of 3 because it occurs in 3 interaction sequences. The patterns Line
measurement and CT thorax are above the support threshold (their support is 2),
but they are not included because they have super-patterns with the same support
(i.e. they are non-closed).
The closed sequential pattern mining approach is similar to using other data
mining techniques (e.g. association rule mining [20,21], sequential pattern mining
[22,23], maximal repeating pattern analysis [9]), but it has some advantages. First,
it only mines closed patterns, which leads to clean output (without irrelevant nonclosed patterns). Second, the user actions within the patterns it generates are
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sequential, but not necessarily consecutive. This allows for the detection of patterns
in which an action eventually leads to another action. It does not matter how many
irrelevant actions occur in between.
We used the CM-ClaSP algorithm of the open-source SPMF data mining library
[20] to perform the closed sequential pattern mining. The ClaSP algorithm has
been shown to outperform other algorithms for this task [19] and CM-ClaSP is a
modified version of ClaSP that is even more efficient [21].
We ran the algorithm with a minimum support of 200 (i.e. the patterns should
occur in at least 200 study reviews), which produced 62 closed patterns. We
marked the patterns that indicated suboptimal user interaction, which was defined
as a pattern or a set of patterns that violated our expectations about effective or
efficient use of the PACS client based on our knowledge of the PACS client’s user
interface.
To acquire more information about the suboptimal user interaction, we ran the
algorithm again with a support of 50, which produced 633 closed patterns. For all
marked patterns, we searched these 633 patterns for related patterns (superpatterns or patterns containing related user actions) that could provide additional
information on the interaction. We used our knowledge of the PACS client’s user
interface to infer usability issues from the interaction patterns.
The results of this evaluation were compared to the results of a field study based
usability evaluation of a radiology workstation that included the same PACS client
[5]. This evaluation consisted of interviews and observations of users during their
daily work and identified 92 usability issues with the radiology workstation. 48 of
these issues occurred in the PACS client.
During the identification of usability issues based on the interaction patterns,
we did not have access to the results of the field study.

Results
Table 1 shows the most frequently occurring closed interaction patterns (with a
minimum support of 200). It is important to recall that the sequence database
consisted of 10,948 study reviews and that the support of a pattern represents the
number of reviews in which this pattern occurred. The marked patterns indicate
suboptimal user interaction. The inference of usability issues from the interaction
patterns is described in the following paragraphs.
Patterns 7, 23 and 50 show that users often open the patient mini archive
(PMA), which is used to manually arrange the patient images on the screen. This
indicates that the display protocols, which automatically arrange the images on the
screen based on their characteristics and the user’s preferences, do not function
properly.
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Table 1. The most frequently occurring closed interaction patterns (with a minimum support of 200).
The marked patterns indicate suboptimal user interaction. Patterns marked with the same color belong
to the same interaction.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Pattern
DX thorax
CT thorax
Line measurement
CT abdomen
MPR
US abdomen
Open PMA
CT skull
Window level preset 4
Pointer
Coronal plane
Window level preset 8
DX hand
Sagittal plane
Zoom from cursor
MPR  Coronal plane
Pan
Window level preset 7
MPR  Sagittal plane
MR Skull
Mark as key image
Window level preset 3
Open PMA  Open PMA
Axial plane
Open external 3D application
Graphics tab
Layout tab
Export tab
Line measurement  Pointer
Line measurement  Line measurement
MPR  Axial plane
MPR  MPR
Window level preset 4  Window level preset 4
CT total body
Window level preset 1
Export tab  Open external 3D application
Window level tool
CT thorax  Window level preset 4
Window level preset 4  Window level preset 3
MR thorax
Viewer rendition
Window level preset 4  Window level preset 7
Coronal plane  Axial plane
Mark as key image  Mark as key image
MR abdomen

Support
1193
996
982
960
926
807
784
778
673
604
542
535
519
505
500
452
444
440
425
416
386
377
371
360
356
326
314
313
304
280
279
273
263
258
256
253
244
240
238
231
229
229
229
226
223
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46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

MPR  Window level preset 8
CT abdomen  MPR
DX pelvis
CT spine
Open PMA  Open PMA  Open PMA
Window level preset 7  Window level preset 7
MIP
Window level preset 8  Window level preset 8
Window level preset 4  Window level preset 8
Automatic registration
Window level preset 9
Coronal plane  Coronal plane
DX spine
DX foot
Window level preset 6
Line measurement  Mark as key image
Coronal plane  Sagittal plane

222
221
221
215
215
212
211
210
210
210
207
206
205
202
202
200
200

Note that the logging tool only logged the action of opening the PMA. The actual
PMA usage frequency was therefore higher than the pattern data suggest, because
many users use the PMA in strip mode or display it on a second monitor which
means they do not have to open it every time they need it.
Pattern 10 shows that users often selected the pointer function, which changes
the function of the left mouse button back to the default mouse cursor. The reason
for this is that functions that change the mouse cursor behavior (e.g. line
measurement, zoom, pan) stay active until another function that changes the
mouse cursor behavior is selected. Users select the pointer function, which in itself
is useless, to deactivate other functions.
Pattern 29 shows that users often use the pointer to deactivate the line
measurement function. The fact that the line measurement function stays active
until it is deactivated could be useful when users have to perform multiple
consecutive measurements. However, the pattern data show that performing one
line measurement in a review is more common than performing multiple line
measurements (Line measurement, support = 982; Line measurement
 Line measurement, support = 280; Line measurement  Line
measurement  Line measurement, support = 110). In the 982 reviews
in which users made a line measurement, they only made more than one line
measurement in 280 reviews. Therefore it would be better to automatically
deactivate the function after one use.
Pattern 25 shows that users often open an external 3D application. Most of this
application’s functionality is also available within the PACS. The fact that users
spend additional time and effort to load the patient images into this application
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indicates that the PACS’s built-in 3D functionality does not allow users to
effectively perform certain 3D-related tasks.
Patterns 26, 27 and 28 show that users often switched to other tabs in the
toolbar. This indicates that they underuse the PACS’s possibility to add frequently
used functions to the customizable toolbar tab (My Tab) and right click menu,
which would eliminate the need to switch between the tabs. Pattern 36 shows an
example of a function that would be useful to have in the customizable toolbar for
many users. Of the 356 times users opened the external 3D application, they did so
by first switching to the export tab, in which this function is located, 253 times.
Table 2 shows the usability issues identified based on the log data analysis and
related issues identified in the field study [5]. All usability issues identified based
on the log data were also found in the field study. The field study revealed more
detailed information about the issues regarding the display protocols and 3D
functionality. In total, four usability issues were identified based on the log data
analysis compared to 48 in the field study.
Table 2. Usability issues identified based on the log data analysis and related issues identified in the
field study.
Log data analysis – usability issues

Field study – related usability issues





The display protocols do not function
properly.










The line measurement tool stays active until
another tool is selected, while it would be
better to deactivate it after one use.



There are no appropriate display protocols
for some types of studies (e.g. brain MRI and
musculoskeletal studies).
Display protocols treat digital radiography
and computer radiography studies as
different studies, while they are equivalent to
the user.
Display protocols do not recognize relevant
images within a study that consists of
multiple body parts (e.g. CT abdomen images
within a CT total body study).
Display protocols do not recognize studies
received from other hospitals.
If there is a study (e.g. a lumbectomy)
between the current and the previous
mammogram, the mammography display
protocol displays this study instead of the
previous mammogram.
Measurement tools stay active until another
tool is selected. This requires an additional
user action and often leads to accidental
measurements.
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The 3D functionality does not allow users to
effectively perform certain 3D-related tasks.




















Users
underuse
the
customization
possibilities of the My Tab/right click menu.



The scroll bar disappears when switching
between 2D and multi-planar reconstruction
(MPR)1 mode.
When two series have been registered and at
least one of them is an MPR, scrolling in the
MPR series results in a lag in the other series.
Getting two multi-view MPRs next to each
other is cumbersome and counterintuitive.
In multi-view MPR mode, when users adjust
the angulation of the planes and drag a
different plane into the main viewport, the
angulation is reset.
In multi-view MPR mode, users can only
rotate the plane that is in the main viewport.
This means that they have to drag a plane
into the main viewport in order to rotate it.
The planes in multi-view MPR mode move
independently of each other. This makes it
difficult for users to judge whether they have
adjusted the angulation correctly.
Switching between planes in multi-view MPR
mode is inconvenient. Users have to drag the
plane they want to view to the main viewport
by a small action region in the top left of the
plane.
In multi-view MPR mode, the plane rotation
symbol often fails to appear, which means
that users cannot rotate the plane. If users
move the plane once, the rotation symbol
does appear.
There is a significant lag when interacting
with 3D reconstructions, especially when
zoomed in.
Many users are unaware of the My Tab’s
customization possibilities, while they
indicated that they would find them useful.

Discussion
In this study, we performed a post-deployment usability evaluation of a PACS client
based on an analysis of user interaction log data. We used a data mining technique
called closed sequential pattern mining to automatically extract frequently
1

MPR is the most frequently used 3D functionality. The PACS evaluated in this study has two MPR
modes, which we refer to as MPR and multi-view MPR. The former displays one anatomical plane at a
time and allows users to switch between the planes. The latter displays the three anatomical planes
simultaneously.
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occurring interaction patterns from the log data. These patterns were used to
identify usability issues with the PACS. In order to assess the relative usefulness of
this approach, we compared the results of this evaluation to the results of a field
study based usability evaluation of the same PACS client [5].
The log data analysis revealed four usability issues with the PACS, compared to
48 issues that were identified in the field study. Previous usability evaluations
based on log data analysis also identified modest numbers of usability issues
(fourteen issues with an e-mail application [14], nine with an e-learning application
[13], two with the Ryanair and Journey Planner websites [16], and one with the
Skyscanner and TU/e websites [16]). However, because these studies used log data
analysis as the sole method of usability evaluation, they do not provide insight into
the relative effectiveness of this approach. Our results indicate that log data
analysis is an ineffective approach for identifying usability issues compared to a
field study.
The field study also yielded more detailed information about the usability issues
than the log data analysis. Two of the four issues identified based on the log data
were actually compound issues consisting of multiple more specific issues. These
compound issues are not directly actionable (e.g. what changes need to be made to
address the issue that ‘the display protocols do not function properly’?) and
therefore require a more in-depth follow-up evaluation.
Considering the limited resources available for usability evaluation, a log data
analysis could be useful as a preliminary analysis that guides the collection of other
sources of usability data. This could focus other usability evaluation methods on
aspects of the system with which a large number of users exhibit suboptimal
interaction patterns.
For the issue regarding the continued activation of the measurement tools, the
log data analysis was more actionable than the field study. Comments from the
PACS vendor revealed that the activation behavior of the measurement tools could
be customized, thereby solving the issue (none of the users in the field study were
aware of this possibility). The data from the field study suggested that it might be
more appropriate to change the default setting of the measurement tools to
‘deactivate after one use’. However, because this has negative consequences when
users perform multiple consecutive measurements, and the field study did not yield
any information about whether single or consecutive measurements were more
common, the optimal setting could not be determined. The log data analysis on the
other hand, did show that single measurements are far more common than
multiple measurements, and suggests that the optimal setting is therefore
‘deactivate after one use’.
An interesting possibility that could solve usability issues caused by suboptimal
configuration is to use the log data to automatically provide user-specific
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customization support. For example, based on users’ log data, the PACS could
automatically suggest that users should add a specific frequently used function to
the customizable toolbar, or that they should change the default activation behavior
of the measurement tools. If user interaction related to the arrangement of images
on the screen would be logged, the PACS could even suggest the most effective
display protocol for a given study for a specific user. A preliminary version of such
adaptive customization support in a radiology setting already produced promising
results [22]. However, more research is needed to truly determine the effectiveness
of this approach.
An important limitation of log data analysis is that it reveals what users are
doing, but not why they are doing it. The log data therefore leave a lot of room for
interpretation. For example, we interpreted the high usage frequency of the PMA as
an indicator that the display protocols were not functioning properly. This
interpretation was confirmed by the field study, but it could very well have been
incorrect. Maybe users just prefer to arrange the images manually. Or maybe they
open the PMA because it contains important information about the patient
(although this does not explain why they open it multiple times during one study
review). We believe that this difficulty in inferring the cause of interaction patterns
makes it vital to supplement log data analysis with observational usability
evaluation methods, in order to check whether the conclusions drawn from the log
data are actually valid.
Another limitation is that the scope and nature of usability issues that can be
identified based on log data analysis depend on the quality and level of abstraction
with which the interaction information was logged [6]. Some aspects of interaction
are difficult, if not impossible, to log properly (e.g. interaction with images), which
seriously hampers the ability of log data analysis to detect issues with these
interaction aspects.
To the best of our knowledge, this study was the first to use the closed
sequential pattern mining technique for usability evaluation. This approach is
similar to using other data mining techniques (e.g. association rule mining [23,24],
sequential pattern mining [25,26], maximal repeating pattern analysis [9]), but it
has some advantages. First, it only mines closed patterns, which leads to clean
output (without irrelevant non-closed patterns). Second, the user actions within the
patterns it generates are sequential, but not necessarily consecutive. This allows for
the detection of patterns in which an action eventually leads to another action. It
does not matter how many irrelevant actions occur in between. We found these
properties useful during our usability evaluation.
A difference between our study and previous usability evaluations based on log
data analysis is that they analyzed log data of users performing pre-defined tasks
(nine tasks in [14], six in [13] and one to three in [16]), whereas we analyzed the
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data of users performing their daily work in an unconstrained fashion. The
advantage of using pre-defined tasks is that the tasks corresponding to users’
interaction patterns are known. This simplifies the data interpretation, because the
observed interaction patterns for a given task can be compared to the optimal
pattern to perform this task. Deviations from the optimal patterns then indicate
usability issues (note that these still have to be verified with observational data).
However, the disadvantages are that the evaluation is based on artificial rather than
naturally occurring tasks, users have to take time off from their daily work to
perform the tasks, and the evaluation cannot identify issues with aspects of the
system that were not interacted with during the tasks. We believe that these
disadvantages outweigh the advantage and that logging natural interaction is
therefore preferable over logging task-based interaction. We have demonstrated
that meaningful interaction patterns can be detected in log data of natural
interaction.
A potential source of bias in our study is that we performed the pattern mining
on a single database consisting of the interaction sequences of all users. This means
that the mined patterns could theoretically come from a single user that was
therefore overrepresented in the interaction sequence database.
In the design phase of the study, we considered an alternative approach to
eliminate this potential bias: (1) construct a database of interaction sequences for
each individual user; (2) for each user, perform the pattern mining on his or her
database with a minimum support of x % of the total number of interaction
sequences in the database, where x is an empirically determined constant that is
the same for all users; (3) combine the patterns of the individual users into a single
set of patterns.
While this approach eliminates the possibility that all patterns come from a
single user (or a handful of users), it introduces several new problems. First, it is
possible that meaningful patterns are missed in step 2. For example, consider a
pattern that occurs for all users, but falls just below the support threshold for each
individual user. This pattern would not be included in the combined set of patterns
in step 3, whereas it would have been included if the pattern mining was done on a
combined sequence database of all users. Second, the combination of the patterns
of the individual users into a single set of patterns in step 3 also introduces a
potential bias. If equal weight is given to the patterns of each user, users with a
small sequence database (who maybe only used the PACS client once) are
overrepresented. On the other hand, if the weight given to each user’s patterns is
proportional to the size of his or her sequence database, we have a similar bias to
the one we were trying to eliminate, namely that users with a large number of
interaction sequences are overrepresented in the combined set of patterns. This
approach also has the practical disadvantage that it makes the pattern mining
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process more complex and more computationally expensive. We concluded that the
new problems this approach introduces do not outweigh the potential bias it
prevents. We therefore decided against this approach.
A limitation of our study is that we only evaluated the usability of one
application, we only used one log data analysis method, and we only compared the
log data analysis to one other usability evaluation method (a field study). Although
this provided meaningful insights into the relative usefulness of the log data
analysis approach, more empirical research on log data analysis for usability
evaluation is needed to obtain a more robust body of results. Future research
should ideally compare multiple methods of log data analysis to multiple other
usability evaluation methods for a variety of applications. Although it is not feasible
to cover all of these aspects in one study, each study that covers some of them adds
to the amount of empirical data on the usefulness of log data analysis for usability
evaluation.
Although the usability issues found in this study are most relevant for the
particular application we evaluated, they are definitely not limited to this
application alone. The data on the display protocol issue are relevant for any PACS
that uses display protocols, the data on the line measurement issue are relevant for
any application that allows users to measure on images, and the finding that users
underuse the customization facilities is relevant for any application with an
adaptable interface. Furthermore, our study can serve as a useful guide to people
who want to use log data analysis for usability evaluation of any application.

Conclusion
Post-deployment usability evaluation based on pattern mining of user interaction
log data provides useful insights into the way users interact with the radiology
PACS client. However, it reveals few usability issues compared to a field study and
should therefore not be used as the sole method of usability evaluation. It can
however be a useful addition to other usability evaluation methods, because the log
data can be used to guide the collection of other sources of usability data, to obtain
an accurate estimate of an issue’s frequency of occurrence, and to determine the
optimal default configuration settings.
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Abstract
This study aimed to determine the most appropriate touch-based interaction
technique for I2Vote, an image-based audience response system for radiology
education, in which users need to accurately mark a target on a medical image.
Four plausible techniques were identified: land-on, take-off, zoom-pointing and
shift. The techniques were implemented in such a way that they could be used on
any modern device. An empirical study was performed in which users marked a
target on an image using all four techniques on either a smartphone or a tablet. The
techniques were compared in terms of accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use,
intuitiveness, and compatibility with the different devices. The results showed that
shift was the most accurate technique, but it was hampered by its high complexity
and low intuitiveness. Land-on was the fastest technique, but also the least
accurate. Take-off and zoom-pointing provided the best trade-off between
accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use, and intuitiveness. We therefore conclude that
both take-off and zoom-pointing are viable interaction techniques for I2Vote.
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Interaction techniques are the primitive building blocks from which a user
interface is crafted.

– Foley et al., Computer Graphics: Principles and Practice
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Introduction
Audience response systems (ARSs) aim to create interactivity between a presenter
and his or her audience. They allow presenters to incorporate a set of questions into
their presentation to which each member of the audience can respond using a
handheld device. After each question, the presenter can display the response data
on the projection screen. An ARS can make lectures more engaging and fun for the
attendees, and potentially improves the information transfer between the presenter
and the audience. Various positive effects of using an ARS have been demonstrated,
including increased lecture attendance [1–4], increased attention [5,6] and
engagement [4,7] during lectures, and improved learning performance [2,8,9].
Although most ARSs only facilitate simple multiple-choice questions, it is also
possible to support more advanced types of questions. This is done by the I2Vote
system [10], which supports image-based questions for radiology education. With
I2Vote, the teacher presents students with a radiological image and asks them to
identify a certain region in the image (e.g. a lung nodule in a chest X-ray). Students
can view the image on a PDA and place a mark in the region of their choice. When
the response period is closed, the marks of all students are displayed on the image
on the projection screen. All correct marks (within a predefined region set by the
teacher) are displayed in green and incorrect marks in red (Fig. 1).
Supporting these types of questions means that the user interaction with the
handheld device becomes much more complex. Instead of simply selecting an

Figure 1. Example of the displayed I2Vote response data for the task of marking the right-hand side
processes coracoideus. Circles represent the marks made by the students. Green circles are correct and
red circles are incorrect marks. The pane to the right of the image shows the percentage of correct
answers, incorrect answers, and no answer given, the total number of respondents, and the time left to
submit a response.
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answer to a multiple choice question, users now have to accurately mark a region
on an image. It is very important to design an easy-to-use and intuitive user
interface for this task, to ensure that users do not feel intimidated to use the ARS
and can easily and enjoyably interact with it.
Following the BYOD (bring your own device) trend, several ARSs now allow
users to use their own devices instead of devices provided by the presenter (e.g.
eClicker [11], iResponse [12] and Socrative [13]). This means that the costs for
dedicated ARS handheld devices are eliminated, users can interact with the ARS
using a device that is familiar to them, and data from a presentation can be stored
on the device so that it can be reviewed later. However, supporting BYOD poses the
additional challenge of designing a user interface that works well on a wide variety
of devices.
Due to technical limitations of the PDA it was originally developed on and to
facilitate BYOD, the I2Vote system is currently being modified to support modern
smartphones and tablets as its audience input devices. This also means that the
user interaction with the devices changes from stylus-based to finger-based touch
interaction. In this study, we aimed to determine which touch-based interaction
technique would be the most appropriate for the new I2Vote system. To do this, we
compared several touch-based interaction techniques for the task of marking
regions on an image. Techniques were compared in terms of accuracy, efficiency,
ease-of-use, intuitiveness, and compatibility with different devices.
Touch-based interaction techniques
The standard touch-based interaction technique is the land-on technique. With this
technique, users select a target by directly touching it. The land-on technique is
extremely simple and intuitive, but it has two problems when fingers are being
used as input: (1) fingers have a large contact area with the screen, resulting in an
ambiguous selection point, and (2) fingers may occlude the selection target [14].
To eliminate these problems, the take-off technique [15] draws a cursor above
the finger while it touches the screen. Users can drag the cursor to the target and
select it by removing their finger from the screen. Potter et al. [15] showed that
users made fewer errors and were more satisfied with the take-off technique than
with the land-on technique. However, it took them longer to select targets.
Another technique is zoom-pointing. This technique allows users to zoom in on
the target (by using any zoom technique), thereby making it easier to touch. By
enlarging the contact area of the target, this technique reduces, or even eliminates,
the negative effects of the two problems discussed above. However, it requires
users to perform additional zooming actions and when zoomed in, the context of
the target is lost. Albinsson and Zhai [16] implemented this technique using
bounding box zoom, which zooms in on a rectangular area that the user draws
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around the target. They found that zoom-pointing outperformed take-off in terms
of speed, error rate and subjective preference.
The shift technique [14] detects targets within the finger’s contact area with the
screen. If the area underneath the finger contains a target that is smaller than a
predefined occlusion threshold, a circle containing a copy of the occluded area and
a cursor at the selection point of the finger is drawn in a non-occluded location. The
user can now move the cursor over the target and release the screen to select it. For
large targets, the circle does not appear and users can select the target with one
touch. Shift is similar to the take-off technique, but it has the advantage that users
can aim directly for the target and can select large targets directly, without needing
the cursor.
Vogel and Baudisch [14] compared shift to the take-off and land-on techniques.
They found that both shift and take-off had a lower error rate than land-on for
small targets, but there was no difference between shift and take-off. For small
targets, target selection was equally fast with shift and take-off, but much faster
with land-on. For large targets, shift was faster than take-off and comparable to
land-on. Users preferred shift to take-off and take-off to land-on.
Vogel and Baudisch also implemented a high-precision version of shift, in which
the area in the circle was magnified and the circle followed the movement of the
finger. The control display ratio was lowered, allowing the circle, and the cursor
within it, to be moved more precisely. Like zoom-pointing, this version of shift
increases the target’s contact area, making it easier to touch. In contrast with zoompointing, shift preserves the context of the target and does not require users to
perform any zooming actions. This version of shift is theoretically more accurate
than the original version, but it has not been empirically validated.
There are many more interesting and possibly accurate interaction techniques
(e.g. back-of-device interaction [17,18], dual finger selection [19] and “gravity”
selection (where the cursor is “pulled” towards the target) [20–22]), but the four
techniques discussed above are the most plausible for an image-based ARS. Other
techniques are (currently) not suitable for such a system for various reasons (e.g.
back-of-device interaction is not supported by most devices, dual finger selection is
awkward on small screens, and gravity selection only works when the system
knows the user’s intended target, which is impossible in an image-based ARS).
Research objectives
We have identified four plausible interaction techniques for an image-based ARS
(i.e. for accurately marking regions on an image): land-on, take-off, zoom-pointing
and shift. Although there are studies that have compared several of these
techniques, all four techniques have never been compared directly. Furthermore,
the techniques have not been evaluated on modern devices. Touch screen quality
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and screen size of these devices might differentially affect the accuracy of the
techniques. This is especially important if the technique is used in a BYOD setting,
since different users use different devices and the technique should work well on
any of them.
Also, take-off and shift interfere with the native gestures of modern devices,
since the touch-and-drag action used by these techniques is identical to the native
scrolling action. This means that the implementation of these techniques needs to
change in order for them to be compatible with today’s devices. Zoom-pointing on
the other hand, could benefit from the native “pinch to zoom” gesture, which can be
used effectively by most smartphone or tablet users, and could therefore increase
the efficiency of this technique.
In this study, we implemented the land-on, take-off, zoom-pointing and shift
techniques in such a way that they could be used on any modern touch-based
device without interfering with the device’s native gestures. In order to determine
which technique would be the most appropriate for I2Vote, we performed an
empirical study in which users marked a target on an image using all four
techniques on either a smartphone or a tablet. The techniques were evaluated in
terms of accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use and intuitiveness. We also investigated
how the different devices affected the performance of the techniques.

Implementation
We implemented the four interaction techniques using KineticJS: an HTML5
Canvas JavaScript framework. This allows them to be used inside a browser on any
device. With all techniques, users can place a mark on an image. When they are
satisfied with the placement of the mark, they press a submit button located below
the image. Fig. 2 shows an example of the software running on a smartphone.
Land-on
With the land-on technique, users mark the target by tapping on it directly (Fig. 3).
Take-off
In the original take-off technique, a cursor appears above the user’s finger while it
touches the screen. The user then drags the cursor to the target and releases the
screen to select it. Because this implementation interferes with the native scroll
gesture of modern devices, we implemented the technique in a different way while
staying true to its main idea: creating a distance between the finger and the cursor
to avoid finger occlusion and the problem of the finger’s ambiguous selection point.
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Figure 2. Example of our software running on a smartphone. The user interface consists of an X-ray
and a submit button. This example shows a target (black dot) and a mark (red dot) placed by the user.

Figure 3. The land-on technique. Users mark the target (black dot) by tapping on it. With each tap, a
mark (red dot) appears. When users are satisfied with the placement of the mark, they click on a submit
button.

In our implementation (Fig. 4), a crosshair appears when users tap the screen.
The crosshair consists of a large gray circle with a mark (red dot) in the center. The
mark is placed at the location at which the user tapped the screen. Users can “pick
up” the crosshair by touching anywhere within the gray circle and drag it in order
to place the mark on the target.
Note that in the original take-off implementation, the cursor (or mark) is placed
above the user’s finger, immediately creating the distance between the mark and
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Figure 4. The take-off technique. Users tap the screen to evoke a crosshair (gray circle with a mark (red
dot) in the center). They can then drag the crosshair in order to place the mark on top of the target
(black dot). When users are satisfied with the placement of the mark, they click on a submit button.

the cursor. In our implementation, the mark is initially placed underneath the
user’s finger. The distance between the finger and the mark is created when the
user drags the crosshair using the gray circle. This has two advantages: (1) users
can aim directly for the target and adjust their initial mark – if necessary – by
dragging the crosshair. This means that large targets can be selected with one tap,
without the need to drag the crosshair. (2) When moving the mark, users have
control over where the mark is placed relative to their finger. In the traditional
take-off, the mark is always placed above the finger. In our implementation, the
location of the mark depends on where the user picks up the crosshair. This can be
advantageous when the target is located near the borders of the image. If the target
is close to the lower border for example, it might be easier to drag the crosshair by
its top, thereby having the mark below the finger.
Zoom-pointing
With zoom-pointing, users zoom in on the target and then mark it by tapping on it
(i.e. zoom followed by land-on) (Fig. 5). Zooming is done with the native pinch to
zoom gesture. Note that this technique often requires users to zoom out or scroll
down in order to press the submit button, which is located below the image.
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Figure 5. The zoom-pointing technique. Users first zoom in on the target (black dot) by using the pinch
to zoom gesture and then mark the target by tapping on it. With each tap, a mark (red dot) appears.
When users are satisfied with the placement of the mark, they click on a submit button.

Figure 6. The shift technique. Users tap the screen to evoke a magnifier (circle with a black border) and
a handle (gray circle with a red circle in the center at the location of the tap). The magnifier shows a 6x
magnification of the red circle and has a mark (red dot) in the center. Users can move the magnifier, and
thereby the mark, over the image by dragging the handle. Releasing the handle places the mark. When
users are satisfied with the placement of the mark, they click on a submit button.
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Shift
Our shift implementation is based on the high-precision version of shift. Like the
original take-off technique, high-precision shift interferes with the native scroll
gesture of modern devices. Therefore, our implementation differs slightly from the
original. In our implementation (Fig. 6), a tap on the screen evokes a magnifier
(circle with a black border) and a handle (gray circle with a red circle in the center
at the location of the tap). The magnifier shows a 6x magnification of the red circle
and has a mark (red dot) in the center. Users can drag the handle, thereby moving
the magnifier over the image. This allows them to place the mark within the
magnifier on the target. When the handle is released, the mark is also placed in the
unmagnified image. Another tap on the screen (in an area that does not contain the
handle) removes the magnifier and the handle and leaves the mark.
The location of the magnifier is determined as follows: if the center of the handle is
in the lower half of the screen, the magnifier is placed above the handle (and vice
versa) and if the center of the handle is in the left half of the screen, the magnifier is
placed to the right of the handle (and vice versa).
As in high-precision shift, we lowered the control display ratio for moving the
magnifier. We used a ratio of 1:4 instead of the default 1:1. This means that the
magnifier moves at 25% of the speed of the finger, allowing for more precise
placement of the mark.
Unlike the original shift, which only displays the magnifier for small targets, our
implementation always displays the magnifier. Distinguishing between small and
large targets is impossible for our task, since any area within the image is a
potential target. However, it is still possible for users to mark large targets in one
tap by simply not moving the magnifier.

Empirical evaluation
Participants
24 participants participated in this experiment (age range: 20–45, mean age: 26.7).
23 participants owned either a smartphone or a tablet, so they were familiar with
finger-based touch interaction. The one participant who did not own such a device
had no problems performing the experiment.
Apparatus
The smartphone was a Huawei Y300 (4 inch screen with 233 ppi, running Android
4.1.1). The tablet was an Apple iPad (9.7 inch screen with 132 ppi, running iOS
5.1.1). The experiment was developed using JavaScript and HTML and ran inside a
browser (Google Chrome on the smartphone and Apple Safari on the tablet).
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Materials
Participants were presented with a chest X-ray containing a target and a submit
button (Fig. 2). The target was a black dot of 0.6 mm on the smartphone and 0.9
mm on the tablet. It was placed at a random location in between the X-ray’s
top/bottom and left/right margins. The top and bottom margins were 10% of the Xray’s height, the left and right margins were 10% of the X-ray’s width. Participants
had to mark the target using one of the four interaction techniques (land-on, takeoff, zoom-pointing or shift).
For each technique, participants filled out a questionnaire consisting of three
statements: “This technique was easy to use”, “This technique was easy to learn”
and “I could accurately mark the target using this technique”. Responses were
made on a five-point Likert scale with the following levels: “strongly disagree”,
“disagree”, “neutral”, “agree”, and “strongly agree”.
Design and procedure
We used a mixed factorial design with device (smartphone or tablet) as betweensubject factor and interaction technique as within-subject factor. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of the devices, while the number of participants on each
device was balanced (i.e. 12 participants performed the experiment on the
smartphone and 12 on the tablet). The order of the techniques was counterbalanced
using a balanced Latin square design [23].
For each technique, participants read instructions on how to use the technique
and then performed eight trials of marking the target. A trial consisted of marking
the target and, when satisfied with the placement of the mark, pressing the submit
button. Participants were informed that the first two trials were considered training
trials. These trials were not included in the data analysis. They were instructed to
mark the target as accurately and quickly as possible. All participants used the
device in the upright (portrait) orientation.
After the last trial, participants filled out the questionnaire and then continued
with the next technique. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked if
they had any additional comments regarding the techniques.
Data analysis
Accuracy was measured as the mean deviation of the mark from the target. For
each trial, the coordinates of the mark and the target were stored and the distance
between them was calculated. To allow for comparison between the smartphone
and the tablet, the distances were converted from pixels to mm according to the
devices’ ppi specifications.
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Efficiency was measured as the mean time and the mean number of attempts
needed to mark the target. For each trial, the timer started when all graphical
elements were loaded and stopped when participants pressed the submit button.
For take-off and shift, an attempt was defined as a drag and release of the
crosshair/handle. If participants considered their initial tap accurate enough, and
therefore did not drag the crosshair/handle, this was considered as one attempt.
For land-on and zoom-pointing, an attempt was simply a tap on the screen.
Ease-of-use, intuitiveness and subjective accuracy were measured as the
responses to the statements “This technique was easy to use”, “This technique was
easy to learn” and “I could accurately mark the target using this technique”,
respectively. To allow for quantitative analysis of the response data, they were
converted to a numerical scale ranging from 0 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly
agree). Participants’ comments during and after the experiment, and observations
made during the experiment were also used in the assessment of these constructs.
For each of the quantitative measures, the median and the 95% confidence
interval (CI) for the median were calculated for each technique on each device. The
median was used instead of the mean because the data were not normally
distributed. Note that unlike the CI for the mean, the CI for the median is not
typically symmetric.
Wilcoxon signed rank tests for paired samples were used to analyze differences
between the techniques. Wilcoxon signed rank tests for independent samples were
used to analyze differences between the devices. These non-parametric tests were
used because the data were not normally distributed. P-values smaller than 0.05
were considered statistically significant. To account for multiple comparisons, Pvalues were adjusted according to the Holm-Bonferroni method.

Results
Accuracy
Fig. 7 shows the accuracy (i.e. median deviation from the target) for each technique
on both devices. Shift was the most accurate technique, with a lower deviation than
the other techniques on both devices (shift vs. land-on: W(12) = 0, p = .003
(smartphone and tablet); shift vs. take-off: W(12) = 0, p = .003 (smartphone and
tablet); shift vs. zoom-pointing: W(12) = 5, p = .01 (smartphone), W(12) = 0, p =
.003 (tablet)).
Take-off and zoom-pointing were both more accurate than land-on (take-off vs.
land-on: W(12) = 1, p = .003 (smartphone), W(12) = 0, p = .003 (tablet); zoompointing vs. land-on: W(12) = 0, p = .003 (smartphone and tablet)). There were no
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Figure 7. Median deviation from the target for each technique on both devices. Bars indicate the 95%
CI.

Figure 8. Median time needed to mark the target for each technique on both devices. Bars indicate the
95% CI.
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statistically significant differences between take-off and zoom-pointing (W(12) =
60, p = .11 (smartphone); W(12) = 38, p = .97 (tablet)).
Participants using the smartphone were more accurate than participants using
the tablet when using the land-on (W(12) = 23, p = .012), take-off (W(12) = 27, p =
.016) and zoom-pointing techniques (W(12) = 13, p = .001). There was no
statistically significant difference between the devices when using shift (W(12) =
96, p = .18).
Efficiency
Fig. 8 shows the median time needed to mark the target for each technique on both
devices. Participants performed faster with land-on than with the other techniques
on both devices (land-on vs. take-off: W(12) = 0, p = .003 (tablet); land-on vs.
zoom-pointing: W(12) = 0, p = .003 (smartphone), W(12) = 1, p = .004 (tablet);
land-on vs. shift: W(12) = 1, p = .005 (smartphone), W(12) = 0, p = .003 (tablet))
However, the difference between land-on and take-off on the smartphone was not
statistically significant (W(12) = 10, p = .06).
Take-off was faster than shift on the smartphone (W(12) = 7, p = .037). There
were no other statistically significant differences between the techniques (take-off
vs. zoom-pointing: W(12) = 22, p = .41 (smartphone), W(12) = 37, p = .91 (tablet);
take-off vs. shift: W(12) = 18, p = .33 (tablet); zoom-pointing vs. shift: W(12) = 26,
p = .41 (smartphone), W(12) = 26, p = .68 (tablet)).
Participants using the tablet were faster with shift than participants using the
smartphone (W(12) = 28, p = .048). There were no statistically significant
differences between the devices when using land-on (W(12) = 62.5, p = .60), takeoff (W(12) = 46, p = .42), or zoom-pointing (W(12) = 50, p = .44).
Fig. 9 shows the median number of attempts needed to mark the target for each
technique on both devices. On the smartphone, the median number of attempts for
take-off was lower than for the other techniques, but this difference was not
statistically significant (take-off vs. land-on: W(8) = 1, p = .12; take-off vs. zoompointing: W(10) = 8, p = .26; take-off vs. shift: W(8) = 11.5, p = .56). There were
also no other statistically significant differences between the techniques (land-on
vs. zoom-pointing: W(10) = 41, p = .56; land-on vs. shift: W(9) = 39, p = .26; zoompointing vs. shift: W(10) = 40, p = .56).
On the tablet, the median number of attempts was lower for land-on, take-off,
and shift than for zoom-pointing, but this difference was not statistically significant
(take-off vs. zoom-pointing: W(7) = 1, p = .21; land-on vs. zoom-pointing: W(8) =
10.5, p = .98; shift vs. zoom-pointing: W(6) = 1, p = .29). There were also no other
statistically significant differences between the techniques (land-on vs. take-off:
W(7) = 24.5, p = .36; land-on vs. shift: W(6) = 15, p = .98; take-off vs. shift: W(4) =
6, p = .98).
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Figure 9. Median number of attempts needed to mark the target for each technique on both devices.
Bars indicate the 95% CI.

Figure 10. Median response to the questionnaire statements “This technique was easy to use” (blue),
“This technique was easy to learn” (red) and “I could accurately mark the target using this technique”
(green) for each technique. Responses were made on a five-point Likert scale with the following levels:
strongly disagree (0), disagree (1), neutral (2), agree (3) and strongly agree (4). Bars indicate the 95%
CI.
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The median number of attempts was lower on the smartphone than on the
tablet for land-on, zoom-pointing and shift, but these differences were not
statistically significant (land-on: W(9) = 44, p = .29; take-off: W(7) = 64, p = 1;
zoom-pointing: W(11) = 65, p = .70; shift W(7) = 39, p = .1).
Ease-of-use
Because the questionnaire responses for the smartphone and tablet were similar,
we aggregated the questionnaire data over these devices. There were no statistically
significant differences between the devices for any of the techniques on any of the
questionnaire statements (p > .52).
Fig. 10 (blue data points) shows participants’ responses to the statement “This
technique was easy to use” for all techniques. The median response for all
techniques was positive. The median response for shift was the least positive, but
this difference between the other techniques was not statistically significant (shift
vs. land-on: W(21) = 108, p =.80; shift vs. take-off: W(16) = 53.5, p = .92; shift vs.
zoom-pointing: W(20) = 63, p = .33).
Participants made the following comments regarding the ease-of-use of the
techniques. Land-on: “This gives me RSI” (one participant). Take-off: “The mark
sometimes moves when I lift my finger from the screen” (three participants);
“Dragging the crosshair was a bit jerky” (two participants); “Maybe the crosshair
should be magnified” (four participants). Zoom-pointing: “It’s annoying to zoom
out in order to press the submit button” (two participants); “Zoom is easiest, but
my nails are a bit too long” (one participant); “How can I adjust the mark” (two
participants who had used take-off and shift before zoom-pointing). Shift: “My
thumb sometimes occluded the magnifier” (three participants); “The magnifier
sometimes jumped to another location” (one participant).
Intuitiveness
Fig. 10 (red data points) shows participants’ responses to the statement “This
technique was easy to learn” for all techniques. The median response for take-off
and shift was positive and the median response for land-on and zoom-pointing was
strongly positive. The difference between zoom-pointing and shift was statistically
significant (W(13) = 85.5, p = .016), the other differences were not (land-on vs.
take-off: W(13) = 69.5, p = .091; land-on vs. shift: W(17) = 124, p = .063; zoompointing vs. take-off: W(13) = 69, p = .18).
Participants made the following comments regarding the intuitiveness of the
techniques. Zoom-pointing: “Anyone knows how to use pinch-zoom” (one
participant). Shift: “Too complex; there are many things on the screen” (three
participants); “In the beginning, I found it unclear when the target had been
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marked” (one participant); “The difference between the target and the mark is
unclear” (one participant).
The following observations were made that are relevant for the intuitiveness of
the techniques. Take-off: two participants expected the crosshair to appear while
they touched the screen; one participant tried to drag the crosshair by touching the
screen at a location that did not contain the crosshair; one participant expressed
frustration when he dragged the crosshair by its center. When he realized he could
drag it by touching anywhere within the crosshair, he said that the technique was
actually quite good. Zoom-pointing: two participants asked for extra instructions
(in addition to the written instructions already provided). One participant tried to
zoom by holding his finger on the screen. Shift: seven participants asked for extra
instructions; four participants sometimes dragged the magnifier instead of the
handle. Three participants’ first tap, which evokes the magnifier and the handle,
was always quite far from the target. This means that the handle had to be dragged
over a relatively large distance, which was slow and awkward because of the
handle’s low control display ratio.
Subjective accuracy
Fig. 10 (green data points) shows participants’ responses to the statement “I could
accurately mark the target using this technique” for all techniques. The median
response for shift was strongly positive, the median response for take-off and
zoom-pointing was positive, and the median response for land-on was negative.
The differences between land-on and the other techniques were statistically
significant (land-on vs. take-off: W(19) = 18, p = .006; land-on vs. zoom-pointing:
W(22) = 0, p = .0002; land-on vs. shift: W(23) = 0, p = .0001). The difference
between shift and take-off was statistically significant (W(18) = 155, p = .007), the
difference between shift and zoom-pointing was not (W(13) = 70.5, p = .09). There
was also no statistically significant difference between take-off and zoom-pointing
(W(18) = 40, p = .09).
Participants made the following comments regarding the accuracy of the
techniques. Zoom-pointing: “The mark with zoom seems less accurate because you
are zoomed in. Therefore you keep trying to get the mark exactly right” (one
participant). Shift: “Because shift is so accurate, you spend more time getting the
mark exactly right” (one participant).

Discussion
In this study, we implemented four touch-based interaction techniques, land-on,
take-off, zoom-pointing and shift, in such a way that they could be used on any
modern touch-based device without interfering with the device’s native gestures.
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We aimed to evaluate which of the techniques would be the most appropriate for
I2Vote (i.e. for accurately marking regions on a medical image). To do this, we
performed an empirical study in which users marked a target on an image using all
four techniques on either a smartphone or a tablet. The techniques were evaluated
in terms of accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use and intuitiveness. We also investigated
how the different devices affected the performance of the techniques.
Shift was the most accurate technique. Take-off and zoom-pointing were less
accurate than shift, but more accurate than land-on. There was no significant
difference between take-off and zoom-pointing. Take-off, zoom-pointing and shift
were all quite accurate, with a median deviation from the target of less than 0.2
mm on the smartphone and 0.4 mm on the tablet. Land-on was much less accurate,
with a median deviation of 0.43 mm on the smartphone and 0.89 mm on the tablet.
Land-on’s poor accuracy is in line with previous studies [14,15], confirming that it
is very difficult to accurately touch a small target with this technique.
Our results indicate that creating a distance between the user’s finger and the
mark (as done by take-off) and enlarging the target (as done by zoom-pointing)
both have a positive effect on accuracy, and that the size of this effect is roughly the
same for both approaches. A combination of these approaches (as done by shift)
improves accuracy even further.
Participants marked the target faster with land-on than with the other
techniques, but this increase in speed came at the cost of reduced accuracy. There
were no statistically significant differences between the other techniques, with the
exception that take-off was faster than shift on the smartphone.
On the smartphone, the median number of attempts needed to mark the target
was lower for take-off than for the other techniques. On the tablet, the median
number of attempts was lower for land-on, take-off, and shift than for zoompointing. However, none of these differences were statistically significant.
The comparison between the techniques in terms of the number of attempts
needed to mark the target should be interpreted carefully, because this was
measured differently for land-on and zoom-pointing than for take-off and shift. An
attempt for land-on and zoom-pointing was simply a tap on the screen, while it was
defined as a drag and release action of the crosshair/handle for take-off and shift.
This makes this measure a lot less meaningful for the latter techniques, since a very
long drag action only counts as one attempt. However, repeated tapping might be
more frustrating for the user than one continuous dragging action; dragging
provides a sense of movement towards a goal, while tapping feels more like trial
and error.
Participants rated the ease-of-use of all techniques positively. The median rating
for shift was lower than for the other techniques, but this difference was not
statistically significant. Participants’ comments revealed several problems with the
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techniques. Three participants (all in the smartphone group) indicated that when
using take-off, the mark sometimes moved when they lifted their finger from the
screen. Further investigation revealed that when the finger is lifted at an angle, the
smartphone registers a movement and therefore moves the mark. This problem did
not occur on two more high-end smartphones (a HTC One S and a LG Google
Nexus 5), indicating that the touch screen of the smartphone used in this study did
not function optimally for the take-off technique. A possible solution for this
problem is to block all movements for a few ms at the start of detecting a finger
movement. In this way, the mark will not move when the device detects a very
small finger movement due to users lifting their finger. However, this might reduce
the technique’s responsiveness. The effects of the suboptimal touch screen were
much smaller (and therefore not noticed by participants) for shift, because of its
increased control display ratio.
Two participants indicated that it was annoying to zoom out with zoom-pointing
in order to press the submit button. This is an inherent problem of zoom-pointing.
Zooming in on one part of the interface (the target in the image) reduces the
accessibility of other interface elements (the submit button). This problem could be
avoided by always displaying the submit button on the screen, irrespective of the
zoom factor. This solution would be appropriate for the simple interface used in
this experiment, but it becomes infeasible as the number of interface elements
grows. Furthermore, most participants did not consider zooming out to be a
problem.
A problem with shift was that the user’s finger sometimes occluded the
magnifier. This problem did not occur in the original shift [14], since this
implementation always places the magnifier above the user’s finger. However,
placing the magnifier above the finger is impossible when the target is too close to
the top edge of the screen, which occurs especially frequently on devices with a
small screen. A related problem, which was only mentioned by one participant, was
that the magnifier sometimes jumped to another location. This occurred when the
target was near the center of the screen, i.e. the threshold for determining whether
the magnifier should be drawn on the left or right half of the screen. When the
handle is dragged across this threshold, the magnifier jumps from one half of the
screen to the other. A possible solution for both of these problems is to ask users
whether they are right- or left-handed and use this information to determine the
optimal location for the magnifier.
The median intuitiveness rating was positive for take-off and shift, and strongly
positive for land-on and zoom-pointing. This indicates that techniques in which the
target has to be touched directly are perceived as more intuitive than techniques in
which a mark can be dragged over the target.
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Several participants complained about shift’s complexity. They found that there
were too many things on the screen, that it was unclear when the target had been
marked, or that the difference between the mark and the target was unclear. A high
number of participants asked for extra instructions for shift. Participants
sometimes tried to drag the magnifier instead of the handle and several
participants used shift in an inefficient way (with the first tap being far from the
target). Although the median intuitiveness rating for shift was positive, these
comments and observations indicate that shift is not a very intuitive technique.
Based on our results, we conclude that take-off and zoom-pointing provide the
best trade-off between accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use, and intuitiveness. The
differences between these techniques were small. The number of attempts was
lower for take-off, but the subjective ratings were slightly more favorable for zoompointing. Shift was the most accurate technique, but it was hampered by its high
complexity and low intuitiveness. Land-on was the fastest technique, but it was also
the least accurate. We believe that both take-off and zoom-pointing are viable
interaction techniques for the I2Vote system.
Participants using the smartphone were more accurate than participants using
the tablet with the land-on, take-off and zoom-pointing techniques. We believe that
this was caused by the larger target size on the tablet. When the target is larger,
there is more overlap between the mark and the target, making the mark seem
more accurate. Marks with an equal distance from their center to the target’s center
therefore falsely appear to be more accurate on the tablet than on the smartphone.
Participants using the tablet were therefore more easily satisfied with the
placement of their marks than participants using the smartphone, causing them to
spend less time and attempts on improving the accuracy of their marks. This is
supported by the fact that the median time and number of attempts needed to mark
the target was lower for participants using the tablet than for participants using the
smartphone.
The lack of difference in accuracy between the smartphone and the tablet when
using shift can be explained by the fact that shift allows participants to drag a
magnified mark over a magnified target, thereby allowing them to precisely align
the border of the mark with the border of the target.
The subjective accuracy ratings corresponded well to the objective accuracy data
(the actual deviation from the target). Several studies [24–26] found a discrepancy
between subjective and objective measures of efficiency, but such a discrepancy did
not occur for accuracy in our study. Bailey [24] explained this discrepancy by a
tendency of users to integrate their preferences into their judgments of the
efficiency of a system. The fact that our subjective accuracy data corresponded well
to the objective data, but not to the other subjective data, indicates that such a bias
does not occur when users rate accuracy.
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Our results are consistent with those of Potter et al. [15], who found that takeoff was more accurate, but slower than land-on, and Vogel and Baudisch [14], who
found that for small targets, both take-off and shift were more accurate, but slower
than land-on. Vogel and Baudisch did not find a difference in accuracy between the
original implementation of shift and take-off. Our study showed that the highprecision version of shift these authors proposed, with a magnification of the target
and a lowered control display ratio, does results in a higher accuracy for shift
compared to take-off.
Our results are inconsistent with those of Albinsson and Zhai [16], who found
that zoom-pointing was both faster and more accurate than take-off. The difference
in speed results might be due to the different zooming techniques that were used
(bounding box zoom in Albinsson and Zhai’s study, pinch to zoom in our study)
and the fact that participants had to zoom out in order to press the submit button
in our study. The difference in accuracy results might be due to the different
devices that were used. The devices used in our study likely have higher quality
touch screens than the device used in Albinsson and Zhai’s study, which is already
eleven years old. Since take-off is more dependent on touch screen quality than
zoom-pointing, because of the drag and release action it requires, accuracy
increases more for take-off than for zoom-pointing when touch screen quality is
increased. Also, the difference in accuracy between take-off and zoom-pointing in
Albinsson and Zhai’s study was exacerbated by the fact that they used a binary
measure of accuracy (i.e. target is hit or missed). A small difference in deviation
from the target could make the difference between a hit and a miss. To translate
our results to their measure of accuracy: the median deviation from the target’s
center was well below the radius of the target (0.3 mm on the smartphone and 0.45
mm on the tablet) for both take-off and zoom-pointing. Therefore, the median hit
rate for both techniques was 100%.
A limitation of this study, and of any touch-based interaction study (e.g. [27–
29], is that the results depend on the specific devices that are used. Results may not
be generalizable to devices with difference specifications (e.g. different screen,
processor speed, or native gestures). We believe that the devices used in our study
are a good representation of the smartphones and tablets that most people
currently own, and that our results can therefore be generalized to all smartphones
and tablets that might be used for an ARS in a BYOD environment. The only
relevant device that was not covered by our study is the laptop, but since marking a
region on an image using a laptop is a trivial task, no special interaction technique
is required on this device.
The results of this study are not limited to the I2Vote system, but can be
generalized to any touch-based system that allows users to accurately mark targets
on images, without a priori knowledge of the user’s intended target. For example,
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the techniques could be used in a touch-based medical image viewer to allow users
to perform accurate diameter measurements, or in an ARS for military training to
allow users to mark enemy targets on a satellite image.

Conclusion
Of the four interaction techniques evaluated in this study, take-off and zoompointing provided the best trade-off between accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use, and
intuitiveness. The differences between these techniques were small. The number of
attempts was lower for take-off, but the subjective ratings were slightly more
favorable for zoom-pointing. Shift was the most accurate technique, but it was
hampered by its high complexity and low intuitiveness. Land-on was the fastest
technique, but it was also the least accurate. Based on these results, we conclude
that both take-off and zoom-pointing are viable interaction techniques for the
I2Vote system.
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Chapter 6

Abstract
Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the usefulness of adaptive customization
support in a natural work environment: the Picture Archiving and Communication
System (PACS) in radiology.
Methods: Adaptive support was given in the form of customization suggestions,
generated based on behavioral user data, which participants could choose to accept
or ignore. Twelve radiologists worked with the standard adaptable version of the
PACS for six weeks, during which their actions on the PACS interface were logged.
Based on these logging data, customization support was generated for each specific
participant. Half of the participants received support and half did not. After the
support was given, logging continued for another six weeks. Participants’
customization behavior and performance, measured as the average time needed to
review a radiography study, were compared between the groups. Subjective
responses to the customization support were also measured.
Results: Participants who received support used the PACS’s customization
facilities more effectively than participants who did not receive support.
Participants receiving support accepted most of the customization suggestions and
all participants indicated that the support was useful. We did not find an increase
in efficiency due to the support, possibly because the performance measure we used
was not sensitive enough. Subjective responses did show that participants
perceived the support as increasing their efficiency.
Conclusion: Adaptive customization support would be a useful addition to the
standard adaptable PACS interface, because it allows radiologists to customize their
interface more effectively.
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You have your way. I have my way. As for the right way, the correct way, and the
only way, it does not exist.

― Friedrich Nietzsche
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Introduction
Over the past decades, digital filmless radiology has largely replaced its traditional
film-based counterpart. In the modern hospital, the distribution of patient images
is controlled by a Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS). The PACS
also provides the user interface through which the radiologists retrieve, view and
manipulate images. As in many other modern software packages, the number and
complexity of functions in the PACS is very high and continues to increase. This
poses the challenge of creating a user interface that presents these functions to
radiologists in an appropriate way and allows them to interact with the software
efficiently. Because different radiologists use the software in different ways,
depending on their goals and interaction preferences, creating an interface that
suits each radiologist is a difficult task.
As a solution to this problem, most PACSs have an adaptable interface, which
allows radiologists to customize several aspects of the PACS (e.g. the items in the
toolbar, the functions of the mouse, and the display protocols1) according to their
personal needs and preferences. Research in the field of human-computer
interaction has shown the potential benefits of adaptable interfaces compared to
static ones (e.g. [1,2]), but there are also problems with this approach. Users do not
always customize effectively [3], or they do not customize at all [4]. This means that
they will never interact with the system in a maximally efficient way.
An alternative approach to interface personalization is the adaptive approach,
where the interface changes automatically based on the user’s behavior. This
approach ensures that the interface is customized to the user, without requiring any
effort on the user’s part. However, automatically changing the interface can reduce
the system’s predictability and transparency, and can undermine the user’s sense of
control over the system [5].
The mixed-initiative interface combines elements from both approaches,
creating an adaptable interface with adaptive components that help the user
customize effectively. The adaptive support is usually presented in the form of userspecific customization suggestions, which the user can choose to accept or dismiss.
For example, the system could suggest to add or remove functions from a toolbar
based on their frequency of use. Compared to a purely adaptive interface, a mixed
initiative interface increases the system’s predictability and transparency (the
system does not change itself without the user’s knowledge and consent), and
increases the user’s control over the system (users can dismiss the system’s
customization suggestions and can initiate their own customizations). Compared to
1

A display protocol automatically arranges images on the screen in a way that is appropriate for the
types of images that need to be displayed.
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a purely adaptable interface, a mixed-initiative interface increases the likelihood of
customization (users may be more likely to customize because the adaptive support
reduces the effort to customize, or because it simply reminds them of the possibility
to customize). It can also increase the quality of customization, because the set of
customization suggestions may contain useful customizations that users would not
have considered on their own.
An example of a mixed initiative interface can be found in [6]. This system
provided adaptive customization support for Microsoft Word 6.0 by suggesting
functions to be added to or removed from Word’s toolbar based on their frequency
of use. Both novice and expert Word users performed faster with this mixedinitiative interface than with the standard adaptable interface, although this effect
was only found in a picture and text formatting task and not in a table editing task.
The measure of task performance included the time users spent customizing the
interface.
The adaptive support also reduced the average time needed to perform a
customization. With support, users had to evoke the support mechanism and if
they decided to accept a customization suggestion, it was performed automatically.
This was faster than manually performing a customization, as done by users using
the standard interface. Novices using the adaptable interface did not add any
functions to the toolbar, while novices using the mixed-initiative interface did.
Interestingly, experts in the mixed-initiative condition added fewer functions to the
toolbar than experts in the adaptable condition. However, because a betweensubject design was used, the possibility of a bias in customization behavior between
the mixed-initiative and the control group cannot be excluded.
Bunt et al. [7] implemented a similar mixed-initiative interface for Word 2003
and compared this interface with an adaptable one. They found that the mean task
performance (both when excluding and including customization time) was faster in
the mixed-initiative condition than in the adaptable condition, but this effect was
not statistically significant (although the effect size was large), possibly due to the
small number of participants used. Participants customized more effectively and
efficiently when using the mixed-initiative interface. There was also a large
subjective preference for the mixed-initiative interface.
Park and Han [8] compared two mixed-initiative interfaces (adaptable with
system support and adaptive with user control) for a PDA software prototype to an
adaptable, adaptive and static alternative. Participants performed a controlled
menu selection task (excluding customization time) slower and with more button
presses on the static interface than on the others, but there were no differences
between the other interfaces. The adaptable interface with system support did
reduce the customization time compared to the standard adaptable interface. This
system presented participants with their function usage frequencies, which allowed
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them to make faster decisions about which customization to perform. The
perceived efficiency and overall preference was higher for the two mixed-initiative
and the adaptive interfaces than for the adaptable and static ones.
These studies show that adding adaptive customization support to an adaptable
interface has the potential to increase customization effectiveness and efficiency,
interaction efficiency (although this is not strongly supported), and user
satisfaction. However, all of these studies were conducted in laboratory conditions
over short periods of time (the longest study lasted for 2.5 hours). Users’
customization behavior might be very different in real-world situations, where
different (perceived) costs and benefits of customization apply and where users are
not artificially manipulated to customize. Furthermore, little is known about the
long-term effects of customization and how customization behavior changes over
time.
The fact that our hospital had just purchased a new PACS presented us with the
unique opportunity to study the effects of adaptive customization support on users
working with a new interface in a real work environment. This study aimed to
evaluate whether adaptive customization support would be a useful addition to an
adaptable PACS interface.
Adaptable PACS interface
The graphical user interface of the PACS used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. At the
top of the interface is a toolbar consisting of multiple tabs, each with a different set
of functions (similar to the Ribbon in Microsoft Office 2007 and later). One of these
tabs, called My Tab, is customizable; allowing users to add functions to it. A similar
customizable region called Right Click Menu (RCM) is located at the top of the popup menu that appears when the right mouse button is clicked within the image.
Users can add functions to these customizable regions by right-clicking on a
function button and selecting add to My Tab or add to RCM. The default My Tab
and RCM consist of eight pre-defined functions each. For most discussions in this
paper, the distinction between these two customizable regions is irrelevant. In
these cases we will use the term custom region for both My Tab and RCM.
Adaptive customization support
The adaptive customization support was designed to help users customize the
PACS’s custom region effectively. It was based on users’ function usage, which was
logged by the PACS’s built-in logging tool, and consisted of a table that gave insight
into a user’s function usage and a set of suggestions about which functions the user
should add or remove to his or her custom region.
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Figure 1. The graphical user interface of the PACS used in this study. The toolbar at the top consists of
multiple tabs, each with a different set of functions. One of these tabs, labeled “My Tab” is customizable.
The pop-up menu that appears when the right mouse button is clicked is shown over the right CT image.
The top region of this menu, containing the icons, can also be customized.

Research questions and hypotheses
In order to determine the usefulness of adaptive customization support for an
adaptable PACS interface, the following questions were addressed:
(Q1) Does customization support increase the effectiveness with which users use
the PACS’s customization facilities?
(Q2) Does customization support increase the efficiency with which users interact
with the PACS?
(Q3) To what extent do users accept the customization suggestions?
(Q4) Do users perceive customization support as being useful?
Effective customization (i.e. constructing a high-quality custom region) means
trading off custom region coverage (the percentage of total function usage that the
functions in the custom region cover) against custom region complexity (the
number of functions in the custom region). Because the optimal trade-off is user101
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dependent (some users tolerate a higher complexity than others), it is impossible to
objectively measure custom region quality. However, there are three measures that
provide strong indications for effective customization: the frequency of adding a
function to the custom region, the frequency of removing a function from the
custom region, and the custom region usage, i.e. the proportion of function
selections made from the custom region relative to the regular interface.
Effectiveness was therefore measured in terms of these three variables.
Efficiency was measured by the average time needed to review a radiography
study. To assess the extent to which users accept the customization suggestions, we
measured the number of functions users in the support group accepted in their
custom region, broken down into three categories: functions from the suggested
optimal custom region, additional frequently used functions, and other functions.
Perceived usefulness was measured by asking users whether they found the support
useful and why, and whether they thought the support increased the efficiency with
which they could work with the interface and why.
To answer these questions, we conducted an experiment using a mixed factorial
design with customization support as a between-subject factor and time as a
within-subject factor. All users worked with the PACS for twelve weeks and half of
them were given customization support after six weeks. Customization behavior
and performance were compared between the groups and the time periods (week
1–6 and week 7–12). Subjective responses to the customization support were also
measured.
We hypothesized that the effectiveness with which users used the custom region
(measured in terms of customization frequency and custom region usage) would
increase more in week 7–12 compared to week 1–6 for users who received support
than for users who did not receive support (H1), and that this would lead to a larger
increase in efficiency for the support group (H2). We expected users to accept most
of the customization suggestions (H3) and to perceive the support as being useful
(H4).

Methods
Function usage logging
Users’ function usage within the PACS was logged by the PACS’s built-in logging
tool. This tool works on a workstation level (in contrast with a user level), which
means that it logs data of all users working on a specific workstation and not all
data of a specific user on all workstations. After collecting the log files from the
workstations, they were converted from workstation-specific to user-specific, which
was possible because users’ username was logged when they logged into the PACS.
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A user-specific log file contained a log of all functions a specific user used on all the
workstations that were logged.
The logger was turned on on eighteen (out of the total of 70) randomly selected
workstations at various locations within the hospital. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to log more workstations due to constraints imposed by the hospital’s IT
department. Logging started on the first day the new PACS was being used. Five
weeks after the start of the logging, the log files were collected from the
workstations. The log files were collected again after twelve weeks.
A limitation of the workstation-specific logging was that if a user worked on a
workstation that was not part of the eighteen workstations that were logged, these
data would not be present in this user’s log file. For most users, this was not a
serious issue since they have a private workstations on which they do (most of)
their work, but it could be a problem for users who mainly use “public”
workstations (this is common for radiology residents).
The logging yielded data of 35 unique users. The number of data points (i.e.
function and tab selections) per user ranged from 2 to 6456. Only users with a log
file containing more than 400 data points were included as participants in the
experiment, because these log files were considered a good representation of a
user’s total function usage (i.e. the number of collected interactions was large
enough to warrant generalization to the total number of interactions).
Only functions from the PACS’s main viewer were analyzed. This excluded
functions from specialized applications within the PACS (e.g. Vessel Analysis,
Calcium Scoring and Volume Matching).
Participants
Twelve users (eight certified radiologists and four radiology residents; six female)
met the inclusion criterion described above and were therefore included as
participants in the experiment. We tried to log as many workstations as possible,
and thereby get as many users as possible, but we were only allowed to log eighteen
workstations by our IT department. Therefore, twelve users was the best we could
do, even though we aimed for more.
Apparatus
Participants interacted with the PACS as part of their normal daily routine on a
standard workstation. The PACS used in the experiment was Carestream Vue
version 11.3 [9].
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Materials, design and procedure
All radiologists and residents within the hospital received training of the new PACS
before they started working with it. The PACS’s customization options were
demonstrated in this training, so participants were aware of the fact that they could
customize the PACS’s interface.
Because integrating a customization support component into the PACS was not
feasible (mainly because we did not have access to the PACS’s source code), we
used a simulated mixed-initiative setup in which the customization support was
given by a human experimenter rather than by the computer.
Participants did not have a close relationship with the experimenter. Of the six
participants in the support group, five had never met him and one had participated
in one of his previous studies.
The support was based on users’ function usage, which was logged by the
PACS’s logging tool. Based on a participant’s function usage, his or her “optimal”
custom region, which was defined as the region containing the smallest set of
functions making up at least 80% of the total function usage, was determined.
Participants were presented with a list of all the functions they had used, ordered
from high to low usage frequency, showing the absolute frequency and the
percentage of total use for each function. The list also showed the percentage of
function usage accessible from the custom region if it included this function and all
functions with a higher frequency (incremental percentage). The optimal custom
region was highlighted. An example is shown in Table 1.
Participants were suggested to add all functions from the optimal custom region
to their custom region (either My Tab, RCM, or both). They could accept or decline
the entire suggested custom region, or accept a subset of its functions.
In addition to the functions in the suggested optimal custom region,
participants could add more functions to the custom region, based on their
frequency of use, so that it covered an even larger percentage of their total function
usage.
Table 1. Example of the function usage data presented to the participants. The grey highlighted
functions form the “optimal” custom region (the smallest set of functions making up at least 80% of the
total function usage).
Function
Pointer
Mark as key image
Line measurement
Change image rendition
Oval measurement
Windowing
Start Aquarius Net
Zoom from cursor
…
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Frequency
314
296
243
219
207
98
39
30
…

Percentage of total use
20.4
19.3
15.8
14.2
13.5
6.4
2.5
2.0
…

Incremental percentage
20.4
39.7
55.5
69.7
83.2
89.6
92.1
94.1
…

When participants had decided which functions they wanted to include in their
custom region, the experimenter added them. Participants were then suggested to
remove all functions from the custom region (either default functions or functions
added by participants themselves) that were not part of the suggested optimal
custom region or the additionally accepted functions. Participants could choose to
keep functions that were suggested to be removed. Participants were also suggested
to set My Tab as the default tab.
We used a mixed factorial design with customization support as a betweensubject factor and time as a within-subject factor. Participants were randomly
assigned to the support and no-support groups, while the number of radiologists
and residents in each group was balanced.
The experiment lasted for twelve weeks. After five weeks, the log files were
collected from the workstations and were used to generate the customization
support. After six weeks, the experimenter planned a session with each participant
during which the support was given. Participants in the support group were
interviewed immediately after this session and again at the end of the experiment
in order to obtain subjective responses to the customization support.
Measures and data analysis
To analyze the effectiveness with which users used the PACS’s customization
facilities, we measured the number of times participants added functions to and
removed functions from the custom region (customization frequency), and the
proportion of function selections made from the custom region relative to the
regular interface (custom region usage). Three functions (zoom, automatic
registration and change image rendition) were excluded from the latter analysis
because due to an error in the logging tool they were always logged as being
selected from the regular interface, even when they were selected from the custom
region.
The efficiency of interaction with the PACS was measured by the average time
needed to review a radiography study in one of the two time periods. This time was
determined based on the report submission times retrieved from the Radiology
Information System. Because radiologists often review multiple radiography
studies in quick succession, the time between two radiography report submissions
in such ‘reviewing blocks’ represents the time needed to review one radiography
study. Report submission time differences longer than twenty minutes were
excluded because they were not considered part of the same block. One participant,
a resident from the no-support group, was excluded from this analysis because he
only reviewed four radiography studies during the time course of the experiment.
Because radiography interpretation is (usually) relatively straightforward and
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radiologists review many of these studies in six weeks, we can assume equal
average image complexity in the two time periods.
Boxplots consisting of four data sets, one for each group (support and no
support) in each time period (week 1–6 and week 7–12), were used to assess the
differences between the groups and the time periods. Because not all participants
in the support group received the support on the same day, the time periods for
each of these participants were relative to the day at which they received the
support (i.e. six weeks before this day, and six weeks after and including this day).
Statistical tests were not used because of our small sample size.
To analyze the level of acceptance of customization support, we measured the
number of functions from the suggested optimal custom region participants in the
support group accepted, the number of additional functions they added based on
their usage frequency (presenting usage frequency information was also part of the
support), and the number of infrequently used functions they added or declined to
remove.
Immediately after they had received support, participants in the support group
were interviewed. They were asked whether they found the support useful (yes or
no) and why (open-ended). Then they were told how customization support could
be implemented in the PACS interface, by using a fully adaptive or mixed-initiative
approach, and asked which of these methods they would prefer (fully adaptive,
mixed-initiative, or no preference) and why (open-ended). At the end of the
experiment (six weeks after the first interview), participants were asked whether
they thought the support had improved the efficiency with which they worked with
the interface (yes or no) and why (open-ended) (subjective responses to
customization support).

Results
Customization frequency (Q1)
Fig. 2 shows the number of times participants added a function to the custom
region in both time periods for participants in the support and no-support group.
In week 1–6, some participants added functions to the custom region, but the
median number of functions added was approximately zero for both groups. In
week 7–12, only one participant in the no-support group added functions to the
custom region. In the support group on the other hand, all participants added more
functions in week 7–12 (after they had received support) than in week 1–6.
Participants in the support group added most functions during the session in
which the support was given (median number of ‘add’ customizations = 8.5, range
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Figure 2. The number of times participants added a function to the custom region (CR) in both time
periods for participants in the support and the no-support group. The boxes represent data from the
lower to upper quartile (25th to 75th percentiles) and the lines in the boxes indicate the median (50th
percentile). The whiskers represent the lowest data point within 1.5 IQR of the lower quartile, and the
highest data point within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. Circles represent outliers.

Figure 3. The number of times participants removed a function from the custom region in both time
periods for participants in the support and the no-support group. The boxplot convention is the same as
in Fig. 2.
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= 5–11) and a few in the weeks afterwards (median number of ‘add’ customizations
= 2, range = 0–9).
Fig. 3 shows the number of times participants removed a function from the custom
region in the two time periods for participants in both groups. In week 1–6, most
participants did not remove any functions from the custom region. In week 7–12,
most participants in the no-support group still did not remove any functions, while
participants in the support group did.
Participants in the support group removed most functions during the session in
which the support was given (median number of ‘remove’ customizations = 6.5,
range = 1–18) and almost no functions in the weeks afterwards (median number of
‘remove’ customizations = 0, range = 0–1).
Custom region usage (Q1)
Fig. 4 shows the percentage of function selections made from the custom region, as
opposed to other parts of the graphical user interface, in the two time periods for
participants in both groups. Custom region usage increased over time for both the
support and the no-support group and this increase was larger for the support
group. A notable difference between the groups was that the minimum of the
support group increased dramatically, while it remained the same for the nosupport group. The between-participant variability also decreased in the support
group, but not in the no-support group (as can be seen from the IQRs in Fig. 4).
Efficiency (Q2)
Fig. 5 shows the average time participants in both groups needed to review one
radiography study in each of the two time periods. This measure did not reveal any
clear differences between the groups or the time periods.
Acceptance of customization support (Q3)
Participants who received support accepted most of the functions from the optimal
custom region (median = 93%, range = 50–100%). In addition to these functions,
they added many other functions. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the total
number of functions in the custom region of all participants who received support
immediately after support was given, broken down into three categories: functions
from the suggested optimal custom region, additional frequently used functions
(defined as functions that made up more than 1.4% of the total function usage), and
other functions (either infrequently used functions or functions that were not
included in the support because they were not part of the PACS’s main viewer).
All participants added at least one infrequently used function to the custom
region, or declined to remove it from the custom region. The reason for this was
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Figure 4. The percentage of function selections made from the custom region, as opposed to other
parts of the graphical user interface, in both time periods for participants in the support and the nosupport group. The boxplot convention is the same as in Fig. 2.

Figure 5. The average time needed to review one radiography study in each of the two time periods for
participants in the support and no-support group. The boxplot convention is the same as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 6. The number of functions in the custom region for all participants who received customization
support, immediately after support was given, broken down into three categories: functions from the
suggested optimal custom region, additional frequently used functions, and other functions (either
infrequently used functions or functions that were not included in the support because they were not
part of the PACS’s main viewer). The circles within the bars indicate the total number of functions in the
suggested optimal custom region.

that they expected to use these functions frequently in the future. Four of the six
participants actually used these functions frequently during the remaining six
weeks of the experiment. The other two participants still used them infrequently or
not at all, but did keep them in their custom region.
Subjective responses to customization support (Q4)
Immediately after participants received the support, they were asked whether they
found it useful. All participants indicated that they did, giving the following
reasons: “The support makes frequently used functions easier to access” (five
participants); “It is useful to gain insight into your own function usage” (two
participants); “You tend to just continue working the way you do”; “I already forgot
the training with respect to customization by the time I actually started working
with the PACS”; “I was not even aware that the My Tab existed”.
At the end of the experiment, participants were asked whether they thought the
support increased the efficiency with which they could interact with the PACS
interface. Five participants indicated that it did and one participant indicated that
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it did so a little bit. The following reasons were given for this increase in perceived
efficiency: “The support improved the accessibility of functions” (four participants);
“The support improved my user experience”; “I don’t have to switch between
[toolbar] tabs anymore and I don’t have to remember which function is in which
tab. The custom region creates order in the chaos of the extremely large amount of
functions”; “The support increased the quality of the content of my custom region”.
Participants were told how customization support could be implemented in the
PACS interface: by using a fully adaptive or a mixed-initiative approach, and were
asked to indicate their preference. All participants indicated that they would prefer
a mixed-initiative customization interface for the following reasons: “Otherwise
you don’t know what has happened to the interface”; “I hate it when things are
adjusted automatically”; “Then you know what’s going on”; “I would like to be able
to choose for myself. Also, I don’t want the interface to change all the time”;
“Suggestions are always welcome, but I want to have the final say”; “So that I know
when something changes”.

Discussion
In this study, we aimed to determine whether adaptive customization support
would be a useful addition to an adaptable PACS interface. We conducted an
experiment in which participants worked with the PACS for twelve weeks and half
of them received adaptive customization support after six weeks. Customization
behavior and performance were compared between the groups and the time
periods (week 1–6 and week 7–12). Subjective responses to the customization
support were also measured. We hypothesized that the effectiveness with which
users used the custom region would increase more in week 7–12 compared to week
1–6 for users who received support than for users who did not receive support, and
that this would lead to a larger increase in efficiency for this group. We also
expected users to accept most of the customization suggestions and to perceive the
support as being useful.
We found that participants who received support customized more frequently
than participants who did not receive support. The fact that participants who
received support not only added more functions to the custom region, but also
removed more functions from it indicates that the support increased the quality of
functions in the custom region and not just the quantity (useful functions were
added and useless functions were removed). Bunt et al. [7] and Debevc et al. [6] did
not find a difference in the number of customizations between participants working
with a mixed-initiative and an adaptable interface. A possible explanation for this
difference between these studies and ours is that the artificial nature of the
experimental tasks used in these studies prompted participants to customize, even
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when they did not receive customization support, thereby obscuring the effects of
the support. In our study, there were no artificial factors that prompted
participants who did not receive support to customize.
The number of function selections made from the custom region relative to
other parts of the interface (custom region usage) increased over time for
participants in both groups. Two factors played a role in this effect: (1) participants
added functions to the custom region, thereby increasing the number of functions
that could be selected from the custom region, and (2) participants became more
aware of the fact that they could select functions more quickly from the custom
region than from the rest of the interface. The second factor was especially
important for participants in the support group who were only vaguely aware of the
custom region’s existence before they received support, because the support
dramatically increased their awareness of the custom region’s usefulness.
The increase in custom region usage over time was larger for participants who
received support, but since there was considerable overlap between the data of the
groups, the evidence for this difference was not very strong. However, these data
underrepresented the actual custom region usage because three very frequently
used functions were excluded from the analysis due to an error in the logging tool
(they were always logged as being selected from the normal interface, even when
they were selected from the custom region). Because these functions were so
frequently used, they were very likely to be in the optimal suggested custom region
and therefore added to the custom region by participants in the support group.
Therefore, the actual custom region usage was likely to be much higher for
participants in the support group relative to participants in the no-support group.
The effect of the support would therefore be more visible if these functions had
been correctly logged and included in the analysis.
A clear difference between the groups was that the minimum custom region
usage of participants in the no-support group remained the same over time, while it
increased dramatically for participants in the support group. The support also
decreased between-participant variability. This indicates that users who are
unlikely to use the custom region a priori will not become more likely to do so
unless they receive support. Obviously, customization support is most useful for
users who do not use the customization facilities on their own. The support
therefore increases custom region usage more for these users than for users who
already customize of their own accord, and thereby reduces the variability between
users.
We did not find a difference in performance between the two groups, possibly
because the performance measure we used (the average time needed to review a
radiography study in one of the two time periods) was not sensitive enough to
reveal any effects of customization support. We used this performance measure
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because it was natural, yielded many data points, and did not require participants
to abandon their daily work. In hindsight however, the measure was too coarse and
subject to too many interfering factors. It would have been better to measure
performance using a controlled set of tasks that focused on interaction with the
PACS interface and excluded diagnosis and interaction with other software on the
radiology workstation.
Despite the fact that we did not find an effect of support in the objective
performance data, the subjective responses did show that all participants who
received support perceived it as increasing the efficiency with which they could
work with the PACS.
All participants who received support found it useful and they accepted most of
the functions from the suggested optimal custom region. The reason that some
functions were rejected was that these suggested functions could be accessed
through other equally efficient methods (e.g. shortcut keys or action regions within
the viewports) and participants already accessed the functions in this way. It was
not possible to take this factor into account when generating the support due to
limitations of the logging tool.
The large number of additional frequently used functions in the custom region
indicates that participants wanted the custom region to cover more than 80% of
their total function usage. Participants also accepted a substantial number of
infrequently used functions in the custom region. There were two reasons for this:
(1) the customization support motivated participants to add functions they had not
used frequently so far because they were difficult to access, but they expected to use
frequently in the future if they would be in the custom region. For example, one
participant commented that he only used the arrow marker to mark abnormalities
in an image before he received support because this was the easiest to access
marker function. He expected to use the square region marker much more often
when he realized that he could add both the arrow marker and the square region
marker to the custom region. (2) Participants did not want to remove functions
they rarely used (either part of the default custom region or added by themselves)
because they expected to use them frequently in the future. The expected increase
in usage frequency came true for some participants, but not for others, yet all of
them kept the functions in their custom region. This shows that some users are able
to accurately predict their future function usage and customize accordingly, while
others are not. There were also functions that became more frequently used over
time, but were not added to the custom region. For example, one participant
removed the magnifying glass function from the default custom region because she
never used it. In the following weeks however, she reviewed a lot of mammograms,
for which the magnifying glass is quite useful. Even though her usage of the
magnifying glass increased dramatically, she did not add it to the custom region
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again. These findings suggest that users do not always adapt their interface to
changes in their work patterns, which makes it useful to continuously provide
customization support.
In line with our hypothesis and the findings of Bunt et al. [7], our results show
that participants who received customization support used the PACS’s
customization facilities more effectively than participants who did not receive
support. Contrary to our expectations, this increase in customization effectiveness
did not lead to improvements in performance. However, due to the aforementioned
limitations of our performance measure and the fact that the perceived efficiency
did increase for all participants who received support, we believe that an effect of
customization support on performance would have been found if a more finegrained measure of performance had been used. The increase in customization
effectiveness and the positive subjective responses to the support lead us to
conclude that adaptive support would be a useful addition to an adaptable PACS
interface.
It is possible that participants were more likely to accept customization support
in our experiment because the support was given by a human experimenter instead
of a computer. While this is a valid concern, it does not change the fact that
customization support in itself was found to be useful. The challenge now remains
to design a computer interface that delivers the support as effectively as a human
does. We believe that if an appropriate interface is designed to present the support,
which provides the rationale behind the suggestions as was done in our
experiment, there will be a negligible difference in acceptance between support
given by a human and support given by a computer.
One could argue that the results were simply due to the fact that users were
reminded of the possibility to customize and that a simple reminder would be just
as effective as the adaptive support. While the fact that customization support
serves as a reminder to customize is arguably its most important property, its
adaptive nature is also valuable for the following reasons: (1) a static reminder only
prompts users to customize whereas adaptive support also assists them in deciding
what to customize. The fact that several participants explicitly indicated that it was
useful to gain insight into their function usage in order to decide which
customizations to perform suggests that this is indeed a useful property. (2)
Adaptivity allows the support to be displayed at an appropriate time: when there is
a discrepancy between the user’s function usage and his or her custom region. (3)
Adaptivity allows specific customizations to be performed automatically by the
system (when the user approves them). Users may be more likely to act on the
support if it provides an easy and fast way to perform the customizations.
A factor that might have influenced custom region usage is users’ sense of
involvement and ownership of the custom region. Users might be more inclined to
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use the custom region not only because it improves their user experience and
efficiency, but also simply because they constructed it themselves. While this factor
might have played a role in our study, participants’ subjective responses showed
that they (also) had more valid reasons for using the custom region (e.g. improved
accessibility of functions, reduced cognitive load). Furthermore, custom region
usage and custom region quality are not independent, even if users use the custom
region solely because of involvement and ownership. If the custom region is not
customized effectively, most functions can simply not be selected from it.
All participants who received support indicated that they would prefer a mixedinitiative customization interface over a fully adaptive interface. The reasons for
this preference coincided with the limitations of adaptive interfaces described by
Höök [5]: participants feared a lack of predictability and transparency in a fully
adaptive interface and they wanted to have control over the changes made to the
interface. This suggests that a mixed-initiative approach to PACS interface
customization support would be more appropriate than a fully adaptive approach.
However, an empirical study comparing a mixed-initiative against a fully adaptive
PACS interface is needed to truly determine which is the most appropriate.
The adaptive support used in this study was based on the overall frequency of
function usage over a five-week time period. Other adaptive interfaces often also
take the recency of function usage into account (e.g. [1,6]). The danger of assigning
a large weight to recency information is that it decreases the stability of the
interface. In a mixed-initiative interface, this would lead to a large number of
irrelevant customization suggestions that are likely to annoy users and decrease
their overall trust in the suggestions. We propose using frequency information over
a moving time window as the basis for the adaptive support. This ensures stable
suggestions, while implicitly taking recency into account. An appropriate size for
the time window depends on the type of interface and the nature of the tasks users
perform on it and should be determined empirically.
The adaptive support used in this study only concerned customization of the
custom region. Even though this rather simple support was already useful, much
more advanced support could be given if radiologists’ behavior would be logged
more elaborately. For example, if study information (imaging modality, body part
scanned etc.) and the way radiologists arrange images on the screen were logged,
the adaptive support could include suggestions for more effective display protocols
(which automatically arrange images on the screen based on their characteristics).
For example, consider a display protocol for a knee X-ray that displays the frontal
view of the knee on the screen. If a radiologist reviewing knee X-rays with this
protocol always manually places the lateral view of the knee next to the frontal
view, this could be suggested as a permanent change to the knee X-ray display
protocol.
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The advent of structured reporting also presents opportunities for adaptive
support to aid customization of the content and layout of the radiology report.
Possibilities for report customization have been described by Reiner [10] and a
promising interface that adaptively displays reports has been developed in the
cardiology domain [11].
The usefulness of such content customization has been demonstrated in various
domains (e.g. customization of routes generated by an itinerary recommender
system [12] , and customization of the decision-making and transaction processes
of online shops [13].
Another possibility would be to promote feature awareness by suggesting
features that radiologists are currently unaware of (in our experience, most
radiologists do not know what all buttons in the PACS interface are for), but that
are likely to be to be useful to them based on their behavior (as in [14]).
More elaborate logging also presents other interesting possibilities. For
example, the log files could be used for usability evaluation of the system (as in
[15–17]), and to monitor radiologists’ performance on a more fine-grained level
than the high-level productivity measures that are currently used by many
hospitals.
Radiologists often review multiple types of studies (e.g. chest X-rays and lung
CTs). Some functions in the PACS are only useful for certain types of studies. It
could therefore be beneficial to make the custom region context-specific, so that it
only contains functions that are relevant for the study the radiologist is currently
reviewing. An advantage of this approach is that it reduces the complexity of the
custom region by hiding all irrelevant functions. A disadvantage is that it reduces
the system’s predictability (the interface changes with each different type of study)
and increases the complexity of the customization process if the radiologist has to
specify which functions should be present for which types of studies, or reduces the
system’s transparency if this is determined by the system automatically. More
research is needed to determine if and how a context-specific custom region should
be implemented in the PACS.

Conclusion
The adaptable PACS interface allows radiologists to customize several aspects of
the PACS according to their personal needs and preferences. However, in line with
previous studies on customization behavior we found that radiologists do not
always customize effectively, and sometimes do not customize at all. This study has
shown that adaptive customization support helps radiologists use the PACS’s
customization facilities more effectively. Radiologists perceived the support as
being useful and accepted most of the customization suggestions. The increase in
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customization effectiveness and the positive subjective responses to the support
lead us to conclude that adaptive customization support would be a useful addition
to an adaptable PACS interface.
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Abstract
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has great potential to improve radiologists'
diagnostic performance. However, the reported performance of the radiologist–
CAD team is lower than what might be expected based on the performance of the
radiologist and the CAD system in isolation. This indicates that the interaction
between radiologists and the CAD system is not optimal. An important factor in the
interaction between humans and automated aids (such as CAD) is trust.
Suboptimal performance of the human–automation team is often caused by an
inappropriate level of trust in the automation. In this review, we examine the role
of trust in the radiologist–CAD interaction and suggest ways to improve the output
of the CAD system so that it allows radiologists to calibrate their trust in the CAD
system more effectively. Observer studies of the CAD systems show that
radiologists often have an inappropriate level of trust in the CAD system. They
sometimes under-trust CAD, thereby reducing its potential benefits, and
sometimes over-trust it, leading to diagnostic errors they would not have made
without CAD. Based on the literature on trust in human–automation interaction
and the results of CAD observer studies, we have identified four ways to improve
the output of CAD so that it allows radiologists to form a more appropriate level of
trust in CAD. Designing CAD systems for appropriate trust is important and can
improve the performance of the radiologist–CAD team. Future CAD research and
development should acknowledge the importance of the radiologist–CAD
interaction, and specifically the role of trust therein, in order to create the perfect
artificial partner for the radiologist. This review focuses on the role of trust in the
radiologist–CAD interaction. The aim of the review is to encourage CAD developers
to design for appropriate trust and thereby improve the performance of the
radiologist–CAD team.
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The key to winning the race is not to compete against machines but to
compete with machines.

― Erik Brynjolfsson & Andrew McAfee
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Introduction
Medical image diagnosis is a highly complex task with very demanding cognitive
and perceptual components. Radiologists have developed the ability to perform this
task with impressive accuracy and efficiency. However, no matter how skilled the
radiologist, he or she is never immune to making errors. Various studies have
documented the occurrence of radiological errors in clinical practice, ranging from
missed lesions due to perceptual oversight to the incorrect recommendation of
follow-up procedures (e.g. [1–9]).
Computer-aided diagnosis
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD), in which sophisticated image processing and
artificial intelligence techniques are used to detect and/or evaluate abnormalities in
medical images, has great potential to improve radiologists’ diagnostic
performance. CAD can be used as a second opinion: drawing radiologists’ attention
to abnormalities they overlooked or prompting them to reevaluate structures they
initially diagnosed incorrectly.
A distinction can be made between computer-aided detection (CADe), which
focuses on the detection of abnormalities, and computer-aided diagnosis (CADx),
which focuses on the diagnosis of abnormalities. CADe systems identify and mark
abnormal regions in a medical image. Radiologists first perform an unaided
reading of the image and then review the marks made by the CADe system. Fig. 1
shows an example of a typical CADe system for lung nodule detection on chest
radiographs.
CADx systems focus on diagnosis rather than detection. Suspicious structures
within an image are identified by the radiologist and evaluated by the CADx
system. This evaluation can be a decision whether the structure is benign or
malignant, the estimated likelihood of malignancy, or a pathological classification.
Because many systems perform both detection and diagnosis, the distinction
between CADe and CADx is not always clear. Differentiating between the two types
of CAD is also not very relevant for the purpose of this review. We will therefore use
the general term CAD for both CADe and CADx systems.
Radiologist-CAD interaction
The combination of a radiologist and a CAD system constitutes a diagnostic team,
in the same way that two radiologists in a double reading setting do. The
performance of this team is determined by the individual performance of its
“members” and the quality of interaction between the members. Various studies
have shown that radiologists and CAD can make an effective team that reaches a
higher level of diagnostic performance than one radiologist alone (e.g. [10–15]).
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Figure 1. Example of a typical CADe system for lung nodule detection on chest radiographs. The circles
are marks made by the system to indicate the presence of a lung nodule. The upper mark is a true
positive. The lower mark is a false positive.

However, the team performance of radiologist and CAD is lower than what
might be expected based on the performance of the radiologist and the CAD system
in isolation [16,17]. There are even studies that found no benefits of CAD on
radiologists’ diagnostic performance (e.g. [18–23]), an increased sensitivity at the
cost of reduced specificity (e.g. [24,25]), or even reduced sensitivity of the best
performing radiologists for difficult cases [26]. This suggests that the interaction
between radiologists and CAD is not optimal.
An important factor in the interaction between humans and automated aids
(such as CAD) is trust [27–33]. The more humans trust an automated aid, the more
likely they are to rely on its decisions. For optimal performance of the humanautomation team, it is vital that an appropriate level of reliance occurs. However,
humans often show an inappropriate level of automation reliance caused by an
inappropriate amount of trust in the automation [33]. Too little trust in a useful
automated aid can lead to underreliance, which means that the full potential of the
aid is not being used. Too much trust in an aid on the other hand can lead to
overreliance, meaning that the aid causes humans to make errors they would not
have made without it [34].
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Inappropriate trust in CAD
Under-trust
Too little trust in a useful automated aid can lead to disuse, i.e. an underreliance on
automation [34]. Disuse has been found in a wide variety of settings. For example,
Dzindolet et al. [35] and Beck et al. [36] found that participants performing a
detection task in which they had to decide whether a camouflaged soldier was
present in a scene often ignored the decisions of an automated aid, even when they
knew the aid had superior performance on the task. Wang et al. [37] found that
participants sometimes ignored the true negatives of a Combat Identification
System, even though they were informed that the system did not make any false
negative errors. Disuse was also found in early versions of the Ground Proximity
Warning System, which pilots did not trust due to its high false alarm rate [34].
There are various examples of disuse in the CAD literature. Several studies have
shown that radiologists ignore a substantial amount of true positive CAD marks
(20% in [38], 22% in [20], and 33% in [39] of the total amount of true positives,
and 53% in [40], 71% in [17], and 84% in [23] of the true positives they overlooked
during unaided reading).
Similarly, Halligan et al. [41] found that the sensitivity of radiologists
performing polyp detection on CT colonography images increased for small- and
medium-sized polyps correctly marked by CAD, but not for correctly marked large
polyps. This tendency to ignore correctly marked large polyps was also found by
Taylor et al. [42].
Shiraishi et al. [43] found that a CAD system designed to help radiologists
distinguish benign from malignant lung nodules improved their diagnostic
performance, but the performance of the radiologist-CAD team was lower than the
standalone performance of the CAD system, indicating that radiologists
underutilized the CAD system’s capabilities.
Over-trust
Too much trust in automation, on the other hand, can lead to misuse, i.e. an
overreliance on automation [34]. Like disuse, misuse has been found in various
domains. For example, Skitka et al. [44] found that participants performing a
simulated flight task with an automated aid performed worse than unaided
participants. This was caused by an overreliance on the aid, which led participants
to make false negative errors when the aid missed an event and false positive errors
when the aid made an incorrect recommendation (even when it contradicted their
training and other available information).
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Itoh [45] found an overreliance on an adaptive cruise control system in a driving
simulator. Even though participants were informed that the system had a limited
deceleration rate, four out of twelve participants caused a rear-end collision
because they trusted the system to brake in time.
There are also examples of misuse in the CAD literature. Various studies have
found that CAD decreased radiologists’ specificity (e.g. [24,25]). This indicates that
radiologists put too much trust in the CAD marks, causing them to accept a
substantial number of CAD false positives. Lee et al. [40] found that radiologists
performing lung nodule detection on chest radiographs accepted one false positive
mark per 50 images and residents accepted one false positive mark per nine
images. In [23], radiologists performing the same task accepted one false positive
per 19 images and residents one per 11 images.
Alberdi et al. [46] found that radiologists assisted by CAD had a lower
sensitivity than unaided radiologists on a mammography data set containing a
large proportion of cancers missed by CAD. This indicates that radiologists put too
much trust in the CAD system’s ability to detect abnormalities, which led them to
revise a substantial amount of their true positive decisions of certain structures
based on the (incorrect) absence of CAD marks on these structures.
Povyakalo et al. [47] found that CAD improved radiologists’ sensitivity for
breast cancers that were relatively easy to detect, but decreased sensitivity for
cancers that were relatively difficult to detect. This was probably caused by the fact
that radiologists were more likely to rely on CAD for difficult cancers, because they
were less certain of their own decisions. However, cancers that were difficult for
radiologists were also difficult for CAD, leading to a large number of CAD false
negative errors for these cancers, which made a high level of reliance on CAD for
difficult cancers inappropriate. A similar result was found in another study [26],
where CAD decreased the sensitivity of the best performing radiologists for difficult
cases.
The potential for misuse is even greater when CAD is used as a concurrent
reader (i.e. CAD output is immediately available to the radiologists) instead of as a
second reader (i.e. CAD output is only available after radiologists have viewed the
image on their own). Zheng et al. [21][48] found that a poorly performing CAD
system used as a concurrent reader significantly decreased radiologists’ diagnostic
performance in mammogram reading. Beyer et al. [49] found that concurrent
reader CAD decreased radiologists’ sensitivity for detecting lung nodules in CT
scans. These results suggest that radiologists may over-trust CAD’s sensitivity.
When the CAD marks are presented at the onset of image reading, radiologists
focus on these marks and pay less attention to unmarked regions. This causes them
to miss abnormalities that were not marked by CAD.
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Designing for appropriate trust
The results of observer studies with CAD show that radiologists often have an
inappropriate level of trust in CAD. We believe that the reason for this is that the
output of CAD systems is often presented to radiologists in such a way that it is
impossible for them to establish an optimal level of trust in the system. In this
section, we will suggest ways to improve CAD’s output so that it allows radiologists
to calibrate their trust in CAD more effectively.
Confidence rating
Like radiologists, CAD systems have a response criterion. When the information
obtained from a certain structure within an image exceeds this criterion the
structure is considered abnormal. When the information does not meet the
criterion it is considered normal. Most CAD systems do not differentiate between
structures that exceed the response criterion by a large amount (for which CAD has
a high “confidence” that they are abnormal), and structures that barely exceed the
criterion (for which CAD has a low confidence that they are abnormal): the system
either does or does not mark the structure.
Displaying a confidence rating for each mark might facilitate more appropriate
trust, because it allows radiologists to adapt their trust in a specific mark to CAD’s
confidence in this mark. This could lead to less disuse, which is often associated
with systems that have a high false positive rate [34], as most CAD systems do,
because false positive marks likely have a smaller negative effect on trust in the
entire system when radiologists know that the system did not consider it likely that
the marked region was in fact abnormal. Their trust in CAD marks that have a high
likelihood of abnormality could then remain at a high level, causing them to
dismiss a smaller number of true positive marks. It could also lead to less misuse,
because radiologists are probably less inclined to trust false positive CAD marks
when they know that CAD does not have a high confidence in these marks.
There are CAD systems that do present the confidence ratings of their marks to
radiologists. For example, in the system used by Gilbert et al. [50] the size of a
mark corresponded to the likelihood of cancer as determined by the system.
However, this study did not compare performance of radiologists with and without
CAD, or the effectiveness of CAD with and without likelihood ratings.
In the CAD system used by Shiraishi et al. [51] the color of a mark represented
its likelihood of malignancy. A discrete five-color scale was used, ranging from
green (a low likelihood of malignancy) to red (a high likelihood of malignancy).
This system improved radiologists’ diagnostic performance, but the effects of the
likelihood ratings were not evaluated.
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The CAD system used by Taylor et al. [20] emphasized marks in which it was
particularly confident. Radiologists were significantly less likely to ignore these
emphasized marks compared to regular marks. This indicates that radiologists
were more likely to trust a CAD mark if they knew that CAD had a high confidence
in this mark. However, it is also possible that they simply accepted more
emphasized marks because these marks had more obvious signs of abnormality
compared to marks in which CAD was less confident.
In the CAD setup used by Samulski et al. [52], radiologists could request CAD
information of specific image regions by clicking on them. If present, a CAD mark
and its associated malignancy score were displayed. The malignancy score was
represented by a continuous color scale, ranging from yellow to red (low to high
malignancy score). This system improved radiologists’ diagnostic performance
compared to unaided reading. In a subsequent study, Hupse et al. [53] found that
radiologists performed better with this interactive CAD system than with a
conventional CAD system that only displayed marks. However, the fact that one
CAD system was interactive and the other was not prevents us from concluding that
the increase in performance was due to the malignancy ratings.
Several studies [54–58] found that radiologists’ classification performance of
breast masses improved when they were assisted by a CAD system that provided a
malignancy rating of the masses. Similar results have been found for lung nodule
classification [13,59,60].
These results show that CAD confidence ratings can be useful, but there are no
studies that compare the effectiveness of a CAD system that provides a confidence
rating for its decisions and a CAD system that only provides discrete decisions.
However, the effectiveness of displaying automation confidence has been
demonstrated in other domains. For example, pilots performing a navigation and
collision avoidance task [61], an anti-aircraft battle task [61], and a flight task
under icing conditions [62] have been shown to form a more appropriate level of
trust in an automated aid when it displayed the degree of certainty in its decisions
compared to when this information was not displayed. This improvement in trust
calibration led to an increase in performance of the human-automation team.
Similar results were found when displaying uncertainty information in an adaptive
cruise control system [63].
Rationale
Because humans and computers make decisions in a different way, it is sometimes
difficult for a human to understand why an automated aid has made a certain
decision. Automation errors that seem obvious to a human observer can have a
negative impact on trust in the aid and are often used as justification for disuse
[33,64]. In an ethnographic study of CAD usage [65], radiologists indicated that
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CAD often marked the “wrong things” – benign features and artifacts of the image
production process – and often missed obvious lesions. This led to distrust and a
lack of understanding of the CAD system.
To facilitate appropriate trust in CAD, it is therefore important that radiologists
have a sufficient understanding of CAD’s decision making process. This can be
realized in two ways: (1) by informing radiologists of the global workings of CAD’s
algorithms and the limitations of these algorithms (a global rationale), and (2) by
providing an explanation for each specific CAD decision (a local rationale).
Global rationale
The global rationale approach requires the development of adequate instructions
for CAD. The goal of the instructions is to inform radiologists of the mechanisms
that determine CAD’s behavior and the specific circumstances in which it is likely
to make an error. These instructions should be part of the CAD training radiologists
receive.
This approach has the potential to increase trust in CAD, because the negative
impact of obvious CAD errors on trust might be reduced when radiologists
understand the cause of these errors. For example, some CAD systems place an
upper bound on the size of structures they consider for evaluation [66]. When
radiologists are aware of this, the observation that CAD systematically misses
extremely obvious large lesions likely has a smaller negative impact on their trust
in CAD than when they are not aware of this limitation.
In addition to its potential to reduce disuse by mitigating the negative effects on
trust of obvious errors, an understanding of CAD’s algorithms can also reduce
misuse. For example, radiologists who correctly detect a nodule near the chest wall
but are not very confident in their decision might be less inclined to change their
decision based on a false negative CAD decision for this structure when they know
that CAD is likely to miss nodules near the chest wall.
Although the global rationale approach seems intuitive, there is (to the best of
our knowledge) only one study that has empirically evaluated its effectiveness. This
study found that participants provided with a brief explanation of the workings of
an automated soldier detection aid and the circumstances in which it was likely to
make an error, trusted the aid more than participants who were not provided with
this explanation [33]. However, this effect was independent of the aid’s
performance level, so the rationale caused a more appropriate level of trust for
participants paired with a high performance aid, but over-trust for participants
paired with a low performance aid. This indicates that great care should be taken in
formulating the rationale, so that it facilitates appropriate trust and not just more
trust.
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Bahner et al. [67] found that participants provided with a textual explanation of
the circumstances in which an automated aid was likely to err during training
trusted the aid more than participants provided with examples of the aid’s errors.
This shows that the means of presenting the rationale influences trust and
underlines the importance of formulating the rationale in an appropriate way.
Local rationale
Even when radiologists have a global understanding of CAD’s algorithms and their
behavior, the rationale for each specific CAD decision is still formed by speculation
(albeit more informed speculation) of why CAD made this decision. Another
(possibly complementary) approach to facilitating a better understanding of CAD’s
decisions is to provide a rationale for each specific decision. This local rationale
approach has been implemented in automated aids from various domains (e.g.
medical diagnosis [68], financial auditing [69,70] and entertainment
recommendation [71–73]). Users generally prefer seeing the local rationales
compared to no rationales and providing these rationales has been shown to
increase objective [70,72] and subjective measures of trust [69,73].
These results suggest that the local rationale approach might also be useful for
CAD. However, because CAD arrives at a decision in a highly complex way that can
be very different from the way a radiologist reaches a decision, it is difficult to
display CAD’s rationale for a specific decision in a way that makes sense to a
radiologist.
A typical CAD system bases its decisions on a set of features it extracts from the
image. For each decision, the subset of features that contributed most to the
decision could be presented to the radiologist. In this way, the radiologist can truly
assess why CAD diagnosed a certain structure as abnormal. However, not all
features that are relevant for CAD might be meaningful to the radiologist.
An example of a system that provides such a type of local rationale is PeerView
Digital: an extended feature of Hologic’s ImageChecker CAD for mammography
[74]. It enhances the marked regions to help radiologists visualize and analyze its
specific features. It outlines the central density of detected masses and distortions
and highlights detected microcalcifications. An example of its output is shown in
Fig. 2.
Performance level
Because appropriate trust occurs when the level of trust matches CAD’s
performance level, explicitly informing radiologists of CAD’s past performance
seems like a natural way to improve trust calibration. Because CAD’s performance
can differ greatly between different types of lesions, the performance level should
be presented in a way that differentiates between lesion types. This could allow
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Figure 2. Output of the PeerView Digital feature of Hologic’s ImageChecker CAD. This example shows
the enhancement of a “Malc” CAD mark (a region containing features of both mass and calcification).
The system outlines the mass and highlights the individual microcalcifications.

radiologists to calibrate their trust for each specific type of lesion and might reduce
both disuse and misuse by mitigating the effects of negative and positive CAD
experiences for one lesion type on trust in CAD for other lesion types.
CAD’s performance can also vary depending on the image acquisition protocol
that was used to scan the patient. For example, the performance of the CAD system
used by [15] was greatly influenced by the slice thickness of the CT scan, with
sensitivity dropping from 81% for 0.9-mm slices to 51% for 3-mm slices. Similar
findings were reported in [75,76]. When working with a CAD system that has such
a large variability in performance, it is vital that radiologists are informed of the
performance differences between different contexts of operation.
Consider for example a radiologist that uses CAD for lung nodule detection on
CT. This radiologist usually reviews thin-slices images and his trust in CAD is
calibrated at a level that is appropriate for these types of images. Occasionally he
reviews images with thicker slices. Now if he is unaware of the effect of slice
thickness on CAD performance, his trust in CAD when reviewing thick-slice images
will be at a level that is appropriate for thin-slice images but is highly inappropriate
in the current situation.
To ensure that the performance information radiologists receive is accurate, it is
important that the CAD system is evaluated using a valid data set and a valid gold
standard against which its output is compared. While this sounds obvious,
conducting a CAD performance study is far from trivial and there are currently no
standardized approaches for evaluating and reporting CAD performance levels [77].
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study that has evaluated the
effects of informing users of automation performance on trust in the automation.
This study showed that providing participants with a performance measure of an
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automated aid for camouflaged soldier detection facilitated more appropriate trust
in the aid [33]. However, this effect was only found when participants were not
allowed to view the aid’s decisions (they had to trust the aid blindly), which is, as
the authors also note, an unrealistic scenario.

Discussion
In this review, we have shown that radiologists often have an inappropriate level of
trust in CAD, which leads to suboptimal performance of the radiologist-CAD team.
Radiologists sometimes under-trust CAD, thereby reducing its potential benefits,
and sometimes over-trust it, leading to diagnostic errors they would not have made
without CAD. We have identified four ways to improve CAD’s output so that it
allows radiologists to form a more appropriate level of trust in CAD: (1) presenting
a confidence rating for CAD’s decisions, (2) providing a global rationale for CAD’s
decision making process, (3) providing a local rationale for each specific CAD
decision, and (4) informing radiologists of CAD’s performance levels in different
contexts.
There is substantial empirical evidence indicating that providing radiologists
with these sources of information can facilitate more appropriate trust in CAD and
thereby improve the performance of the radiologist-CAD team. However, all
evidence to date is circumstantial. More research is needed to determine whether
the suggested changes truly improve trust calibration and to determine the most
effective way of presenting the information to the radiologists.
A realistic future possibility is that radiologists work with multiple CAD systems
for different diagnostic tasks. This makes it even more important to design for
appropriate trust, because radiologists need to be able to adjust their trust to the
different systems. In this situation it is especially important that radiologists
understand the rationale behind each CAD system’s decisions and their individual
performance levels so that they are aware of each system’s specific strengths and
limitations and do not overgeneralize positive or negative experiences from one
system to the others.
Most research on CAD focuses on improving CAD’s performance. While this is
obviously important, the power of this research is not fully harnessed if the
increase in performance is not matched by an equivalent increase in trust. Simply
making CAD more trustworthy does not guarantee that it is actually trusted more.
Research on the radiologist-CAD interaction, and specifically the role of trust
therein, is therefore also of paramount importance. Without more research in this
area, the performance of the radiologist-CAD team will never reach its maximum
level.
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When designing for appropriate trust, usability principles also need to be taken
into consideration. Design choices that improve trust calibration should not
interfere too much with the CAD system’s usability and the clinical workflow of the
radiologist. Poor usability is likely to result in less use of the system.
It is also possible that usability influences trust; if a CAD system is tedious to
use, radiologists might be less likely to trust it. [78] found a strong correlation
between a book vendor’s website usability and participants’ trust in the vendor.
Although most components of trust measured in this study are irrelevant for the
radiologist-CAD interaction, the one component that was relevant, the perceived
ability of the vendor, was most strongly influenced by the website’s usability.
Two of our suggestions for more appropriate trust calibration (presenting the
global rationale and the performance level) need to be integrated into CAD training
procedures. The importance of CAD training is being acknowledged by the
radiology community, as evidenced by the fact that CAD training has recently been
added to the mammography training programmes of the Radiological Society of
North America and the American College of Radiology [79]. However, there is
currently no research available that investigates the effects of CAD training on the
radiologist-CAD interaction. It would be interesting to evaluate the effects of
different training contents on radiologists’ trust in CAD. This would contribute
greatly to a definition of the optimal CAD training procedure.
Several studies indicate that CAD is more effective for novice than for expert
radiologists (e.g. [26,80–82]). Although this is likely due to a ceiling effect (experts
are already close to maximum performance, whereas novices have much more
room for improvement), it is also possible that there is a fundamental difference in
radiologist-CAD interaction between novices and experts. It seems natural to
assume that experts have more trust in their own abilities than novices. This could
cause them to place relatively little trust in CAD, resulting in a smaller effect of
CAD on the performance of the radiologist-CAD team. It is worth studying whether
this difference truly exists and whether changes in CAD’s output aimed at
facilitating more appropriate trust differentially affect novices and experts.
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Abstract
Objectives: To develop a system that automatically converts dictated free-text
radiology reports into structured, standardized reports. Such a system would be an
interesting alternative to conventional structured reporting systems, because it
requires no additional actions from the radiologist and does not interfere with
image viewing and interpretation.
Methods: Two report templates were developed based on literature and
interviews with clinicians. 165 free-text radiology reports on the malignant
lymphoma were annotated. A computational system using a Linear Chain
Conditional Random Fields (LC-CRF) machine learner, specifically designed for
learning sequences, was trained on classifying information in the annotated freetext reports. A post-processing step was added to correct specific tokens that were
misclassified by the machine learner. The classified texts in the free-text reports
were automatically re-structured into the templates to form standardized,
structured reports. The system’s classification performance was assessed by
calculating the average F-score over five combinations of training and test sets.
Results: The system was able to correctly classify most information in the freetext reports. It obtained F-scores of 88.18 (micro-averaged) / 87.85 (macroaveraged) on correctly classifying texts. The post-processing step improved
performance to F-scores of 89.30 (micro averaged) / 88.60 (macro averaged).
Conclusions: A machine learning system based on the LC-CRF algorithm can be
used to automatically structure and standardize the information contained in freetext radiology reports. However, more research is needed to improve the
performance of the system to a level that is acceptable in clinical practice, apply it
to different classes of reports, and extract more detailed information from the
reports.
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Mastery of language affords one remarkable opportunities.

― Alexandre Dumas
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Introduction
In radiological reports, diagnostic questions are answered by a radiologist by
providing an overview of findings, impressions and diagnosis of acquired
radiological images. These reports are normally dictated and constructed during
the interpretation of the images. However, there are several problems with the
current situation of free-text radiology reporting.
First, the information in the free-text reports is 'locked in'. Although the
information is present in the reports, the report database cannot be searched
effectively. This may introduce significant workflow bottlenecks or even barriers.
For example, answering the question 'How did tumor A of patient X develop in the
past year?' is only possible by manually going through all reports of patient X of the
past year searching for measurements of the tumor in question, and then
calculating the development by hand.
A second problem is that free-text reporting leads to a high variability in
reports. Clinicians therefore have to adapt to the way each report structures and
presents information. This could cause critical information to be overlooked or
misinterpreted, which can result in severe medical errors.
A solution to these problems is to use structured reporting systems that let
radiologists report in a controlled fashion. For example by having them fill in the
blanks in a standard report template (well-known report templates are those made
available by the Radiology Reporting Initiative of the Radiological Society of North
America [1]), and/or having them use a standardized lexicon (e.g. RadLex [2] or BIRADS [3]).
However, studies comparing structured reporting to conventional free-text
reporting show mixed results [4-9]. A major argument against reporting in a
structured fashion is that it would require additional actions by the radiologist,
which cost time and might interfere with the interpretation of the images [5].
However, other studies show a significant increase in content satisfaction and
clarity satisfaction when comparing structured reporting to conventional reporting
[7].
An alternative approach is to develop a system that automatically converts freetext reports into a structured format. The global outline of a possible system is
shown in Fig. 1. The system would receive a free-text report as input, classify the
text in the report into blocks belonging to different categories using natural
language processing techniques, and use these blocks to compose a structured
version of the report. This approach has the advantage that it yields structured
reports without changing the way radiologists report their findings, allowing them
to devote their full attention to their primary task: viewing and interpreting images.
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Figure 1. Global outline of a system that automatically converts free-text radiology reports into a
structured format. The system receives a free-text report as input, classifies the text in the report into
blocks belonging to different categories using natural language processing techniques, and uses these
blocks to compose a structured version of the report.

The key to the system’s success is its ability to correctly classify the text in the
free-text report. Once the text is classified, converting the report into a structured
format is a trivial task. Studies using natural language processing techniques to
extract information from free-text radiology reports have shown promising results
[10], which suggests that it is possible to develop an automatic report-structuring
system.
In this study we aimed to develop a system that converts free-text radiology
reports into a structured format using a machine learning algorithm and to
evaluate its text classification performance.

Methods
Text classes
For the purpose of this study we only used radiology reports on the malignant
lymphoma. First, the ideal structure and required content of a report on the
malignant lymphoma were determined in interviews with referring clinicians. This
resulted in two templates representing the two most preferred radiology report
structures (one is shown in Fig. 2). While the overall content is exactly the same,
the difference between the two global structures is the position of the conclusion
section: in the first structure, the conclusion section is positioned after the findings,
while in the second structure the conclusion section precedes the findings.
Fifteen distinct text classes were identified based on the information in these
templates (Abdomen/Pelvis, Camera, Conclusion, Contrast, Head/Neck,
Musculoskeletal, Armpits, Person (executing radiologist), Retroperitoneum, Scan
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quality, Scanning methods (comments), Scanning protocol, Thorax, Comparison,
and Clinical Background and Question).
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Figure 2. Report template of the most preferred radiology report structure based on outcomes of
interviews with referring clinicians.
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Machine learner
After the text classes were determined, we needed an algorithm that could identify
them in a free-text report. For this we used a machine learning algorithm called
Linear Chain Conditional Random Fields (LC-CRFs) [11]. CRFs form a modelling
method specifically used for structured prediction. Ordinary classifiers such as
Naive Bayes base their prediction on a single instance without taking features of the
neighboring instances into account, but CRFs can take context into account. The
Linear Chain CRF that is popular in natural language processing can predict
sequences of labels for sequences of input instances. Within this study, these
sequences of input are formed by words and punctuation that together form
sentences.
For the machine learning implementation, the open-source CRF++ software
(version 0.58) [12] was used.
Training and test sets
To construct a dataset, Dutch free-text radiology reports on the malignant
lymphoma were collected in our hospital. A total of 165 of these reports were
annotated by a single annotator for the fifteen classes using GATE (General
Architecture for Text Engineering) [13][14]. The annotated reports were exported
from GATE as Extensible Markup Language (XML) files with the annotation labels
in inline format.
To form the training and test sets, the inline annotations were converted to the
input file format of the CRFs machine learner using a small piece of JAVA code.
The input file format of the CRF machine learner required words and punctuation
signs to be on separate rows. To identify sentence boundaries, an empty line was
put between two rows. Each token could furthermore be followed by zero or
multiple features. The last column of the row held the label associated with the
row's token. The CRF machine learner further required every row to have the exact
same amount of columns. Therefore, items in the annotated text that had no
assigned label after annotation (e.g. headings, addresses, etc.) were labelled noTag.
Therefore, the final datasets contained not 15, but 16 labels for the CRFs learner to
train and test on.
To determine how accurate the CRF's predictions are in practice, a model
validation technique called cross-validation was applied. Cross-validation is used to
assess how the results of a predictive model will generalize to an independent
dataset. In practice, this implies that separate datasets are used for training and
testing purposes. For this study, the datasets were created semi-randomly to ensure
an 80/20 split of data files, meaning that the training set contained approximately
80% of the data, and the test set the remaining 20% of the data. Furthermore, the
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data of a radiology report could only occur in either the test set or in the training
set, not in both. To avoid incidental higher scores on a specific distribution of
reports in the datasets, K-fold cross-validation was applied by randomly
partitioning the full dataset into k equal sized partitions. Of the k partitions, a
single partition is used as the test set (validation) while the remaining k - 1 is used
for the training set. This process is then repeated k times, in this study with k = 5
thus resulting in five combinations of training and test sets. The CRF is trained and
tested on each of the five combinations, and results are then averaged to obtain a
single estimation. The advantage of using K-fold cross-validation is that each
observation is used for both training and testing, and each observation is used for
testing exactly once.
Features
Multiple columns of features were added to the training and test set, the first being
the identification numbers of the reports that were concatenated while forming the
training and test sets. By adding these numbers, the merged radiology reports
could be kept apart in the merged data files and thus be retrieved individually, or
split when needed. This feature row was not used during training or testing, but it
was introduced for this purpose only.
A second feature column that was added to each token held a positional feature
of that token in relation to the report it was in. The hypothesis behind this is that
specific words or combinations of words occur in more or less specific locations in
the report. Thus, providing the CRF with the positional information about the
current token is likely to improve performance. For example, the conclusion of the
radiologists' findings is likely to be found in the final part of the free-text report,
therefore providing the CRF with information that represents 'the current token is
located in the final quarter of the report' can help to determine the correct label for
that token. For the positional features, the total amount of tokens n of each
radiology reports were determined and used to divide the report into x parts, with
each part consisting of n=x tokens. The positional feature would then be 0 if it fell
in the first part, 1 if it fell in the second part, . . . , or n-1 if it fell in the nth part.
The third feature holds the value true if the current token starts with a capital or
false if this is not the case. The fourth feature holds the value true if the next token
is a colon, or false otherwise. They were added based on the idea that a
combination of a capital and a colon is likely to indicate a transition to another
chunk of information like for example a subheading indicates.
The fifth to last feature columns (without including the annotated label column)
hold characteristics about token frequencies in the labelled categories of the report.
If a token is frequent in texts under a certain annotated label, it is more likely that
the token needs to be assigned that label than a label under which it is not frequent
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at all. First, the frequencies of tokens under each specific label were determined for
the data in the entire training set.
After determining token frequencies under each label, non-unique tokens (e.g.
tokens that occurred under two or more labels) were identified and iterated over. In
each step only the entry of the non-unique token with the highest frequency count
is retained. Entries under other labels with the same token but with a lower
frequency count were removed. If two entries that shared identical tokens had an
equal frequency count, both entries were retained. The idea behind removing the
non-unique entries is that although a token can occur in texts with different labels,
it is likely that the token is more strongly related to the label under which the word
frequency is highest.
Based on the frequency data, the values of the token frequency feature columns
were determined. Each label has a feature column of its own. The value in this
column holds true if the current token y is an element of the Y most frequent tokens
under that label. Since non-unique entries were modified in the previous step, only
one of the feature columns can hold the value true for a specific token. These
frequency features were added to improve results for classes with fairly specific
information that scored below average in the intermediate results.
Feature templates
Since the CRF++ software is designed as a general purpose tool, it needs a feature
template file. In this file, the (combinations of) features and tokens that are used in
training and testing are described.
Part of a simple feature template is shown below. Each line specifies one
template. In each template the macro %x[row; col] is used to specify a token in the
input data. Row specifies the relative position from the current focusing token and
col specifies the absolute position of the column. For unigram templates, the
preposition U is used, while for bigram templates the preposition B is used. Feature
templates can become as complex as is needed, so that the CRF can be trained on
combinations of multiple features and tokens.
# Unigram
U00:%x[-2,0]
U01:%x[-1,0]
U02:%x[0,0]
U03:%x[1,0]
U04:%x[2,0]
U05:%x[0,0]/%x[0,1]
U06:%x[0,0]/%x[1,2]
...
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< previous token
< current token
< next token
< current token / first feature
< current token / second feature of next token

During training, the CRF++ software expands the templates and generates a set
of feature functions. These describe which combinations of tokens (and features, if
specified) have positive relations. The algorithm then learns the associations (i.e.
weights) between feature attributes and labels. It does this by searching through
the variable space to find local maxima and minima. The total number of functions
generated by a template is equal to L*N (or L*L*N for bigram features), where L is
the number of output classes and N the number of unique strings expanded from
the given template. The CRF++ software outputs a model file that can later be used
for testing.
The CRF testing procedure takes the model file together with the test-data as
input. For the CRF to work, the test data file needs to be in the exact same format
as the training file with equal amounts of columns and similar features. The CRF
then outputs the information in the test file with a new column appended to the
end that contains the tag or label that the CRF has assigned to the tokens. One can
then evaluate the results by computing the difference between the estimated labels
in the nth column, and the true answer label in the n-1th column that was assigned
during annotating.
Output enhancements
The CRFs machine learner had difficulties labelling the sentences present in the
texts about the Clinical background and question and the Conclusion of the
reports. This was to be expected, since these texts contain sequences of tokens and
transitions between these tokens that are also likely to appear in other parts of the
report. Since both the Clinical background and question and the Conclusion were
found in consistent parts of the free-text reports, and were succeeded by more or
less predictable parts of text (e.g. a heading or a person's name), a piece of JAVA
code was developed to enhance the results in these parts of the CRF's output. When
the JAVA code was ran, it automatically processed the CRF's output and outputted
a new file with the resulting enhancements in an appended column.
Table 1 shows a simplified example in which the CRF has labelled part of the
sentence 'This shows how the output can be enhanced!' with the label body and
part of the sentence with the label prologue. Let's think of the part that is labelled
with prologue as being wrongly classified. If we write a piece of code that is
triggered by the combination of the token This AND the CRF's assigned label body.
After triggering the enhancer, it will output the label body and will continue to do
so, thereby disregarding the CRF's initial output of the prologue label. Another
trigger deactivates the enhancer. This means that from that point forwards, the
CRF output is no longer overwritten. The final output file will have a similar
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Table 1. Example of enhancement of the CRF output.
TOKENS
This
is
an
example
sentence
.
Goal
:
This
shows
how
the
output
can
be
enhanced
!
Final
section
of
the
example
.
...

FEATURE
COLUMNS
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

CRF LABEL
intro
intro
intro
intro
intro
intro
heading
heading
body
body
body
prologue
prologue
prologue
prologue
prologue
prologue
ending
ending
ending
ending
ending
ending

ENHANCED
LABEL
intro
intro
intro
intro
intro
intro
heading
heading
body
body
body
body
body
body
body
body
body
ending
ending
ending
ending
ending
ending

<< activation trigger
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
< enhanced section
<< deactivation trigger

formatting as the example below, with an extra column appended to the file that
contains the enhanced label.
Composing the structured reports
Structured reports can be composed by ordering labelled sequences and structural
elements such as (sub-)headings, page breaks and white space in any desired
fashion. To form sentences from the CRFs' output after it was split, another piece of
JAVA code was written. For each report that was part of the CRFs' output, this code
joined successive tokens with identical labels together, while putting space
characters in between. It also removed headings that were labelled by the CRF but
that were no longer of any value (e.g. texts that became redundant due to the fact
that template files contained new (sub-)headings). Furthermore, incorrect white
space that was inside or around measurements, dates and punctuation was
removed or modified to make the overall sentences more readable.
Sequences of tokens were stored under the label the CRF had assigned to the
sequence. The order of CRFs' output (which was equal to the order of input) was
fully maintained to avoid unintended sentence or paragraph transitions which
could result in misunderstandings of the report contents. No texts were replaced in
order to preserve the radiologists' intended meaning. The blocks of text assigned a
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specific label could then be individually retrieved. These text blocks could then be
used to compose a structured report in any format desired (e.g. using XML tags,
HTML documents, or plain text files).
In this study, the CRFs' output was written to the structured templates
discussed earlier. For each report two formats were composed: one with the
conclusion before the section communicating the findings and one with the
conclusion at the end of the report, after the findings. Finally, an iteration was
performed over the entire structured report to identify whether the report
contained texts on positron emission tomography (PET) and/or computed
tomography (CT) information, and empty, irrelevant sections were removed. Thus,
if the report did not contain any information on a PET scan at all, then all PET
related sections were removed from the report to clean up the final, finished
product.
Data analysis
The CRF’s output was used to calculate the true positives, false positives, and false
negatives (see contingency Table 2) from the differences between the CRF's
assigned labels in the nth column in the output, and the true answer label in the n1th column of the output.
The system’s overall classification performance was then determined by
calculating micro- and macro-averaged F-scores (range 0-100). The F-score
considers both the precision (i.e. the probability that the class has been predicted)
and recall (i.e. the model's ability to select instances of the corresponding class;
commonly called sensitivity) and can be interpreted as the weighted average of
both. Micro-averaged F-scores are calculated by first summing up individual true
positives, false positives, and false negatives of the output, and using these scores
for further statistics of the F-score. Since the classification decision on each
individual token counts as one, labels with higher token count will be weighted
heavier in the final score (i.e. topics count proportionally to their frequency). In
macro-averaged scores, equal weight is given to each class or label. The

Table 2. Contingency table specifying the possible outcomes of results versus the given 'gold standard'
of the annotations in the test set.
Condition (or ‘gold standard’)

Test outcome

Label X

Label other than X

Predicted label X

True positive

False positive
(type I error)

Predicted label other
than X

False negative
(type II error)

True negative
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effectiveness on the large classes in the test collection is therefore better
represented by the micro-averaged scores, while the effectiveness of smaller classes
is better represented by the macro-averaged scores [15].
The F-scores are the average results of five combinations of training and test
sets, which is the result of applying the K-fold cross validation technique to the
dataset. The trained feature column indicates the training condition that was used
for the CRF by specifying a specific feature template. The none, feature only
condition therefore corresponds to using a feature template in which only the
current token and neighboring tokens were taken into account during training,
without specifying any extra features to train on. The pos 2 condition refers to
training the CRF with a feature template in which a positional feature that divides
the report into x = 2 parts is added. The corresponding pos 4 refers to training with
a positional feature that divides the report into x = 4 parts. Note that the none,
feature only condition is comparable to training with a positional feature that
divides the report into x=0 parts, thus pos 0. The pos 4 + colon + capital condition
is an extension of the pos 4 condition by also specifying macro templates for the
colon and capital features. Finally, the most extensive conditions trained were the
conditions in which the word frequency features were also specified in the feature
template. They are indicated by wordfreq: the wordfreq 25, wordfreq 50 and
wordfreq all conditions indicate that only the top 25, top 50 or all of the frequency
counts were used when creating the feature columns.

Results
Table 3 shows the initial micro- and macro-averaged F-scores obtained by the
system.
The assigned labels for the texts on the Clinical background and question and
the Conclusion were enhanced by applying the post-processing algorithm discussed
earlier. Post-processing the initial CRFs' results improved results on both precision
and recall of most classes. The new F-scores are shown in Table 4. Since the results
were drastically improved, no extended analysis will be provided on the initial
CRFs' results, as they were superseded by the newer, post-processing results.
Further analysis of results on the data after the post-processing step showed
overall good precision and recall on class labels (see Table 5). In the tokens only
condition, the lowest scoring class labels are Armpits and Retroperitoneum. The
CRF obtained a precision of 88.77% and recall of 64.19% on the label Armpits, and
a precision of 75.37% and recall of 80.74% on the label Retroperitoneum. Highest
scoring classes are the Person class, with which all personal names were annotated,
and the Camera class, which holds the information such as brand and type of the
medical imaging camera used in the examination. Furthermore, the results show
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Table 3. Average F-scores calculated from the CRF output over five combinations of training and test
sets. For the micro-averaged F-score, each classification decision is counted separately, while for macroaveraged F-score, equal weight is given to each class label.
Trained features
None, tokens only
Pos 2
Pos 4
Pos 4 + colon + capital
Pos 4 + colon + capital +wordfreq top 25
Pos 4 + colon + capital +wordfreq top 50
Pos 4 + colon + capital +wordfreq all

CRF output
F-score (micro)
F-score (macro)
86.79
87.08
87.24
87.11
87.70
87.45
88.18
87.85
87.24
86.99
87.37
87.08
87.98
87.66

Table 4. Average F-scores calculated from the enhanced CRF output over five combinations of training
and test sets. For the micro-averaged F-score each classification decision is counted separately, while for
macro-averaged F-score equal weight is given to each class label.
Trained features
None, tokens only
Pos 2
Pos 4
Pos 4 + colon + capital
Pos 4 + colon + capital +wordfreq top 25
Pos 4 + colon + capital +wordfreq top 50
Pos 4 + colon + capital +wordfreq all

CRF output
F-score (micro)
F-score (macro)
89.03
88.66
88.35
87.81
88.68
88.11
89.30
88.60
88.37
87.76
88.43
87.79
89.08
88.40

Table 5. Average precision and recall on the post-processed results from the tokens only condition of
the CRF. Averages are calculated from five combinations of training and test sets.
Class label
Abdomen/pelvis
Camera
Conclusion
Contrast
Head/neck
Musculoskeletal
Armpits
Person (executing radiologist)
Retroperitoneum
Scan quality
Scanning method (comments)
Scanning protocol
Thorax
Comparison
Clinical background and question
noTag

Precision
84.97 %
97.98 %
82.59 %
93.89 %
87.29 %
91.10 %
88.77 %
97.55 %
75.37 %
94.30 %
96.81 %
93.17 %
82.97 %
92.37 %
93.54 %
99.24 %

Recall
82.28 %
99.67 %
98.19 %
85.74 %
82.57 %
75.54 %
64.19 %
98.81 %
80.74 %
79.82 %
88.52 %
87.06 %
82.24 %
85.32 %
96.87 %
99.46 %
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high precision and recall for the noTag class label. Scores in the other conditions
were comparable, with highest and lowest scoring classes identical to the
aforementioned classes.
Further analysis of results on the data after the post-processing step showed
that in the tokens only condition, the lowest scoring class labels are Armpits and
Retroperitoneum. The CRF obtained a precision of 88.77% and recall of 64.19% on
the label Armpits, and a precision of 75.37% and recall of 80.74% on the label
Retroperitoneum. Highest scoring classes are the Person class, with which all
personal names were annotated, and the Camera class, which holds the
information such as brand and type of the medical imaging camera used in the
examination. Furthermore, the results show high precision and recall for the noTag
class label. Scores in the other conditions were comparable, with highest and lowest
scoring classes identical to the aforementioned classes.

Discussion
In this study we aimed to develop a system that converts free-text radiology reports
into a structured format using a machine learning algorithm and to evaluate its text
classification performance. The machine learning system in place used an approach
called Linear Chain Conditional Random Fields (LC-CRFs), a technique aimed
specifically at sequence learning.
Results showed that the machine learning system yielded good results when
trained on the sequences of words, sentences and sections in dictated free-text
radiology reports. The system was trained with relatively simple features that were
directly based on the input data, without the need for expert knowledge. A
combination of a positional feature and colon and capital features was shown to
yield the largest increase in performance. Comparison against the output when
using no features at all showed increased in the F-scores from 86.79 to 88.18
(micro-averaged) and 87.08 to 87.85 (macro-averaged) on the regular CRF output.
The output after our post-processing step, which was aimed at eliminating
potentially misclassified tokens under the class labels Clinical background and
question and Conclusion, showed the overall micro-averaged F-score increasing
from 89.03 to 89.30 when using these features, and a slight decrease in the macroaveraged F-score from 88.66 to 88.60.
The classes Musculoskeletal and Armpits scored lowest on recall, but good on
precision. We believe the low recall on Musculoskeletal can be explained by the fact
that texts labelled under this class were often somewhat integrated within the
context. Therefore, the texts could not always be labelled separately from its
context (e.g. when the sentence 'No indication for musculoskeletal abnormalities in
this area.' occurred in a text on the Abdomen/pelvis). In these cases, we chose to
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annotate the text with the context class to preserve meaning. The low recall on the
Armpits class can be explained by the shortage of training examples. Not all
annotated reports contained findings on the armpits area. The same holds for the
class Retroperitoneum, which scores lowest on precision and reasonable on recall.
We hypothesized that the word frequency features would improve the results in
these less frequent classes especially. However, the addition of feature columns that
held information on word frequencies under the distinct class labels did not
improve results any further. We suspect that by adding the word frequency feature
columns, the extra information contained in those features does not extend beyond
the increase in extra feature space that is a result of adding the new feature
columns, and therefore decreases the results.
The results from the machine learning system support the work of Esuli et al.
[16], who used a LC-CRFs learner for the analysis of mammography reports in the
Italian language. Their baseline system is comparable to the system used in this
study, although our system is trained on longer word strings while these authors
trained their system on extracting relatively short pieces of information only
(average length of 17.33 words). Also the amount of labels in their study was
relatively low with nine distinct labels, resulting in only a few of the important
pieces of information being automatically extracted.
For our system or comparable systems to get widely adopted for report
processing in the radiological setting, results will need to be further improved.
Radiologists will only allow a computational system to automate part of their tasks
if they have enough trust and confidence in the system making the correct
classifications. To acquire this trust, scores on the classifications will need to be
further improved. Radiologists working with the system will not accept
classification errors on a regular basis, especially on word sequences or sentences
that are easily identifiable (i.e. for humans who have a medical background). For
the time being, this means that more work is needed.
A limitation of this study is that we only used reports on the malignant
lymphoma. Future research should include reports with a variety of diagnostic
questions to ensure that the machine learning system works for any type of report.
The next step for a structured reporting machine learning system would be to
extract detailed qualitative and quantitative information from the reports. For
example, the system could extract all descriptions and measurements of a specific
lesion from multiple reports of the same patient. The fact that our system can
classify text in the report is already a good first step in this direction.
In the ideal situation, radiologists have the opportunity to completely focus on
image interpretation, without experiencing any distractions from their
environment. For the reporting system as a whole, this would mean that the input
for further computational steps would be not much more than a single block of text
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with findings and a conclusion. The text may even lack any form of structure or
punctuation, since radiologists should not have to worry about this. The ideal
systems then, would be able to effectively and efficiently process this input into a
structured information format that can be shown in real time to the radiologist for
direct editing when needed. The structured information could furthermore be
converted into a standardized, structured report format specifically suited for
(individual) referring clinicians or for other use in the medical environment.
Since medical texts are highly susceptible to abbreviations, poor sentence
structure, incorrect spelling and more human-introduced complexities, they are
hard to process using conventional language processing systems. The machine
learning system of conditional random fields that was used in this study to assign
class labels and therefore extract texts in free-text radiological reports for use in
further computational systems yielded good results on both larger and smaller
classes and showed that machine learning systems provide a good means for
classification of information in free-text radiological reports.
Our results, together with further technological advances in information
extraction and support systems leave us with promising prospects for the radiology
report.

Conclusion
A machine learning system based on the LC-CRF algorithm can be used to
automatically structure and standardize the information contained in free-text
radiology reports. Such a system would be an interesting alternative to
conventional structured reporting systems, because it requires no additional
actions from the radiologist and does not interfere with image viewing and
interpretation. Our initial performance results with this system are promising.
However, more research is needed to improve the performance of the system to a
level that is acceptable in clinical practice, apply it to different classes of reports,
and extract more detailed information from the reports.
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Digital technology plays a crucial role in today’s radiology department. This means
that the job performance of radiologists is determined to a large extent by how well
they can interact with computer systems. It is therefore vital that the user interfaces
through which this interaction takes place are of high quality, and allow
radiologists to perform their jobs with maximal effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction.
In this thesis, we aimed to study the interaction between radiologists and
computer systems, and to identify ways to improve the quality of this interaction.
We focused on usability evaluation, interaction techniques, user interface
customization, computer-aided diagnosis, and structured reporting.
Usability evaluation
In Chapter 2, we performed a usability test of four different Picture Archiving and
Communication System (PACS) workstations. The PACS workstation allows
radiologists to retrieve, view, and manipulate images, and plays a crucial role in the
radiological workflow. We found differences in usability between PACSs with
identical functionality, which indicates that functional requirements alone are
insufficient to determine a PACS’s overall quality. A usability test should therefore
be used in addition to a functional requirement list in a PACS selection process to
ensure that a hospital buys the PACS with the highest quality. There was a
discrepancy between participants’ subjective preferences and their task
performance, which indicates that it is vital to include performance measures in the
usability assessment so that it accurately reflects the efficiency of interaction.
In Chapter 3, we evaluated the usability of a radiology workstation consisting of
an image viewer (a client for the PACS), a workflow manager (a client for the RIS)
and a report editor with speech recognition, after it was deployed in a hospital.
Ninety-two usability issues were identified, ranging from issues that cause minor
frustration or delay, to issues that cause significant delays, prevent users from
completing tasks or even pose a potential threat to patient safety. This underlines
the need for effective usability engineering in radiology. Given the limitations of
pre-deployment usability evaluation in radiology, which were confirmed by our
finding that the results of a pre-deployment usability evaluation of this workstation
had limited generalizability to clinical practice, it is vital that radiology workstation
vendors devote significant resources to usability engineering efforts before
deployment of their workstation, and to continue these efforts after the workstation
is deployed in a hospital.
In Chapter 4, we performed a post-deployment usability evaluation of a PACS
client based on pattern mining of user interaction log data. This approach provided
useful insights into the way users interact with the PACS client. However, it
revealed few usability issues compared to a field study and should therefore not be
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used as the sole method of usability evaluation. It can however be a useful addition
to other usability evaluation methods, because the log data can be used to guide the
collection of other sources of usability data, to obtain an accurate estimate of an
issue’s frequency of occurrence, and to determine the optimal default configuration
settings.
Interaction techniques
In Chapter 5, we implemented four touch-based interaction techniques for I2Vote:
an image-based audience response system for radiology education in which users
need to accurately mark a target on a medical image. In order to determine which
technique would be the most appropriate for I2Vote, we performed an empirical
study in which users marked a target on an image using all four techniques on
either a smartphone or a tablet.
We found that shift was the most accurate technique, but it was hampered by its
high complexity and low intuitiveness. Land-on was the fastest technique, but also
the least accurate. Take-off and zoom-pointing provided the best trade-off between
accuracy, efficiency, ease-of-use, and intuitiveness, and both are therefore viable
options for I2Vote.
Although this study focused on the I2Vote system, the implemented interaction
techniques could be used in any touch-based radiology computer system.
User interface customization
In Chapter 6, we developed a system that generates user-specific customization
support for the PACS based on users’ function usage. An empirical study was
performed to determine whether this adaptive customization support would be a
useful addition to an adaptable PACS interface.
We found that adaptive customization support helped radiologists use the
PACS’s customization facilities more effectively. Radiologists perceived the support
as being useful and accepted most of the customization suggestions. The increase in
customization effectiveness and the positive subjective responses to the support
lead us to conclude that adaptive customization support would be a useful addition
to an adaptable PACS interface.
Computer-aided diagnosis
In Chapter 7, we performed a literature study in which we examined the role of
trust in the radiologist–CAD interaction and suggested ways to improve the output
of the CAD system so that it allows radiologists to calibrate their trust in the system
more effectively.
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Observer studies of CAD systems show that radiologists often have an
inappropriate level of trust in the CAD system. They sometimes under-trust CAD,
thereby reducing its potential benefits, and sometimes over-trust it, leading to
diagnostic errors they would not have made without CAD. Based on the literature
on trust in human–automation interaction and the results of CAD observer studies,
we have identified four ways to improve the output of CAD so that it allows
radiologists to form a more appropriate level of trust in CAD. Designing CAD
systems for appropriate trust is important and can improve the performance of the
radiologist–CAD team. Future CAD research and development should acknowledge
the importance of the radiologist–CAD interaction, and specifically the role of trust
therein, in order to create the perfect artificial partner for the radiologist.
Structured reporting
In Chapter 8, we developed and tested a system that automatically converts
dictated free-text radiology reports into structured, standardized reports. Such a
system would be an interesting alternative to conventional structured reporting
systems, because it requires no additional actions from the radiologist and does not
interfere with image viewing and interpretation. The system, based on the Linear
Chain Conditional Random Fields machine learning algorithm, was able to
correctly classify most information in free-text reports, which allowed them to be
converted into a structured, standardized format. However, more research is
needed to improve the performance of the system to a level that is acceptable in
clinical practice, apply it to different classes of reports, and extract more detailed
information from the reports.

Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented various studies on the interaction between
radiologists and computer systems. While the topics of these studies varied greatly,
and all of them produced meaningful results on their own, they have one
overarching message: in addition to studying digital technology in itself, it is vital to
study the way humans interact with it. In order to design high-quality user
interfaces for radiological computer systems, we have to understand how
radiologists interact with them. As digital technology evolves, and the complexity
and diversity of computer systems with which radiologists interact increases, the
quality of this interaction becomes even more important.
We have identified several ways to improve the quality of interaction between
radiologists and computer systems. First, hospitals should place demands on a
product’s user interface in addition to its functionality (Chapter 2). If hospitals
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keep buying products with poor user interfaces, there is no incentive for product
vendors to improve them.
Second, radiology software vendors should devote significant resources to
usability engineering efforts before deployment of their software, and should
continue these efforts after their software is deployed in a hospital (Chapters 3 and
4). Only following the full usability engineering lifecycle can ensure software with
high usability.
Third, dedicated interaction techniques should be developed for radiology
software where necessary (Chapter 5). Radiologists perform tasks on a computer
that are not common for the general population. Standard interaction techniques
may therefore not be optimal for these tasks.
Fourth, adaptive support for user interface customization could be added to
radiology software in order to improve the effectiveness with which radiologists use
the software’s customization facilities (Chapter 6). Especially in complex software,
which radiologists use in different ways depending on their goals and interaction
preferences, effective interface customization has great potential to improve the
efficiency of interaction with the software.
Fifth, CAD systems should be designed in a way that allows radiologists to
effectively calibrate their trust in the system (Chapter 7). Without an appropriate
level of trust, the performance of the radiologist-CAD team will never reach its full
potential.
Sixth, natural language processing systems, if developed further, could be used
to automatically convert dictated free-text radiology reports into a structured
format (Chapter 8). This is a viable alternative to structured reporting software,
which forces radiologists to change the way they construct their reports.
Although the studies in this thesis were conducted in radiology, their relevance
is not limited to this domain. Chapters 2–4 are valuable additions to the general
usability literature; the interaction techniques evaluated in Chapter 5 could be used
in any touch-based system that allows users to accurately mark targets on images,
without a priori knowledge of the user’s intended target; Chapter 6, in which we
had the unique opportunity to study the effects of adaptive customization support
on users working with a new interface in a real work environment, produced
valuable insights into user interface customization; Chapter 7 contributes to the
understanding of the interaction between humans and artificial intelligence
systems; and Chapter 8 provides insight into using machine learning techniques for
real-world natural language processing applications.
While human-computer interaction researchers have a lot to offer the world of
radiology, radiology also has a lot to offer in return. Studying the interaction
between humans and computer systems in a domain with such specialized users,
advanced technology, and high stakes is an interesting and fruitful endeavor that
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can provide valuable insights into the fundamental principles of human-computer
interaction. We strongly encourage human-computer interaction research in
radiology, both to advance the world of radiology and to advance our
understanding of the way humans interact with technology.
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Usability evaluation
As digital technology evolves, increasingly complex and diverse computer systems
enter the radiology workspace. In order to ensure that users can use these systems
effectively, efficiently, and enjoyably, the vendors of these systems have to
incorporate usability engineering methods into their development processes.
The FDA [1] and IEC [2] have constructed guidelines for usability evaluation
with which vendors have to comply. Although it is good that these regulatory
organizations place demands on the usability of medical systems, it is unclear
whether the methods they propose are the most effective. More research is needed
to compare the effectiveness of various usability evaluation methods in order to
improve the regulatory guidelines. It would help greatly if vendors would make the
data of their usability evaluations available for research purposes. However, care
should be taken to ensure that sensitive information about their products does not
fall into the hands of their competitors.
The FDA and IEC guidelines focus heavily on preventing use errors. While this
is arguably the most important goal of usability engineering in healthcare, it should
not be the only goal. Efficiency, user satisfaction, and general effectiveness (not
related to use errors) are also important for a product’s overall usability, and
should therefore be taken into account during the usability engineering process.
However, there is currently no clear incentive for vendors to include these usability
aspects into their usability evaluations (the incentive for usability evaluations
focused on use error prevention is clear: if this is not done properly, the product
will not receive FDA/IEC approval). If hospitals also start placing demands on
usability, as was argued in Chapter 2, vendors might be more inclined to cover the
full scope of usability evaluation in order to increase the probability that a hospital
will buy their product. Future research could also contribute by studying the effects
of different scopes of usability evaluation on product success.
A challenge for radiology that is already relevant today, but will become even
more relevant in the future, is to ensure that all the different and interdependent
systems that make up the radiological IT infrastructure are properly integrated.
There is a need for more research on the interoperability of different systems and
how this affects their usability. Our results in Chapter 3 indicate that a substantial
number of usability issues encountered in one system were actually caused by
issues in another system, or by issues in communication between the systems. We
need to determine how these kinds of issues can be predicted and prevented before
deployment of a system.
Inconsistencies in the user interfaces of different systems can also lead to
usability issues. More work is needed to harmonize the interfaces of different
systems (e.g. CT and MR scanners) so that users working with multiple systems
have a consistent user experience.
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We believe that many opportunities for learning about usability in radiology lie
in post-deployment usability evaluations. In contrast to pre-deployment
evaluations, which study simulated use, these evaluations allow us to evaluate the
usability of a system in a real-world setting. This can provide valuable insights into
the use of a system in clinical practice, the effects of use environment and user
demographics on usability, interoperability issues, and how system usage changes
over time.
Although post-deployment usability evaluation is an integral part of the
usability engineering life cycle [3], there is little quantitative evidence that supports
its effectiveness. In order to convince vendors to invest in post-deployment
usability evaluation, we need to systematically evaluate the added value of postdeployment usability evaluation with respect to pre-deployment evaluation.
New imaging technologies (e.g. spectral CT) will change the way radiologists
view and interact with image data of the human body. This opens up a lot of new
possibilities, but it also creates usability challenges. New interfaces need to be
developed that effectively display new types of image data, and clearly distinguish
between different types of data (e.g. so that radiologists do not confuse spectral CT
images with conventional CT images).
Interaction techniques
Changes in technology bring changes in user interaction paradigms. An example of
a recent technology that has transformed user interaction in radiology (and in the
rest of the world) is the touch screen. Most of the hardware controls on imaging
modalities have been replaced by touch screens, and smartphone and tablet
versions of imaging software are increasingly common.
Many more of such technologies (e.g. gesture-based devices, brain-computer
interfaces) will enter radiological practice in the future. It is important that
adequate interaction techniques for these systems are developed that allow
radiologists to interact with them effectively and efficiently.
Future research should evaluate the performance of multiple interaction
techniques for basic radiological interaction tasks (e.g. navigating through a stack
of images, performing measurements). Product vendors can then use the results to
inform the design of their products.
User interface customization
User interface customization provides a way to manage the increasing complexity
of radiological software. Complex software should be customized to the needs and
preferences of each individual user and each different context of use. However, the
best way to achieve effective interface customization is still a topic for future
research.
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In Chapter 6, we showed that intelligent support for interface customization
increased radiologists’ customization effectiveness compared to when they
customized on their own. Future research should determine the optimal interface
for delivering such customization support, and expand the scope of the support.
The support could include, for example, display protocol customization, report
customization, and context-based customization.
Computer-aided diagnosis
Advances in image processing and artificial intelligence will enable the
development of more powerful CAD systems. We believe that future radiologists
will reach their diagnosis in collaboration with one or more of these systems. In
order to maximize the performance of the radiologist-CAD team, we need to
optimize the radiologist-CAD interaction.
In Chapter 7, we studied an important aspect of this interaction: trust. We
identified several ways to change CAD’s output so that it facilitates more effective
trust calibration. Future research should empirically study the effectiveness of our
suggestions.
Although there is abundant research on CAD, most of it focuses on improving
CAD’s performance or evaluating its effect on radiologists’ sensitivity and
specificity. While this is obviously important, we also need a deeper understanding
of the psychological aspects of the radiologist-CAD interaction, so that we can
design the user interfaces of CAD systems in such a way that they become the
perfect artificial partners for the radiologist.
Structured reporting
A current trend in healthcare is to leverage big data in order to improve patient
care. Since the radiology department generates large amounts of data, it could play
an important role in this process. However, a limiting factor is the way that the
results of radiological exams are currently being stored. The department’s final
product, the radiology report, is often constructed in a unconstrained and
unstandardized way, which makes it difficult, or even impossible, to use the
information in the report for data mining purposes.
Therefore there is a need to structure and standardize the information
contained in the radiology report. A solution that is currently being explored, and
in some cases already used in clinical practice, is to have radiologists use structured
reporting software that lets them report in a highly controlled fashion. In Chapter 8
we developed an alternative solution that uses natural language processing
techniques to automatically convert free-text radiology reports into a structured
format. This has the advantage that it does not require additional actions on the
radiologist’s part and does not interfere with image viewing and interpretation.
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More research is needed to further develop these kinds of systems, and to test them
against structured reporting software. In this way, we can determine the best way
to obtain structured radiology reports.
Future radiology workspace
When taken together, the elements of human-computer interaction studied in this
thesis allow us to paint a picture of the radiology workspace of the future. In this
workspace, all hardware and software with which radiologists interact will have
undergone rigorous usability testing, creating a great user experience for the
radiologists and ensuring that they can perform their jobs effectively, efficiently,
enjoyably and safely.
The different technologies radiologists use will be seamlessly integrated,
creating a technological environment that the radiologist perceives as one
integrated whole. This is facilitated by improvements in IT standards such as
DICOM and HL7, and increased collaboration between vendors through
connectathons (e.g. the IHE [4] and FHIR [5] connectathons) and other
interoperability efforts.
Radiology user interfaces will become increasingly intelligent. They will assist
radiologists in customizing the interface to their individual needs and preferences
and automatically adapt to the situation at hand. Radiologists only see the
functionality they need for the current step in their workflow for the study they are
currently reviewing. Intelligent interface agents will also be able to take mundane
tasks out of the radiologist’s hands. For example, they can optimize radiologists’
worklists, automatically create structured reports, and calculate imaging
biomarkers for a patient.
These improvements in usability, interoperability and user interface intelligence
will reduce the cognitive overhead radiologists face while interacting with
technology and thereby allow them to spend more cognitive resources on actual
patient diagnosis.
Artificial intelligence will also become more prevalent in diagnosis itself. The
radiologist will form a diagnostic team with advanced CAD systems and clinical
decision support systems. The performance of this team, both in terms of
diagnostic accuracy and reading efficiency, will be higher than the performance of
any radiologist alone.
Advancements in mobile technology will loosen the ties between radiologists
and their desks. They can view images anytime and anywhere, thereby increasing
their flexibility, their visibility within the hospital, and facilitating face-to-face
communication with their colleague radiologists, radiology technicians, and other
medical professionals.
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Novel hardware will open up new ways to visualize and interact with medical
image data. For example, interventional radiologists can remain sterile by using
gestures to control images, virtual colonoscopy can be performed in full 3D using
virtual reality glasses, and 3D printing or holograms can be used for surgical
planning.
These are exciting prospects for the radiology workspace. How will they play out
in reality? And which other technological advancements will transform the
workspace? Only time will tell.
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Chapter 11

Digitale technologie speelt een cruciale rol in de radiologie. Dit betekent dat de
arbeidsprestatie van radiologen voor een groot deel wordt bepaald door hoe goed ze
met computersystemen om kunnen gaan. Het is daarom van groot belang dat de
gebruikersinterfaces die deze interactie mogelijk maken van hoge kwaliteit zijn en
radiologen in staat stellen hun werk met maximale effectiviteit, efficiëntie en
tevredenheid uit te voeren.
Het doel van dit proefschrift was het bestuderen van de interactie tussen
radiologen en computersystemen en het identificeren van manieren om de kwaliteit
van deze interactie te verbeteren. We richtten ons op usability-evaluatie,
interactietechnieken, gebruikersinterfacepersonalisatie, computergeassisteerde
diagnose (CAD) en gestructureerde verslaglegging.
Usability-evaluatie
In Hoofdstuk 2 hebben we een usability-test uitgevoerd van vier verschillende
Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) werkstations. Het PACS
werkstation stelt radiologen in staat beelden op te halen, te bekijken en te
manipuleren, en speelt een cruciale rol in de radiologische workflow. We vonden
verschillen in usability tussen PACSen met identieke functionaliteit, wat erop duidt
dat de kwaliteit van een PACS niet volledig bepaald kan worden op basis van enkel
functionele eisen. In een PACS-selectieproces zouden ziekenhuizen daarom hun
functionele eisen aan moeten vullen met een usability-test, om er zeker van te zijn
dat ze het beste PACS kopen. De subjectieve voorkeuren van de proefpersonen
kwamen niet overeen met hun prestaties op de taken. Dit geeft aan dat het
belangrijk is om prestatiemetingen op te nemen in de usability-test, zodat hij de
efficiëntie van interactie nauwkeurig weergeeft.
In Hoofdstuk 3 evalueerden we de usability van een radiologie-werkstation
bestaande uit een image viewer (een gebruikersapplicatie voor het PACS), een
workflow manager (een gebruikersapplicatie voor het RIS) en een verslag-editor
met spraakherkenning, nadat het werkstation in gebruik was genomen door een
ziekenhuis. Tweeënnegentig usability-problemen werden geïdentificeerd, variërend
van problemen die lichte frustratie of vertraging veroorzaken, tot problemen die
grote vertragingen veroorzaken, gebruikers belemmeren taken te voltooien, of zelfs
een potentiële bedreiging vormen voor de patiëntveiligheid. Dit onderstreept de
noodzaak van effectieve usability engineering in de radiologie. Gegeven de
beperkingen van pre-deployment usability-evaluatie in de radiologie, die werden
bevestigd door onze bevinding dat de resultaten van een pre-deployment usabilityevaluatie van dit werkstation beperkt generaliseerbaar waren naar de klinische
praktijk, is het belangrijk dat de ontwikkelaars van radiologie-werkstations
investeren in usability engineering tijdens de ontwikkelingsfase en doorgaan met
usability-evaluaties nadat hun werkstation in gebruik is genomen.
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In Hoofdstuk 4 deden we een usability-evaluatie van een PACS
gebruikersapplicatie op basis van pattern mining van log data van
gebruikersinteractie. Deze aanpak verschafte ons nuttige inzichten in de
gebruikersinteractie met het PACS. Hij bracht echter weinig usability-problemen
aan het licht vergeleken met een veldonderzoek en is daarom niet geschikt als op
zichzelf staande usability-evaluatiemethode. Deze aanpak kan wel nuttig zijn als
aanvulling op andere usability-evaluatiemethodes, omdat de log data gebruikt
kunnen worden om de verzameling van andere databronnen te sturen, om een
nauwkeurige schatting te maken van de frequentie waarmee een usabilityprobleem voorkomt, en om de optimale basisconfiguratie te bepalen.
Interactietechnieken
In Hoofdstuk 5 implementeerden we vier touch-based interactietechnieken voor
I2Vote: een op beelden gebaseerd stemsysteem voor radiologie-onderwijs waarin
gebruikers nauwkeurig een locatie op een medisch beeld moeten markeren. Om te
bepalen welke techniek het meest geschikt is voor I2Vote deden we een empirisch
onderzoek waarin gebruikers een doelwit op een beeld moesten markeren met
behulp van alle vier technieken op een smartphone of een tablet.
Shift was de meest nauwkeurige techniek, maar werd gehinderd door zijn hoge
complexiteit en lage intuïtiviteit. Land-on was de snelste techniek, maar ook de
minst nauwkeurige. Take-off en zoom-pointing boden de beste balans tussen
nauwkeurigheid, efficiëntie, gebruiksgemak en intuïtiviteit, en zijn daarom beide
geschikt voor I2Vote.
Ondanks het feit dat dit onderzoek zich richtte op het I2Vote systeem zijn de
geïmplementeerde interactietechnieken te gebruiken in elk touch-based
computersysteem in de radiologie.
Gebruikersinterfacepersonalisatie
In Hoofdstuk 6 ontwikkelden we een systeem dat gebruikersspecifieke
ondersteuning genereert voor het personaliseren van de PACS gebruikersinterface
op basis van het functiegebruik van de gebruiker. Er werd een empirisch onderzoek
gedaan om te bepalen of deze adaptieve personalisatie-ondersteuning een nuttige
toevoeging zou zijn op een personaliseerbare PACS interface.
Adaptieve
personalisatie-ondersteuning
hielp
radiologen
de
personaliseerfaciliteiten van het PACS effectiever te gebruiken. Radiologen
ervoeren de ondersteuning als nuttig en accepteerden het merendeel van de
suggesties voor personalisatie. De toename in personalisatie-effectiviteit en de
positieve reacties op de ondersteuning brengen ons tot de conclusie dat adaptieve
personalisatie-ondersteuning een nuttige toevoeging zou zijn op een
personaliseerbare PACS interface.
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Computergeassisteerde diagnose
In Hoofdstuk 7 deden we een literatuuronderzoek naar de rol van vertrouwen in de
radioloog-CAD-interactie en gaven we suggesties om de uitvoer van het CADsysteem te verbeteren zodat de radioloog in staat wordt gesteld om zijn vertrouwen
in het systeem effectiever te calibreren.
Empirisch onderzoek naar CAD-systemen laat zien dat radiologen vaak een
ongepaste hoeveelheid vertrouwen in het CAD systeem hebben. Soms hebben ze te
weinig vertouwen, waardoor ze CAD’s volledige potentie niet benutten, en soms te
veel vertrouwen, waardoor ze diagnostische fouten maken die ze zonder CAD niet
zouden maken. Op basis van de literatuur over vertrouwen in mens-computerinteractie en de resultaten van empirisch onderzoek naar CAD hebben wij vier
manieren geïdentificeerd om de uitvoer van CAD systemen te verbeteren zodat
radiologen in staat worden gesteld hun vertrouwen in het systeem op een gepast
niveau in te stellen.
Gestructureerde verslaglegging
In Hoofdstuk 8 ontwikkelden en testten we een systeem dat vrije-tekst
radiologieverslagen automatisch omzet naar gestructureerde, gestandaardiseerde
verslagen. Een dergelijk systeem zou een interessant alternatief zijn voor
conventionele gestructureerde verslagleggingssoftware, omdat het geen extra acties
van de radioloog vereist en niet interfereert met het bekijken en interpreteren van
de medische beelden. Het systeem, gebaseerd op het Linear Chain Conditional
Random Fields algoritme, was in staat om de meeste informatie in vrije-tekst
verslagen correct te classificeren, waardoor ze in een gestructureerde en
gestandaardiseerde vorm konden worden gegoten. Er is echter meer ondezoek
nodig om de prestaties van het systeem te verbeteren tot een niveau dat acceptabel
is in de klinische praktijk, het systeem toe te passen op andere soorten verslagen,
en om gedetailleerdere informatie uit de verslagen te verkrijgen.

Conclusie
In dit proefschrift hebben we verscheidene onderzoeken naar de interactie tussen
radiologen en computersystemen gepresenteerd. Hoewel de onderwerpen van deze
onderzoeken sterk varieerden en elk onderzoek op zichzelf betekenisvolle
resultaten heeft opgeleverd, hebben zij één overkoepelende boodschap: naast het
bestuderen van digitale technologie zelf is het noodzakelijk om te onderzoeken hoe
mensen met deze technologie omgaan. Om kwalitatief hoogstaande
gebruikersinterfaces voor radiologische computersystemen te kunnen ontwikkelen
moeten we begrijpen hoe de interactie tussen radiologen en deze systemen eruit
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ziet. Naarmate de digitale technologie evolueert, en de complexiteit en diversiteit
van computersystemen waarmee radiologen werken verder toeneemt, wordt de
kwaliteit van deze interactie nog belangrijker.
Wij hebben verschillende manieren geïdentificeerd om de kwaliteit van de
interactie tussen radiologen en computersystemen te verbeteren. Ten eerste,
ziekenhuizen moeten niet alleen eisen stellen aan de functionaliteit van een
product, maar ook aan zijn gebruikersinterface (Hoofdstuk 2). Als ziekenhuizen
producten met slechte gebruikersinterfaces blijven kopen is er voor bedrijven geen
stimulans om hun interfaces te verbeteren.
Ten tweede, radiologie-software-ontwikkelaars moeten investeren in usability
engineering tijdens de ontwikkelingsfase en doorgaan met usability-evaluaties
nadat hun software door een ziekenhuis in gebruik is genomen (Hoofdstuk 3 en 4).
Alleen het volgen van de volledige usability engineering levenscyclus kan software
met hoge usability waarborgen.
Ten derde, waar nodig moeten er toepassingsspecifieke interactietechnieken
voor radiologie-software worden ontwikkeld (Hoofdstuk 5). Radiologen doen taken
op een computer die de algemene bevolking niet of nauwelijks uitvoert. Standaard
interactietechnieken zijn daarom niet altijd optimaal voor deze taken.
Ten vierde, adaptieve personalisatie-ondersteuning kan worden toegevoegd aan
radiologie-software om zo de effectiviteit waarmee radiologen de
personalisatiemogelijkheden van de software benutten te verbeteren (Hoofdstuk
6). Met name in complexe software, die radiologen op verschillende wijzen
gebruiken afhankelijk van hun doelen en interactievoorkeuren, heeft effectieve
interfacepersonalisatie veel potentie om de efficiëntie waarmee radiologen met de
software kunnen werken te verbeteren.
Ten vijfde, CAD systemen moeten worden ontworpen op een manier die
radiologen in staat stelt om hun vertrouwen in het systeem effectief te calibreren
(Hoofdstuk 7). Zonder een gepast niveau van vertrouwen zullen de prestaties van
het radioloog-CAD team nooit hun volledige potentieel bereiken.
Ten zesde, natuurlijke-taalverwerkingssystemen, mits zij verder ontwikkeld
worden, kunnen gebruikt worden om vrije-tekst radiologieverslagen automatisch
om te zetten in een gestructureerde vorm (Hoofdstuk 8). Dit is een mogelijk
alternatief voor gestructureerde verslagleggingssoftware, die radiologen dwingt om
hun manier van verslaan te veranderen.
Hoewel de onderzoeken in dit proefschrift gedaan zijn in de radiologie is hun
relevantie niet beperkt tot dit domein. Hoofdstukken 2–4 zijn waardevolle
toevoegingen op de algemene usability-literatuur; de interactietechnieken
ontwikkeld in Hoofdstuk 5 kunnen worden gebruikt in elk touch-based systeem
waarin gebruikers nauwkeurig een doelwit op een beeld moeten markeren, zonder
a priori kennis van het beoogde doelwit van de gebruiker; Hoofdstuk 6, waarin we
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de unieke kans hadden om de effecten van adaptieve personalisatie-ondersteuning
op gebruikers van een nieuwe interface in een echte werkomgeving te kunnen
onderzoeken, leidde tot waardevolle inzichten in gebruikersinterfacepersonalisatie;
Hoofdstuk 7 draagt bij aan het begrip van de interactie tussen mensen en
kunstmatige intelligentie-systemen; en Hoofdstuk 8 biedt inzichten in het gebruik
van machine learning technieken voor praktijkgerichte natuurlijketaalverwerkingsapplicaties.
Mens-computerinteractie-onderzoekers hebben de wereld van de radiologie veel
te bieden, maar de radiologie geeft ook veel terug. Het bestuderen van de interactie
tussen mensen en computersystemen in een domein met zulke gespecialiseerde
gebruikers, geavanceerde technologie en hoge kwaliteitseisen is een interessante en
vruchtbare onderneming die waardevolle inzichten in de fundamentele principes
van mens-computer interactie kan opleveren. Wij moedigen mens-computerinteractie-onderzoek in de radiologie aan, zowel om de wereld van de radiologie
verder te ontwikkelen als om meer inzicht te verwerven in de interactie tussen
mensen en technologie.
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